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CHAi?TER I 
INTRODUCTION 
----------------------------------------· 
---------------------------------------------------------------
CHAPTER I 
IrlrRODUCTIOfi 
For years Protestantism has had many denominations, mainly 
because of variant doctrinal beliefs. Denominations who !eel their 
existence is justified and who !eel the truths for lrhich they stand 
are worth perpetuating, have the solemn responsibility of indoctri-
r~ting their follo~rers in the basic doctrines of the Bible as lrell 
as the distinctives for vrhich they stand. '!'"ihen properly done, 
doctrinal training should assure a denomination of its continued 
existence, and the perpetuation of the truths for which it stands. 
If not, the denomination ldll eventually amalgamate or disintegrate. 
Accepted evangelical leaders indicated that doctrinal training 
was closely related to the destiny of a denomination, and most 
evangelical Protestant churches provided programs for age-group 
doctrinal training. Leaders, college professors, pastors, and 
"members" of Assemblies of God churches gave evidence tl~t there 
~~s a definite need for better doctrinal training in the Assemblies 
of God. 
I. PROBLEl.f 
Statement £!_:!!!:!. 2roblem. The problem of this study l',:ras to 
determine the extent of need for a more adequate doctrinal training 
3 
program in the Assemblies of God, and upon the basis of these findings 
to propose a program for age-group doctrinal training in the Assemblies 
of God. 
Justification of the problem. 'Vilhan trds study was Utldertaken., 
the Assemblies of God had 110 consistant indoctrination period, except 
in the Sunday school hour, preaching ministry., and teacher training 
sessions. 'I'he Sunday school, at best, "faa only forty-five minutes per 
week. After analyzing the aims and goals of Sunday school materials, 
it became obvious that forty-five minutes l~S not enough time to 
adequately care for the needs of both the Sunday school and doctrinal 
training. The question then arose; if additional time was set aside 
for doctrinal instruction, 'tvhat materials could be used? 
Denominational leaders, college professors, pastors, and church 
~embers" of the Assemblies of God itldicated that there vms a need for 
better doctrinal training. Various ones had attempted to meet this 
need, but nothing t%'0rthy of district or denominational recognition had 
been produced. l"ian;r churches realized the need to the extent that they 
looked to other evangelical Protestant and Pentecostal denominations 
to provide age-grcmp doctrinal training tor tlleir consti.tueanc;Cjv-' • ..----'!TciJhi\lWJ~,..-----­
another question arose; could their materials adequately meet the 
needs of Assemblies of God churches? 
r•1ore and more the Assernblies of God, as a denomination, 1\"SS beil1g 
accepted by other evangelical Protestant denominations. Consequently, 
many of these people were visiting Assemblies of God churches and 
liking the evangelistic style of preaching and spiritual atmosphere 
4 
thay ~rere finding. Along "11th this ;,ras the fact ·that members of 
Protestant denomina tiona were experienci.ng the baptism in the Holy 
Spirit, l·dth the initial evidence of speaking in otrJ.er tongues, and 
they too were beginning to venture ir1to Assemblies of God churches. 
This merging of people from variant theological backgrounds, gave rise 
to the need for specific doctrinal training. 
Finally, over the past fifty years the Assemblies of God lost 
numerous people to other denominations and cults, simply because they 
"rere not grounded in the fundamental Bible doctn.nes for ttJhich the 
Assemblies of God stood. 
Limitations !:! !2!, eroblem. This study was limited to question-
naires from selected national evangelical leaders because of the 
author's inability to go to them for personal intervievJs. 
Like~~se, this study was limited to questiom1aires from national 
leaders of' the Assemblies of God, Assemblies of God college professors, 
and pastors of Assemblies of churches outside of the Portland, 
Oregon area. Personal interview-s w1 th AssemblimLo;f God p.::1stors and 
questionnaires to Assemblies of God church "members" -v1ere limited to 
the Portland, Oregon area. 
This study in :i.ts literary investigation, 't,ras also limited to 
selected evangelical Protestant churches. Personal interviel-18 to learn 
the methods and materials used by other groups was limited to selected 
evangelical Protestant churches. 
II. DEFlNITIOli OF TERMS USED 
evangelical leac~rs 
consisted of the various leaders of denominations that affiliated, 
associated, or shared the philosop~ of the National Association of 
Evangelicals. Some denominations had doctrinal flexibility whereby 
men representing the entire theological spectrum could belong. ~rhia 
made it impossible for the denominational leaders to corrmdt entire 
to the National Association of ICvangelicals, t.l-).e 
5 
leaders 1Here often sound evangelicals (as rorurch -vrould define evangelical 
on page thirteen of book, Cooperation 1r!ithout Compromise). :National 
evangelical leaders then had to do vl'ith the individual's position not 
his denominations. 
E-vangelical Protestant churches. Evangelical Protestant 
churches -v,;ere those churches, 11a-hether in commonly accepted evangelical 
denominations or other denominations, "V~lho believed that salvation is 
by faith, and the Bible is the final authority in the matters of faith 
and practice. They also bel1 eved certaj n fundament.al doctrines, such 
as:, the virgin birth, the trini cy-, the deity of Christ, the person-
ality of the Holy Spirit, the substitutionary or vicarious death of 
Christ as an atonement for those who believe, Christ's bodily resur-
rection from the grave, lus ascension into heaven, the personal and 
glorious return of Christ, the resurrection and judgement of all men, 
and the ex:i.stence of a hell .. 
~-group. f~e-group w13.S limited to the three 
categories, namely, children, youth, and adults. 
or age-level 
training referred to one's 
belief. C"E'lnerally it referred to the bas:i.c truths for which a 
denomination stood as set forth in its statement of faith. It also 
referred occasionally to the doctrines of a denomination even though 
these were not systematic in s·truc:-t.ureoor theological in terminology. 
For some groups the word catecheti.cal training '1'18.S synon;ymous, others 
preferred doctrinal training, and some liked just plain 'what you 
believe.' 
It should be noted that doctrinal training in this study t~s 
limited to the laity, and '!rtlen reference vras made to the training of 
the clergy, the word 'theological training' was used. 
Church members. Church members :i.n this study had ttro meanings. 
Generally it referred to the people who pledged to support the church, 
v~re officially accepted into the church, and were given the right-
6 
hand of fellmrsh:ip by t.be church officials. }Then used as cb~...._ ______ _ 
11members, tt it referred to those who actively supported the church 
even though they may or may not have gone through the formality of 
being officially accepted by the church leaders. In many of the 
Assemblies of God churches people came out of denominations which made 
church membership s;>,.non;y111ous with salvation; they reacted against this, 
7 
sav1 no in ch;.trch membersh:tp flven though they fully supported 
the church financially$ and ldth faithful attendance. It was felt 
that they "rould kno'!tJ as much--doctrinally--as the voting membership. 
III. MET HOD OF PROCEDURE 
]ocu.mentar::[. An tion vTas conducted (1) to and 
"'"~'""''~,..~._,.'"' all of the a"lta:Uable literary in the selected 
evangelical Protestant churches (and denominations) 
of Ood churches; ( 2) to examine doctrinal training ..,...,..,..,. .. n..,..,., 
Assemblies 
of selected 
evangelical Protestant churches; and (3) to eJ!"..amine literature dealirt.g 
-vdth the histor.1 of doctrinal trainine; to detE~rmine its use in the 
• 
Surve;r. (,luesti.onnaires were sent (1) to a elected national 
evangelical leaders from a recommended list that l-iaS made available 
by the president of 't:Jestern E.'vangelical Seminary--Dr. Paul Petticord 
(a former president at' National Association of Evangelicals), to 
determine the relationship between doctrinal training and the destiny 
a denomination; (2) to national leaders of the Assemblies of G-od, 
Chri st.1 an edneat.i on professor of Aasemhl j as of God schools, and pastors 
of Assemblies of God churches to determine whether doctrinal training 
1,1as adeqt1ate, or 'lvhether there existed a for better age-group 
doctrinal training; (3) questionnaires "rere issued to church 
"'members'1 in the Portland, Oregon area to indicate whether an 
indoctrination need existed, and if they would be open for doctrinal 
training. 
Questionnaires were sent to all of the executive officials of 
the Assemblies of God, to every head of the of Christian 
Education or Religious Edu.cat:i.on in all of the Assemblies of God 
schools, to pastors of siz,e d churches, and to churches 
district of of God the United 
States. 
Personal were conducted (l) lnth of 
Assemblies of God churches in the l>ortland, area to 
if there w.'as a need for doctr:tnal training; and (2) l\rith selected 
evangelical Protestant churches, and Assemblies of churches in the 
Portland, area to determine ~mat methods materials were 
used to doctrinal for the laity. 
IV. IZA'l'Icm THE 'l'HESIS 
Chapter two contains a brief historical survey of doctrinal 
training from the Primative period to the '1\;lemtieth-century period. 
It attempted to point out the methods and institutions used in various 
periods to teach the people about God. 
Chapter three contains a survey of methods material used 
for doct:d.~."lal training by selected evangelical Protestant churches. 
The methods of li terar,:t reviervJ and inter'll'iEllJ 11as used to determine 
what l~'tl.s available in materials, and l<Jhat l-J&S being done by selected 
evangelical Protestant churches in the Portland, Oregon area. 
Cr~pter four contains the results of a questionnaire sent to 
selected evangelical Protestant leaders to determine the relationship 
8 
9 
between doctrinal training and the destiny of a denomination. 
The contents of chapter five dealt ~th the Assemblies of God 
and age-group doctrinal training. 'lhe objective of this chapter was 
to find out what the Assemblies of God had available in doctrinal 
trai.?ling materials, investigate what Assemblies of God pastors were 
doing in regards to age-group doctrinal trai."ling, and to determine 
whether there was a need for better age-group doctrinal training. 
Chapter six contains a proposed age-group doctrinal training 
program for the Assemblies of God. Three basic age-group divisions 
were handled: the children, youth, and adults. 
The final chapter (7) contains the summary, conclusions, and 
recommendations for further stuqy in age-group doctrinal training. 
CF.APTER II 
A BRIEF' :1-.liSTORICJU, SURVEY OJ!' DOCTRINAL TRAJliHNG 
CHAPrER II 
A BRIEl'' HISTORICAL SURVEY OF DOCTRllUL TRAINING 
I. !l,fl'RODUCTIOli 
J:l"rom the of creation until the time that this study ~~s 
under consideration there was some kind of doctrinal train:i.ng taking 
place--either formal or informal. The purpose of this chapter 1~s to 
survey the histor.1 of doctrinal training in nine different periods to 
determine ho"r doctrinal training was carried on and -v1hat methods l.'"Gre 
employed. 
The breadth of t:td.s subject made it necessary to limit this 
chapter to a brief of doctrinal in histor.y~ 
II. HISTORICAL SURVEY 
Primitive Period 
The Primitive pariod began with the opening chapters of Genesis 
and extended to the time of Abraham. God's method of teaching 1>JSS 
positive and authoritative. Genesis 3:8 and 1~.:::9 indicates that God 
and man conV'ijrsed in the garden. JtJ>ter the flood God made a covenant 
with Noah, and then became the of God 1>1ho conveyed the 
messages from God to his family. 'I'hus, the patriarch or tribal head 
became the mediary between God and man. Parents had to assume the 
responsibility of teaching the children--making home the school. Thus., 
a definite pattern of teaching-learning developed; from God to the 
patriarch, from the patriarch to the family, and from the family head 
to individual members. 
The subject matter \\'aS the message from God, and hol-T God dealt 
l~>ith his people in history. The source of kno"rledge vms God, the 
of his knowledge was 
between God and man.1 
The Hebrew Period 
secure a harmonious relationship 
'f:qe Hebrelr period extended from Abraham's time until the axile 
of Jews. 'l'he basic patten1 "ttrhich 'VI'S.S described in the Primitive 
period was carried over in the beginning of the Hebrew period. 
12 
~t ••• There \\"EEre no schools in the formal sense; education took place 
in the midst of living."2 
Teachers of this period ~re parents, priests, prophets, sages, 
poets. MOst of the teaching was for the adults, and it became the 
responsibility of the adults to teach the children. The desire to 
know and do God's "nll drove people on to learn the right and the 
~~ong. Because God did not speak to man directly, man sought to find 
God 1s ~dll through various means--especially through the religious 
early HebrelJ life the priest liaS one of the first teachers. 
There were priests before the national priesthood can1e into existance; 
1James DeForest Murch, Christian Education and the Local Church 
{Cincinnati: The Standard Publishing Company, lmt3),pp:l.5:18. 
2Lewis Joseph Sherill, The Rise of Christian Education (New 
York: The }~cMillan Company, !9th)";P. e. 
13 
they mediated for the people by offering sacrifices of propitiation to 
God. It was the priests' job to find God's 'Will and teach it to the 
people. Priests taught God's tdll to the people by the sacrifices and 
the law. First~ they taught through symbolism in the sacrifice. 'I'he 
the s;ymbols--the book of Hebrevrs brings this out. Secondly, the priest 
also taught God's will by means of the law. In II Chronicles 17:7-9, 
the priests 1-rere sent out to teach the books of the law; this brought 
about a reform. During some of the feasts the law was read out loud 
(Deuteronomy 31:9-12).3 
The prophets, or seers, also had a part in teaching people 
about God and His will. They spoke forth for God concerning present 
and future events; they \>Jere both men and women; they were organized 
into communi ties, and vrere knOl"''!l as 1 sons or the prophets' (II lfings 
4:38-42; II Kings 6:1-7). In contempora~J times this organized 
commurdty would be called a school or college of the prophets•. 
According to Rabbinical tradition, they formed colleges 
numbering from fifty to four hundred, which '1,1ere some1<rhat 
in the nature of theological institutions, and were presided 
over by a senior member i'onnerly elected. l,fu.sic and sacred 
poetry were studied, as well as the profoundest aspects of 
thoology. J~fi preachers th$ prophets upheld the highest spiritual 
ideals, rejected the religion of ceremonial observances, azld 
whemently protested against idolatry, and immorality. Thus 
they maintained the highest form of education. Among the chief 
places l-.There informal schools were established we might mention 
Jerico, Ramah, Bethel, and Gilgal.4 
3Ibid., pp. 8-10. 
4Frederick ~by, Christianitl~ Education (Dallas; 
Board of the Baptist General Convention of Texas, 1915), p. 
Executive 
19. 
People came to the prophets when they had special needs and 
vmen they v1anted a "tord .from the Lord for a decision. Sherrill says; 
•
1
.Apparently, there t,rere accepted times for consulting them, monthly or 
perhaps as often as "tJ&ekly.,S (II Kings ln23). ~1ihen the people wanted 
to kno"~>r God's -w-ill, or to understand God's character, th.ey vrould go to 
the :man of God--the prophet. 'l'he prophets taught a different approach 
to God than the sacrificial system. 1''i1lereas the priest taught the lav1 
of God and its legalities, the prophet taught God as looking on or1e 1s 
heart and att:i.tudes. prophets taught human duty as not found in 
6 the letter of the la·H. The priest often taught through s;ymbolism, bu:b 
the prophet simply declared his message. 
The sages, in the East, also l~d a role in teaching the people; 
thEl"J did it in the form of pi thy sayings or proverbs. Thus Sherrill 
says: 
••• the 1ldsdom' of the sages became one means of guiding 
the conduct of the young. The content of the moral training 
thus resulting is to be seen in tl~ book of Proverbs, in 
Ecclesiasticus, and to a certain extent in Ecclesiastes.7 
Proverbs were also used because they made truths stick in one•s 
mind. Such a proverb ~ms Proverbs 30:10-.31; in the "'"''J ... "' language it 
forms an acrostic "'tiich aided one's memory. I•iuch of' tl'.e proverbs of 
life were um1ritten--thus unnoticed today. 
5~., p. 13. 
6 For a more detailed contrast of the prophet and priestly method 
of teaching, see Sherrill, pp. llJ.-15. 
7~., P• 16. 
1.5 
The PO~'Jt and his poetry r.ad a profound influence in teaching 
the people the things of God. 'lrlhen words t~re put to music it became 
a tremendous tool in teaching truth and error. 
music to teach 'l·ms seen in the heretic 
Al"'ius. 
A.rius was evtdently a skilli'ul practical psychologist. In 
S.E_reading his doctrine he 'YUSel. y put them into Verses ( e (L [\ ~ l.().,) 
/I'HA.LEIAl lmich the people mig~t sing at their t.rork and so be 
fndoctrinated the more easily. 
The effects that the book of Psalms had on its generation and 
succeeding generations was impossible to measure but without question 
it was great. 
Tbe most important of all training ~~a done in the family, 
because it reached the children in their most influential years. If 
one had no family of his o,.m. he >·<as not no:rmal (Ecclesiastes .)6:.26}. 
Children learned basically from tt·ro m.a:i..n sources t (1) the family 
life, and (2) the rituals of "Vmrship. 
Teaching in the faudly had the greatest influence because it 
gave the face to face relatiotlship needed in training; it taught 
basic attitudes for life. 
There -were three baa:ic types of learning achieved in the~h....,o....,me.......,.: ____ _ 
(1) vocational learning ~tas taught at a very young age. A family was 
looked down upon if they did not teach their son a trade. They t·rere 
8J. L. Neve, A History of Christian Thought (Philadelphia: 
The Muhlenberg Press'; 1946);-·r;-p. 114. 
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expected to vmrk six days and rest one, thus they learned by doing. 
(2) *!'he f'ather i~S the head of the house, and he l:.ad the responsibility 
of seeing that the children knew and obeyed the law. 
Another v1ay of teacl"dfl€; i·llaS through the control of tha cl:lildren 1 s 
conauct. • • • 'I'he matters in which this control .. ,ras exercised 
reached far. The books of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes show the wide 
range of the parental responsibili~.9 
The books of E."'todus, Levi tiaus, and Deuteronomy, a bound in the 
most detailed perscriptions for the regulation of c~ily affairs 
both EH>li tude and in human contacts .10 
Thus God's 'Hill had bearing in every kind of' action in daily life. And 
(3) teachin.g t>Jas done by means of oral tradition--passing it from 
family to family (Isaiah 38 tl9). r'!emorials w-ere often erected to aid 
parent.s in telling their children about special events, such as the 
crossing of the Jorcl..an fi.iver (Exodus 13:11-~.; Joshua 4:6, 21). Psalms 
78 vms a rehearsal, to the children, of the acts of God in history. 
r:eut.eronom.y 6:4-9 indicates that parents were to diligently teach 
11 
their children daily ( D:luteronomy· lh 8-21). 
The family taught their children by means of the religious rites 
and ceremonies. Phylacteries and household rituals such as the passover 
preparation t--Jere means of learning. Special events in the crdld' s life 
that had their impact liiertn the eighth day circumcision, the forty day 
offering, the time of vreaning feast, the ceremony of tree planting, 
9sherrill, 2£· ~., p. 19. 
10Ibid. 
11Ibid., pp. 17-22. 
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the articles of apparel { l!rhich served as a constant reminder of ones 
duty to the law}, the thirteen year old ceremoey of placing the boy in 
adult status, and various sabbath rituals (such as the :feasts and the 
:fasts, and their preparation--Passover, Tabentacles, Pentecost, 
Trumpets, feast of Dedication, Purim, etc.). These all made their 
impressions as means of teaching tJ.'1e children to kno"'I'J and do God's 
will.12 
God -vr.as also seem in the act.s of nature and national 
con:flicts.13 
In the Hebrew period the rote-legalistic, the heart-attitude, 
proverbial, and poetic-song techniques were evident,--particularly 
in teaching the adUlts. Parents r~d trw solemn respo~~ibility of 
teaching their children by 'Hatching and doing (vocational), by the 
authoritarianisrn of the law (moral) 1 and by mouth to mouth oral 
tradition, monuments, various 1-:Jriting (spiritual). Learning took 
place in the family situation, and in the religious rites and 
ceremonies • Symbolism played a very important role; when the 
children v1ould ask, v.t1y is he doing that? The parents could explain 
the meaning of the symbolical actions. 
The Je1tls h Period 
The Jewlsh period was from the time of the Babylonian 
12 . ~., PP• 22-30. 
l3Ibid. 
-
captivity until the time of 
two institutions of' or the 
of schools called 
were geared to the adu.lts, the schools to the children 
for the of the Torah--both written and oral. 
The captivity solidif'ied the peopl£1 in their faith and devotion 
to God. This ~~s seen in a statement by Sherrill; 
The bitter dlsappointments lvhich come to climax the 
exile and desperation, together v.1. th the su:f'ferings which 
followed, served to kindle Jelrl.sh hopes and solidify their 
faith as nothing yet ll!'J.d dona.l5 
The teaching of this period centered around the Torah. 'l'here 
V<rere t~.ro types of the Torah: the written the oral. 
Torah, after the canon ¥as closed, consisted of:. (l) the Pentateuch, 
(2) the and (3) the 
• the time of study 
t:r.ree were thought of as the Old Testament. oral 'forah, as 
ironical as it rnay seem, ~~s ~~itten too. The oral Torah ~~s a large 
boey of interpretations of the Scriptures, particularly the Pentateuch, 
which was called •the Meshnah. 1 After the canon of the Meshnah ~Jas 
closed, and time passed, there were interpretations made of the 
Mesbnsh caJJed the Talmud. There were two great TaJnudsr the 
lL.Philip I,otz • ) , Orientation :tn Religious Education 
(New Yorkt Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, !956), p:-lli. ' 
15Ib id., p. 31. 
-
Babylonian and the Palestinian (Jerusalem). Etymologically • Torah t 
means instruction and may refer to written instructions or oral 
instructions.16 
Other materials l'lrl tten during this period, and possibly used, 
were: the Apacraphal, the Pseudepigrapha, the l-:tidrash, and the 
. 17 Gaonic Responsa (decisions on ~~fficult questions in the TBlmua). 
A group of people not mentioned in the previous section, but 
who played a more dominant role in this period, ware the scribes. A 
scribe ;.?as a person ,,rho had a thorough acquaintance v,1. th the law; 
r.d.S job 't'fSS to interpret it to the laity. ~!.his responsibility l>lSS 
actually four-fold: (1) He v,vas a jurist--he had to :rnake legal deci-
sions upon it; (2) t.ras a student--he studied the Scriptures; (3) 
He was a teacher--teaching the pupils, and he was, also, responsible 
for teaching the people, and (4) as a custodian of the Scriptures he 
;,~as responsible to preservine them, and guarded against errors 
creeping in. He was often kno~m as the rabbi.18 
The heart of the religious worship liaS the temple, until it 
"Yias destroyed in A.D. 70; it abounded with symbolis.m, as mentioned 
before. 
No one really knott.rs when or vlhere the synagogue began. The 
16Ibid. 1 pp. 31-34. 
17Ib' . ~·~ P• 34. 
18 ~., P• 42. 
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most popular idea "*>as that it began during the captivity in Babylon .. 
There /Babylonia! and in other pla. cas of exile the Jews may 
have ga thired spontaneously on Sabbaths and other holy days to 
encourage and confirm one another. They nu;~y have listened 
then to a living prophet or read the words of an older one. 
Perr~ps such customs 1>rere the germinal practices out of 1;'\)]:1ich 
the synagogue arose.l9 · · 
'lhe main function of the synagogue service '"'as to teach the 
'I'orah. 'Ihe service consisted of prayers, scripture reading, and the 
interpretation of a brie.f in the vernacular. 'l'his basic 
structure the service carried over into Christianity. l·Jorsf>.ip 
centered around teaching rather than the sacrifices, even though 
had to 
The synagogue had an attendant (mirdster) -vmo ;.ras paid; did 
custodial "r<Jork, assisted in the services, and v1as the school teacher 
dur5.ng the week. 21 
The second added approach to teaching was their system. of 
schools. 1tihen the Hebre"r language of t.he Scriptures became dead it 
became increasingly difficult for the fathers to teach their children 
the 'I'orah. Scripture 'ij<JaS no longer in the common language of the 
people; so the synagogue attempted to put it into the evecy day 
20 
languag6 of the ad1J.lts. In 7$ E. C • ., S:S mon ben Ciheta ch., presi .de""n...._tiL., __..o.u.f ____ _ 
the Sanhedrin, and brother-in-law to the J evlish king, decreed that 
children should to schoo1. 22 
19Ibid._. p. 
20r·tervin J • 
Survey ew Yorkt 
21sherrill, 
LL. 
'ra~·lor (ad.)., rleli8ious Educatiop, !! Co:nPrehensive 
Ab1.ngon Press, 15% 5., p. iii. 
it '6 22rb· • -".) ,22• ::..._., P• i.} • ~., P• ;;.,~. 
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school called Be·th of 
the Book) six years of age a 
child (boys only) came to t.tis school and learned to read and 
memorized Scriptures; he 1-tas e:x:pect,ed this unt:ll 
u,;as ten. Some felt that J'esus could attended one of these schools 
because he '!tras thoroughlj" acquainted with the Scriptures. 'lhere was, 
also, the secondary school called the Beth Hammidrash (the House of 
Study). At this school the interpretations of Scripture (III(eshnah) 
were learned and memori:r,ed. Sherrill noted that many scholars believe 
Jesus attended a seconcary school during his silent years, because 
he t•Ias so acquainted with their interpretations of the lal> 'lrThich he 
called the •traditions of the elders.t23 
Apparently 1 they had problems of drop outs 1 too. 
For it v~s said tl~t a thousand boys go to the school 
house to learn to read the Scriptures and only a hundred go out 
of it; a hundred go on to study the .Meshnah and only ten go 
further; ten_go to the study of the Talmud and only one of them 
complete it. 2Li 
In regards to the method used in teaching, Benson said; 
The method by \\>b.ich instrttction ltJaS communicated was chiefly 
catechetical. After the teacher had announced his theme, the 
scholars j_n turn asked different questions, "·hich he frequently 
answered by parables or counter questions. Sometimes the teacher 
introduced the subject by asking a question connected vrl. th the 
lesson of the day. The repliEJS given constituted the discussion, 
1>1hich the teacher at last t,ernina~d by declaring 1-vhich of the 
anS\;,"eTS lias the most appropriate.o 
23Tay1or, 2E.· ~·~ p. Jl.f. 
2Lsharrill, .2E.• cit., p. 61. 
25clarence H. Benson, A Popular Historl 2!_ Christian Education 
(Chicago: 1\foody Press, 19L3);' p. 28. 
The secondary school began before the aleznentary schools and 
-vrss for and year olds, but they were too hard to 
so the alement.~ary schools wJere viewed a necessary preliminary. 
~:he third of tu.tion ( 
U."ltil after A. D. 70. The 
scholars began various acadend.es in Palestine and Babylon. 'l'hese 
schools were for advanced learning, and rabbis received their 
ordination from these institutions.26 
Even v.1. th the educational system the family 1~-as still expected 
to train the child. 'lhe first three ;yrears the child 'lrJaS free of 
religious duties. During the fourth year :the father lias to introduce 
him to the ~bra h. boy's legal responsibility began at tr.drteen. 
1<lllen a child could l·:alk good, he \'as expected to attend the feasts 
and festivals. schools were only to supplement the fathers 
responsibility, not to replace it. 
The education of ""romen viaS on an inforll'.al basis in the home 
and in the 
references of learned women. 
Lastly, there was the instruction of proselytes. As people 
of other nations began to filter in and Judaism began to reach out, 
it had its appeal and influence. It was felt by many that the 
Di.dache l>SS a manual of instruction for Christians similar to 1r1hat 
the Judaism had for the proselytes. 
26 Sherrill, £E.. ~., p. 61. 
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instruction given to p:roselyties is of special interest 
to Christians because, being alreaqy familiar in the first 
century as a wray of dealing i'ri. th :i.nst!"lwtion of converts 
Judaism, it appeaz·s to :r.ave furnished suggestions for the 
instructions of converts to Christianity.27 
to 
scholars. right along the 
23 
children. ':irtere lrere four major steps training the prosel;vte: (1) 
Judaism examined, or asked, if he accepted 
it; (2) was instructed some of the major and minor commandments; 
(3) he l':as a llk"ln, he was circumcised, (L,_) the final stage was 
baptism into tho Jev,dsh religion.28 
There ~ere three outstanding emphases in the Old Testament on 
training; the"'.{ are pointed out so lvell by l\i!arvin 'fuylor. First, loras 
the emphasis of the Torah--the "rritten and oral lal'T1 (both ware of 
equal authority). Secondly, 
emergence of formal schools.29 
role of the family 1 and thirdly, the 
In the Je-wish period we see the family as a strong teaching 
agency; yet in some respects it wlas not done as it should have been, 
thus the rise for schools and other institutions of religious learning. 
Proselytes l<Iere given a traiP..ing period to orient them to the J ewiah 
religion. Temple worship was beginnir~ to dominate the scene less, 
and worship through teaching began to play a leading role. The attempt 
27srlerrill, 2£• ~., p. 66. 
28~., pp. 66-68. 
29m 1 • t lrl ;.ay· or, ££.• .£L. 1 p. •• 
lfJSS to put the Torah into the vernacular of the people. 
Jesus 1 Period 
Jesus was a mast£7r teacher. He 1-ms known as a taach&z-.3° 
(rabbi) not as a preacher, and vJas crucified for his teachings. The 
disciples were instructed to teach and they too lost their lives for 
what they taught. 
There was good evi dance that Jesus 'tJSS trained as any J e-v:rish 
boy lrJOul d have been in his day; his family lr.ras faithful and devout; 
he would, therefore, have had a good family training. "He also 
learned the carpenter's trade and probably knew wall the economic 
conditions of the 'kTOrkman of his day.n3l His custom l11as to be in the 
synagogue on the Sabbath (Luke 4d6), and the Gospels indicated that 
he was well versed in the Scriptures. This would point up the 
possibility that he may have had elementary school training. Many 
felt that because of his acquaintance with the traditions of the 
elders (~~itings other than Scripture), and his polemical discussions 
vdth the pharisees that Jesus H:i.mself vras a scholar and graduate of 
a secondar.y schoo1.32 
Jesus began his teaching and roinistr:~r in the synagogue, and 
30~l·.t pp. 25-26. 
3laandolph Crump Ydller, Education for Christian Livit~ 
(Englewood Cliffs:: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19S6), p. 21. 
32sherril1, !:£• £!!., pp. 76-79. 
for wrious reasons he vras forced out (religious leaders, synagogue 
leaders; large crot-Jda, etc. ) • He vJent to his pupils and they came 
to him. The crm,rd accept,ed his teachings, but 1men it came to doing 
them only a modicum chose to continue follovdng him. Jesus spoke 
with authority; he knew the truth, and lived it. Thus, he could 
teach it. Jesus used many methods in his teaching; yet each person 
1vas dealt with differently. His methods varied, but his principles 
25 
V\'Sre the same. "He felt the pulse of the group, and spoke personally 
to them. 1133 Lois Lebar pointed out four basic principles that Jesus 
used: (1) made contact l<Jith the pupil; (2) He got the pupil 
actively involved; (3) He met the Spiritual need, and (h) He put the 
34 truth to 1,'0rk. 
1'1iller says: 
He used pithy, brief sayings and commandments; he used parables; 
he reflected the rhythm of Hebrew and dramaic poetry. He varied 
the approach according to his listeners. Sometimes he "Vras 
critical and hostile and even sea thing t<d th large crowds. fie 
handled questions with pd.erc:i.ng insight. He used fascinating 
stories ~r.tth the curious listeners. He taught his disciples of 
the inner circle mth intimacy. 
He taugh·t from a theological point of view, and his theology 
was ah<ays relevant, for it was in terms of the particular 
questions and needs of the group facii~ him. f~ found the 
'grov:ring edge 1 of his hearers and led them on into richer 
and deeper loyalty to th.e father. His parables were based on the 
life situations of tlw people, and they concluded ~rith an appeal 
33Lois E. Lobar, Education That Is Christian (West\.;ood::. 
F'leming H. Revell Company, l3>S8) 1 p.-;2":-
34 r! ·a ~., PP• ~2-5 • 
for action. Above all, he lived with the 'disciples' {wldch 
:rrteans learner or apprentices), who learned not only from 
words but also from the contagious radiance of faith as he 
guided them into new adventures.)$ 
Jesus did not appeal to the intellect of man as much as He 
did to the heart of man.36 He spoke as the voice of God to man; He 
taught ¥lith authority; He used proverbs and maxims; He blessed the 
c:hildren (shovdng t,heir importance); He spoke as a prophet; He 
attended the feasts, and taught truths from their symbols; He taught 
in the synagogues, the temple, and in the homes. short, He 
utilized all of the teaching techniques of' the past, and even added 
to them miracles as a means of teaching. Most of the people did not 
follow Him because of His teachings, but because of the material 
benefits--either present, or future. Jesus' teacmng methods did 
not bring Him a~ better results than do the same methods today. It 
26 
~vas the content of His message, not the methods that were revolution-
• The content ~~a meant to be stationary in Christiru1ity and 
the methods vary according to effectiveness. Christ's biggest con-
flicts were over matters of content. taught mainly of the character 
of God and the Kingdom of God. Even the fact that Jesus spent time 
'!t.dth his disciples to the point of living with them liaS characteristic 
of aneient teaehers.37 
35Miller, 2e·~·~ p. 21. 
36 -Eby 1 ~· ~·~ P• 29. 
31 Ibid. 1 P• 36. 
-
It could only be said of Christ that He 
• • • opened no schools; He proposed to build a kingdom. He 
announced no course of study; He proposed that men learn and 
do the ~dll of God. placed no time limits for study; He 
required enlistment for eternity. Entrance l~S made possible 
for all--rich and poor, educated and ignorant, noble and 
plebeian, strong and weak. He provided that t,,;hatever their 
talents or abilities, the citizens of the kingdom trould have 
equal rights, privileges and rel;ards 1 inasmuch as talent and 
ability are only media through vmich men give themselves 
completely in service to the divine w111.J8 
robbins wrote that teaching reached its epitomy in Jesus 
because He used all other methods prior to Him plus He guided His 
pupi.ls to the 'lxuth.39 
~ Early Church Period 
Catechisms had their beginning in the early church period. 
There viEire two different approaches:: catechism as instruction and 
catechism as a method of instruction. 
The term catechization1 properly speaking, refers only to 
the religious instruction which the Church imparts to its 
catechumens, not to a parficular method if instruction in any 
kind of truth or science. ~.0 
27 
Catechism. in modern usage usually referred to oral instruction 
in the form of questions answers; 
38Murch1 22• £ll• 1 PP• 33-.34. 
39aaines s. Dobbins, The Im. rovement of Teachi!lil in the Sunday 
~~(Nashville~ Conventimress, 1 9 1 p. B. --
40Joseph Stuntp, A Brief Histo~ of Qltechization (Vol. XXI of 
the IJutheran cr.urch Renew, ea. Theo ora E. schmaUk. 
Catechism means generally to oral instruction, as distinct 
from instruction through the medium of books; and as such 
instruction is usually in form of questions and 
answers, the1l.rord is especially used in the sense of systematic questioning~ .t.l 
modern usage had its beginning with Lut.her, for he first 
•wed the term, but this was 
u..<:~ed that ll.ray in the early Church. There was general agreement that 
28 
catechi~ation came from /<cz_T);KcL ~L"':!!.:l'AClfEDJ! and •to instruct.' 
that sense, it vJas synonymous vrl.th 'Torah '--to teach. To 
catechize meant •to resound,' •teach by "t>mrd of mouth,' or •to instruct'; 
the element of echo was not involved. The word catechization, then 
had reference to instruction, not the method employed. 42 This word 
appears seven times in the New-Testament (Luke ld.tJ Acts 18::25; 
Acts 2lt21,2L; Romans 2~18; I Corinthians llttl9; and Galatians 6t6), 
and generally interpreted •to teach,' 'instruct,' or 'inform.' 
Joseph Stump shm1ed hm·J that catechization in the early church v<aa 
not done by the interrogative method, but the thetic:al approach. 
~For catechization, in order to fulfill its purpose, must not be 
simply mental instruction, but training for a Christian life of 
faith. ,t43 "It differed from modern catechization in that it l-IaS 
based on teacr..ing by questions and answers. nlih Mr. Stump felt that 
4lJames Bastings (ed.), r~c1clo~dia £! Reli!ion and Ethics 
{}leti York:. Charles Scribner's Sons, 18), Vol. Ir ana-n', p. 2~1. 
L2stump, .2£• ~., p. 66. 
43~., p. 67. LLibid., p. 71. 
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:i..t l,•as f ar better to knm·: principles and ideas than :3. ·t ~ras to memorize 
phrases t.ba t in time became meaningless symbols that vrer e parrot ed, and 
the meaning v7aS lost or i gnored. 
The necessity of catechization 1-as based in l1attheH 28:18-20~ 
ltJe have in this passage, l. 'fne general obj ect to be sought, 
1to make disciples r ( 0-a.e ·rTC:uo-c.LTE ) t._MATIL4.TEUSAT!1 2. T'.ne 
immediate means of re'cei ving men into fellowship >vi th the 
discipl~s ~.~ '?a:ptizing them' ( ~ anTco-ovtc,_s a uro <-\..S ) 
,/ljAPl'SON 'l'ESAUTouSJ, .3. The accompanyin13 means to fit them 
Tor the felloHshrp , 1 t~:1a ching them 1 ( ,.., L J ct o-le a v ?cs Ct u To us ) 
/DIDASKffi TES AUTOUS7; and L.. The idea of training them up 
in p~oper faith a~ld life t to observe all th~ngs I ( nr f ( L (I fftJJt?i) [.f.AREm PANTY vrl1lch Christ has commanded. t ;1 
The Early Church :Period extended from Pentecost until Pope 
Gregorie's reign in A.D • .590. From the very beginning of the chlU'ch 
great numbers of Je~.rs and Gentiles were ~wn over to Christianity,; the 
neTrJ converts 11rere baptized immedtately upon their confession of faith. 
"There is no indication that t hey 'Jere put through a special course of 
instruction corresponding to our catecM.zation. t-46 Considering their 
means of ~~iting, this would have been extremely difficult in view 
of the great numbers that 1..rere converted and the speed in 1o1hich 
churches in various areas vrere started. Glover estimated that by the 
close of the Apostolic period there were over half' a million 
Christians.47 Because of the severe persecution there ~~s no need for 
4.5rbid. 46rbid., p. 68. 
47Robert Hall Glover, 'l'he Progress of 1rJorld--vr.ide !Vlissions 
(NeN York:: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1960), p:-Til'. 
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membership; evez'lrone ltho professed Christianity was sincere, and devout. 
After Christianity had been victorious, Christians became more lax 
(about the end of the first century), and because of improper training 
some lifimt back to their former "'ray of life. Secondly, others began 
professing Christianity to spy-out and learn the secrets of 
Christianity. This gave rise to a more rigid membership requirernent. 
One had to be instructed in the func.amental truths and be on probation 
before he lms admitted into the church. 
This does not mean that there t-ras no doctrinal tra:i.ning in the 
first century. The training v:as done more after membership than before. 
From Pentecost they were a teaching church (Acts 2:.L2). There were two 
services; the first "'ras worship and exposition and the second was the 
Agape feast. Ephesians 6tL states that a father should brir~ up his 
children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord. Much of the early 
church had a rigid Je-wd .. sh backgrour1d and they carried their ideas into 
Cr.ristianity--the family had trl£1 responsibility to teach. Oral 
tradition and memorizing of the facts of Christ's life t<1as involved 
in their training. There '!-laS also some written material in circulation. 
Undezuable collections of Jesus• sayings existed at an early 
date, for some bave been recovered frora the papyri, but, there :is 
no convincing proof B§ the independent existence of this shado~w 
scroll (!:$. documeng. 
Furthermore, many of the children and parents 1-:tere raised right 
48Merrill c. Tenny, Testament Survey (Grand Rapidst 
hm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, i961), p. 1.37. 
in the church (for the churches 1<rere in their homes); elders in the 
church had to be able to teach (I Ta1othy 3~2); some people were 
gifted teachers$ and Paul "'ras a teacher as l'iE~ll as a preacher .. 
In general, during the Apostolic era the church ~~s under 
persecution and the Christians that stood also learned a lot on their 
31 
O\'l!fl initiative. The church \1ras {!;rowing so rapidly and so broadly that 
they had no spare time to spend on indoctrination courses. Learning 
was more informal, mouth to mouth, and in some •,;rritings that existed 
in the early stages of the church. Instruction also played a large 
part in the r.'Orship service itself. Ever;y-thing i"ms to be done for 
edification (I Corinthians llu26). The earliest stages of the church 
were dominated by Jewish cmwerts. These people needed little 
training (only reorientation), b11t llttlen the Gentiles became 
predominate, the necessity for indoctrination 1rr.as far greater. 
Sherrill summarized the Apostolic times well; 
Education ir1 the primitive church, as pictured in the New 
Testament and other earliest Christian viTitings, took its 
form from the issues created from men, liberated into 
Christianity autonomw under God, began to launch out into 
a growdng Christian society, ~~th precedent to guide them. 
Teaching is closely related to preacldng, yet distinct 
from it. It is carried on in the Christian meetings and else-
where, especially in the families. The earliest Christian 
writings, those which wre call the New Testament, and others 
as vroll, are perhaps without exception directly related to 
primitive Cr~istian education.L9 
During the F.arly Church p·eriod r.'El see teaching in the 
preaching, by special teachers, in the worship services, in tf!.e 
L9sherrill, 2£· £!!., p. lho. 
family, and in the written materials--but no formal classes for 
instruction. 5° 
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As the apostles began to pass av.1ay (P •• D. 100-125) more stringent 
rules 1<1are made for mernbarship. To get into the church one had to go 
through a class called •catechUlltens 1 or •Hearars 1 or sometimes 
Gatechumemate 1--for adu.l t tra:i.ning. They were allowed to hoar the 
sermon expositions, but not to partake of the privileges of members. 
The length of time one stayed in this class depended upon his knowledge 
and conduct.51 In the early church there t.zero t'ifro kinds of tneotings, 
tho meeting for the 't<Jord, and for the eucharist. After the first 
century they vJere combined into one service. This one service l~>as 
divided into two parts. The mass for the catechumens vms a time of 
instruction for the m1baptized, and the rrrass of the faithful was the 
eucharistic part reserved for the faithful.52 
Joseph Stump indicated that there were three grades of 
catechumenst the audientes, the genuflectentes, and the compententes. 
He described the process as t 
The audientes were received with the mark of the cross on the 
forehead and breast, and the genufeetentes with the lay:tng on 
of the hands. The privileges of these tl>YO classes were 
usually conferred in immediate succession. Admission to the 
competentes was accompanied by a number of liturgical acts, 
chiefly the sign of the cross, the laying on of hands, 
afflation or exorcism.53 
5°Ibid., pp. 1.37-16~. 51stump, 2£· £!i., pp. 68-69. 
52sherrill, 2e• ~., pp. 183-186. 
53 stump, 21?.• £!!·, p. 69. 
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first in length, depending 
upon pupils progress. The competen-t, a 
for baptism--special instructi~~, prayer, 
forty 
the forty of 54 During this period, 
exact wording of the Lord's F'rayer and the Apostle's Creed 'i·Jere 
and expected to be memorized for recitation.55 
The :ntdache ~~s one of thE:J first manuals on training that 111as 
extent 't.;hen tl'.is study l"l'as undertaken. It vms used by instructor 
for a the first half ~;ras concerning moral instruction, and the 
second r,.alf ,.,Jas about church rites and order.56 'J'he adult cou.'1ter-
to th:la was called the ca techwnena te Has for two 
or three years in length. catechmnenate lasted from c. 150...450. 
some tl1e au\ilts would 110stpone baptism until near death 
because of the emphasis on the unpardonableness of sin before death. 
Adults coming from Judaism did not require the length of for 
instruction as did the Gentile Christians. The content generally t.ras 
on (1) disciplining the moral lll'e, (2) acquaintance l•li th cr..ristian 
tradition, and (.3) creating a devotion to Christ and the Christi<Ul 
tt'BY of life. 51 
54 Ibid. 
-
56J. B. Lightfoot, ~ Apostolic Fathers (London: NacMillan 
and Co., 1926), p. 215. 
51 Sherr:i.ll, .2£.. ill_., p. 186. 
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The second contribution of the period just following the 
apostles was the catechetical schools (c. 150)--advanced Christian 
training. The approach was thought to have started in Alexandria, 
and flourished under Pantoenus, Clement, and Origen. l!'rom Alexandria 
it spread to Antioch, Edassa, and Nisibis in Asia. The catechical 
approach was the result of Greek influence,58 ~rl1ereas the catechumente 
approach v.ras the result of synagogial influence of the Jevns. 59 
Catechetical schools were the results of many '!>Yell educated and high 
social people being converted to Christianity. They were forced to 
have a good reason for their faith and "lhat they believed as well as 
have a heart experience. Subjects v.'Sre taught on various topics related 
to Christian theology. The ·work of these scholars has had its 
influence on Christianity even up until the time of this study. To 
sorne degree, these schools t,rained minister·s for the churches in turn, 
in their churches, ministers trained other prospective men to read 
and write, and to study Scripture, doctrine, and liturgy.60 Tradition 
became the authority; one had to knoH how Scripture had been 
interpreted in the past, and this tvas done only by studying. 
14onasticism also lead to this study approach. They shut them-
selves off from the "!<?Orld, and spent thei.r time learning about God, 
58~ylor, .2£• ill•.t p. 15. 
59totz, ££• £!1., p. 15. 
60'l'aylor, 2£• cit., pp. 13-14. 
l>Thile the 1rmrld "WaS perishing. 
Some of the outstanding men of this era "'iw left materials for 
us today were~ Clement and Origen of .Alexandria, Cyril of J eruaalem, 
Gregocy of Nyssa, Grysostom.~~ l!.ugustine, and Ambrose. They were the 
results of the catechetical schools. 
the end of this period the catechumen and catechumenate 
were fading out of the picture and the catechetical schools l.'Elre 
dominating the scene. Infant baptism was also becoming more popular; 
this had its effects upon baptism at conf:i.mation ·time. 
In the first part of the Early Church period teaching ~~s done 
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by preachers, teachers, apostles, missionaries, itenerant charismatics, 
in the ~~rship service, in the far~ly, by oral communication (tradition), 
and by the available writings. )lo doubt, many of the Gospels and 
Epistles were written :for th:i.s reason. After the first century the 
conversion of heathens were so numerous and their ignorance so great 
that they needed lengthy instruction periods, plus it helped •~ad out 
the ones tmo "~c,anted membership for subversive reasons. The Greek 
influence of having an intelligent answ-er for Christianity coupled 
with worldliness driving devout Christians to ascetic practices and 
study of God caused a stress for further education--the catechetical 
schools. TOl>'ard the end of the period the Catechumenate vrclS fading 
out, Christianity l>~s losing ground, and monasticism was on the rise. 
The Medieval Period 
The Nedieval Parl.od i>JaS consic.:ered to be the time fron1 Gregory 
the Great until the fifteenth c~1tur.y when the Renaissance and the 
Reformation began. 
'l'he fact that the Pope was the final authority, and that 
unless one belonged to the church he rlad no hope of salvation, lead 
to less emphasis on the laymen understanding the Scripture and making 
a personal commitment.61 
Infant baptism "1as another detriment to catechization. If any 
training was to be done, it '!eTaS to be done after baptism.62 Mum 
Charlemagne gave the people a choice to join the church or get their 
heads cut off, people joined by the thousands. i!~atar baptism loras the 
symbol of joining--training came later, if there was any. 
There rras very little if any training for the laity until the 
latter part of this period. Sherrill "~ote; 
After the disappearance of the catechumenate about A.D. 450 
there l~S virtually no direct instruction of the laity during 
l<JOrship until the thirteenth century.6.3 
The people were required to go to confession once a year; at 
this time some priests instructed them on the Moral Coda, the Ten 
Commandments, the Seven Deadly Sins, and the Seven Cardinal Virtues. 
furin.g this period, education for the laity .,,ras all informal. As they 
participated and observed tl1e worship service they might pick up 
6lstump, £2• ~ ... p. 7.3. 
62Ibid. 
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something on the Apostle's Creed, Lord's Prayer, or the Ave }~ria, and 
vJhen they received the sacraments they -vJE~re instructed concerning 
nativity and suffering of C.hrist. There was a popular theology' that 
passed from person to person 1>4hich usually ended in a conglomeration 
of theology and superstition. hut as far as a formal indoctrination 
of the laity, it did not exist.64 
This does not mean that there was no formal education in this 
period, for there was. Basically, there were three major types of 
schools:: the cathedral schools, the monastic schools, and the 
universities. cathedral schools vJere for the preparing of 
priests for a diocese, and the monastic schools were for preparing 
novices for the mO'n.astic life. There were from five hundred to one 
thousand monastic schools during this period. 
The core of the curriculum vms the seven liberal arts--
grammar, rhetorics, and dialectic making up the trivium; and 
arithmetic, music, geometry, and astronomy comprising the 
quadrivium. To these were often added a little tr~ology, 
canon lav;1 and medicine.65 
If it had not been for these schools, there v.rould have been no 
religious light at all during the dark ages. 'Ibward the end of the 
t1,;el veth century, universities began to emerge in Europe. 'I' hey became 
the advanced cen tars of learning in theology, la vr, medicine 1 and 
64 ~·~ PP• 16-17. 
65 
~-~ p. 17. 
liberal arts. 66 These universities had a great influence in bringing 
about the Reformation years later. Many of the universlties developed 
out of the cathedral schools. 67 
The type of instruction during this period l>"'ilS didactic in 
natura.68 
this period they had only informal training for the 
laity at best; there v~ra tr~ea schools of formal education for 
others: the cathedral, the monastic, and the univerai ty to~rard the 
end of this period. The type of instruction was didactic in nature. 
The Renaissance and Reformational Period 
The Henaissance and Reformational period began about A. D. 1400 
and continued until A. D. 1700-1750. t'llr:f.ng this time catechisms 
dominated the scene for teaching the laity what the church believed. 
This period pointed up the tretnendous value of catechization and also 
revealed the great danger inherent vdthin the method of catechizing. 
'!'he emphasis on reasoni.ng, and the scientific approach, and 
the dogmatic authoritarian approach of the Roman Catholic Church 
had its affect upon this and succeeding periods. 
fields, and put the emphasis upon man--humanism. The revival of 
67 Taylor, .2£· ~·, p. 14. 
learning and the invention of the printing press set stage for 
the Reformation. 
the Reformation that have effected evangelical Protestant churches 
ever since=: first, the authority in matters of 
faith and morals, and secondly, justification ~ms by faith, which 
meant that the individual to exercise personal fa:tth Christ 
as Lord and Saviour. first principle required person to 
k:novi the Bible, and the second one required the person to approach 
Ood through his reason to understand God's Hord, ancl through feelings 
as a channel of response. 69 
These tlm basic principles resul·ted in:. (1) the translation 
of the Bible into t.">.e vernacular; (2) the Bible became the core or 
the preacher's rnessage; (3) the teaching of Christianity in the 
familY; (L) the establishing or Christian schools for young people 
in each community, and (5) the setting of the goal of universal 
education.70 
The Bible being translated into the language of the people 
encouraged them to read and study it; people taught th~~selves. 
Preachers preaching the 'Hord aided in the training of lay:rn.en in 
basic doctrines. Luther 1 s Small C'.a techism -v;as originally designed to 
69 . 
Sherrill, ££• ~·~ p. 18. 
70ibid., PP• 18-19 
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help the father train his children. I.uther, Calvin, and Knox "~>Jere all 
great promoters of education; they vJanted primary or elamentar-,r schools 
for children in the vernacular; they wanted secondary schools or 
colleges, for training the clergy, to be in Latin, and universities for 
higher education. 71 
The laity "t<ras aided by the fact that the worship service was 
put into the vernacular, too.72 It 't<Ja.S ver,r important that a person 
learn to read and write so that he could understand the Bible. 
There were large catechisms prepared for the clergy, but the 
most effective tool of this era l'JSS the small catechisms. Almost 
every group--orthodox and heretical--imd their small catechisms for 
children and the unlearned. 'l'he three moat popular ones were:. 
Luther's Small Catechism, the Heidelberg catechism, and the Hestminster 
Catechism, respectively. The method in all of these catechisms was 
questions and ansl>ters. M' Clintock and Strong listed and described 
nine principle catechisms of this period: I,utheran, Geneva, Heidelberg, 
Church of England, 1destminster, the Methodist, the Trldentine, the 
Greek Church, and the Socinian.73 Catechism used many· different 
approaches to indoctrinate the people; the contents varied with each 
church. !'iany countries translated the f'amous catechisms into their 
71Ibid. 
--
72 !-filler, 2.'2..• !:!l· , p. 2!~. 
73J ohn M' Olintock, and James Strong, Cyclo:e:;edia of Biblical, 
Theoloj?!ical, and Ecclesiastical Literature (Nel-:r fork~ Harper ana 
Brothers, ~IiShers, 1894), !I; IV, pp. 151-160. 
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ov.'!l language; Luther's Small Catschism v.-as translated into many languages 
and used. Schaff-Herzog adds to the above list:: the Unitarian, the 
Baptist, the Irvingites, Pietistic, and Rationalistic catechisms which 
made efforts against mechanical memorization. The Pietists empl~sized 
the cultivation of the heart, and stressed74 the practical side. 11Bu.t 
even Pietism could not hinder the gradual degeneration of catechetical 
instruction into mere formalism.n75 
Scr~ff-Herzog showed some of the variety found in catechisms 
by their beginnings: 
The Longer Catechism of the Orthodox Eastern Church begins, 
1\·Jhat is an Orthodox Catechism? 1 The Anglican Catechism, 
'vlhat is your name?' Luther's Small Catechism, '1·Jhat means 
the first commandment?' The Heidelberg Catechism, 1 t::'hat is the 
only comfort in life and in death.?' 'l'b.e Hestmi.nster Catechisnt, 
''l!lhat is the chief end of man? a76 
The catechism approach seemed to die out 1'or a nu.m.ber of years 
because of its mechanical memorization danger, but evidence indicated 
that it t-JSS coming back in ;rJ!th the idea of memorization at home and 
discussion in the class room to place the contents into the hearts 
of the children as well as in their heads--insightful learning.77 
~'Je see in the Renaissance and Reformational period a new 
emphasis on doctrinal and theological tnd.ning. Training was _,do""'n""e,__ ___ _ 
74samuel I'!acauley Jackson ( ed. ), The NeH Sehaff-Herzos 
Encyclopedia of' Relifjious Knowle dse (N e-v;rTork"r- Funk and r~Jagnalls 
Company, i908T, II, pp. L1L-lili7. 
7$ LU. Jackson, 22• ~·~ P• ~. 
77Personal interview by the author td th Rev. Lieski, Portland, 
Oregon, December 16, 1963. 
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in the family, in printed materials (especially the 
schools. For the clergy 
there -.ms the secondary schools and the universities. Probably the 
most effective tool of this period -was the catechism. ,,;:._.ich nearly 
every group had. Even though the content and approach varied, they 
~1!1re the same in method (question and answer), and in purpose (to 
teach the people -vrhat their church believed). Toward the and of 
this period the eatechetical approach had degenerated into rota or 
mechanical memorization "'rithout the people kno>dng or understanding 
>ihat they ware saying. 1'>1hen this study was undertaken the trend li8S 
toward a fresh approach to catechization. 
The !~odern Period 
The Modern period was from 17$0 to the t'tiantieth cen.tury. 
Just as catechisms dominated the Reformation period, so the Sunday 
school, as the main teaching agency, dominated the Modern period. 
The Sunday school made its infiuenee in the home, chu.rch, and state. 
As in the case of Luther, calvin, and f..nox, and again Loyola and 
Zavier, Zinzendor.f and '>lesley realized that no revival could be 
permanent in its results, nor could any reformation be an abiding 
one, e~§ept t~xough reaching and s.ystematically training the 
-------------
Healey told his preachers: 
Spend an hour a i,reek ifrith the children in every large to'l-m, 
whether you"' like it or x;ot. 'l'alk vdth the~~VSI"".f time you 
see at uom.e. l.n earnest for them. 
\:Jesley founded a Sunday school in Savannah, Georgia, in 1737, 
but it i<l.'&S not until Robert Haik:es that the idea caught fire. 80 In 
LJ 
1780, Robert his effort, nov.r called the Sunday school, and 
in 178L or 1•186, he published th.e results in the Gloucester J ou.rnal and 
the C.zentlemen' s Hagazine. 1785, the Society for Promoting Sunci,ay 
Schools throughout the British Dominion vJas o:t·ganized. After three 
years tv1o to threEJ hundred were attending Sunday school, after four 
years t~m hundred and fifty thousand 'ltlere attending, and by 1834, one 
and a half m1llion were in attendance vrith one hundred sixty thousand 
teachers. 81 The 1nain concern t<Jas to teach them to read the Bible, and 
understand the catechism of the Church of England.82 
The Sunday school movement was an effort to train children in 
Scriptural and religious truths. Surprisingly, it met a lot of 
opposition from the clergy. In spite of this opposition, the laity 
eventually won out. 
79Ibid. 
80lbid., p. 60. "J.1urch takes exception to ttds and feels it 
was a catechetical or something other than the Sunday school idea.~ 
p. 75. 
81Murch, .2£• ~·, P• 75. 
82Mi.ller, .21:• ~., p. 28. 
The education on the .American continent was largely a carey--over 
from the Reformation. In England colonies the Bible w.as the 
supreme authority in belief and ci rll lavJ. ~!iller quoted one of the:i.r 
••• tl'..at all masters and families do, once a at least, 
catechize their ch:i.ldren and servants in the grounds and 
principles of religion, and if ar~ be unable to do so much, 
that then, at the least, they procure such children or appren-
tices to learn soma orthodox eatechisrn, l-dthout book, that they 
may be able to answer the questions that shall be propounded 
to them out of such catechisms by their parents and masters, 
or any selectman, ~~hen they shall have called them to a trial 
o:f' \.,iha t they have learned of this kind. 83 
Pu.blic schools, preaching, and the \;l'estminster Shorter 
Catechisrn were chief tools of teaching the Scripture !{ew 
England. In the middle colonies the nationality as -vrell as religious 
background determined the religious instruction given; generally, it 
vms a private and church matter. There vJere only a limited number of 
denominational schools. The southern colonies came to America more 
for economic gain than for religious freedom. The social class 
formed their 01"n schools, and a similar situation existed as in 
England. 
'l'here was no agreement as to the date the Sunday school move-
ment began in ~~erica, but there was no question about the effect it 
had upon training children and adults in the Scriptures. 
The Sunday School Society of' America '~>IaS formed in 1781; 1n 
1808, the Evangelical Sunday School Union -was formed; in 1824, the 
.AJnerican Sunday School Union 1-vas organized; in 18.32, the first 
na.tio:nal Sunday school convent::i.on l'Ja.S held in ~Jew York;84 in 1886, the 
first wrld Sunday school convention was held, and the Sunday school 
movement continued to grow in every age-level. 
In the beginning the first materials for the Sunday school 
were catechisms that were developed during the Reformation; they 
prevailed until c. 1810. 'ft1e public school system had abandoned the 
catschetical method; the church made the Bible the major content of 
the new materials. Large portions of the Bible were co~~itted to 
memory. This, then, lead to •selected lessons 1 ; denominations began 
to compete in curriculum production. ~'he period from 1830-1870 was 
considered to be the 1 Babel period of' curriculum' because there was 
great variety but little organizing principle. In 1873, the Uniform 
Lesson Series appeared 'Frith a seven year cycle to cover the entire 
Bible.85 
Secular schools were making their mark .felt and they hurt the 
cause of religious education. In 1861, Bushnell published and 
expanded a book on hie Christian nurture -which placed emphasis on 
the family as the chief place for evangelism and training. n1e 
second attempt to curb this secularization ~~s the Presbyterian 
S4Eby, .2£• £!!·, pp. 64-6$. 
85 Taylor, 2£• ~., pp. 18-19. 
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church's controlled school idea "t<dth elementary, secondary, collegiate, 
and seminaries controlled by tlt..e church. They \.;ere not the only ones 
to have parochial schools 1 but they led the lray. This system 'IIJaS 
abandoned by them in 1870. 
mpbasis ~tas then put on the Sunday school, but it left a 
vacuum in three areas:" the public school, the family 1 and the 
parocld.al schools. The Sunday school began to ·train teachers; Sunday 
school associations sprang up, conventions l-rere held, and better 
curriculum ~~s developed. Various denomi~~tions established boards 
of Religious education to help meet the need. 
Youth associations also cropped up to aid in training young 
people about the Bible, and religious beliefs. '!here "~tzere denomin-
ational and non-denominational societies.85 
TovJard the latter part of this period there was evidence that 
the vacation church sctwol idea was taking hold.87 B,y the end of 
this period there were over 201 000 1 000 pupils and 1,7001 000 teachers 
in Sunday scl1ools across America.88 
In sUl11111a.ry the Modem period saw great progress for the 
training of the laity and lay teachers; the Sunday school movement 
dominated the scene; the early colonies were rigid on home training, 
and the Bible was the authority for home, school, and civil law. 
86 
Lotz, .!:£• ~., pp. 19-22 87 Taylor, 2£• ~., p. 20. 
B~~ch, ~· ~., P• 81. 
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Secularization began its infiltratlon and the Bible l'I&S being pushed 
out of the civil government and the school, and vias being neglected in 
the home; nev stress was put on the home; attempts i\fera made to 
establish ch'tlr'ch-controlled schools, but both failed. The emphasis 
vms again put on the Sunday school--teachers were trained better and 
curriculum Has developed and organized. Youth groups developed and 
had great success. To•·'ard the end w"E~ see vacation church schools 
starting to develop. 
~ ~~ntieth Century Period 
'Improvement' was the vrord that marked tlle t<.]"Emtieth century. 
Many improvements 11rere seen in the Sunday school and its curriculum, 
and many improvements w.Jere still in the blueprint stage with the 
tv."entieth-century only over half gone. 
h'ith ma~~ means of training and teaching (radio, television, 
Sunday school, church, and graded church, literature, day school, 
released time, vacation Bible school, camps, etc.) the cause of 
Christianity still seemed to be losing ground. 
The Cnited States had gro~m to be a world power; it was more 
secular :in educat:i on; nenz and better techniques :i.n pedagogy were 
discovered and used. As a result, religious education became a 
professlon rather than a heart felt calling. 
In 1903, the Religions E:ducation Association 'h'SS formed; in 
1922, the Internation Council of Religious Education began, and than 
later the l·Jorld Council of Christian Education 111as formed. Schools 
lvith religious education departments had helped foster this profes-
sionalism in the church. Along; 1d. th this crone the development and 
competition in ctrrriculum which added to the complexity of Christian 
education. 89 
Murch shol>red how the National Association of Evangelicals had 
a real role in protecting and revitalizing the evangelical training 
in the Sunday school, released time, radio, Christi.an education--
htgher education, and various interdenominational means.9° 
Various translations of the Bible were bt:1ginning to have their 
effect upon the people. r-tany· people would read the ne1-r translations 
~nen they would not have been attracted by the King James Version.91 
The study of teaching methods and age-group characteristics 
along th a better understanding of the Bible and 1 ts principles 
have helped improve religious training. 
l1odern theology wdth its emphasis upon man along vr.i th the 
making of theology, Bible, and Christianity relevant to human situa-
tions had a real effect during the twentleth c.entury. Various 
approaches to theology (liberal, neo-orthodox, and conservativeism) 
had their impact and effect. This all added to the confusion of the 
layman who could not spend his entire life trying to find out ~bich 
89totz1 2.£• .E-.:!• 11 PP• 23-24. 
90J ames DeForest !•lurch, Coo:Eeration 1>'i thout Comr:romise (Grand 
Rapids:. 1~m. B. Eerdman 's Publishing Company, 19~6), pp. 13-215. 
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position was the correct one. 
Varying approaches and methods in cm·riculum '!riere too complex 
for the layman. J~ver;;rthing from the closely graded to departmentally 
graded a.nd uniform materials were being used. The fact that content 
in curriculum was revlsed by almost every group, -vlhen this 
was being conducted, pointed to the fact that curriculum ~~s in 
a state of flux. 
Some negative forces to the evangelical Protestant Sunday 
school religious education were: (1) liberalism--with its concept 
of nurture and the historical Jesus; (2) secularlsm--<11-:i.th its progres-
sivism, and the scientific approach, (3) pro.fessionalism--w:i.th its 
emphasis of religious education as a profession rather than a calling, 
and (!!) Ecclesasticism--with its organization so that everything -vms 
controlled by the ecclesiastical leaders.92 
Another disturbing factor '!r~s the findings of nrnny tests. Edge 
sighted some Bible knowledge tests l<rhich were not encouraging. In 
one test t:be Catholics averaged forty-six per cent the Protestants 
averaged thirty-five per cent, and the ones not attending Sunday 
school of any kind averaged thirty point four per cent.9.3 ghristiani tz 
Todal sighted other tests which shotrred the similar results. A test 
92Murch, 21?.• £.!..:!., pp. B8-9.3. 
9.3Findley B. Edge, Teaching I<'o:t• Results (Nashv:i.lle: Broadman 
Press, 1956), pp. ll1-15. 
given at viestminster College, September, 1962; "of a total of twJenty-
fi ve questions (most of them aleman tary), the average number answered 
correctly vas eight1"94 
The 'J."\Nentieth-centu.r,y Period, in many respects, sholrJed 
iraprovement and yet there developed soma confusion because of the 
complexity of religious education. There had been advances in the 
number of agencies doing c.'loctrinal training, in better curriculum to 
do the job, in the training of 'FOrkers and leaders in methodology, 
and il1 equipment to do a better job. Yet, evidence indtcated that 
C..hristianity vms falling short; people t•rho v1ere tested shov·fed that 
they had not lea.rned as much as some leaders had previously thought. 
Perhaps these problems existed because of the complexity 
involved in organization, curriculum, and methology. Added to these 
were the problems of theology, secularism, professionalism, and 
ecclesiasticism. 
Many felt the church needed to make Christianity revelant 
to life situations -v1here it t,JOuld becon1e a life as well as a belief. 
In the Primitive period learning l1as i'i,rst directly from God; 
God then used the patriarch as a mediator to the parents, and the 
parents -v1ere responsible for train:i.ng the children. 
94Joseph Hopkins, nrr'he Fourth 'R', n Christianit:r Todaz, 
(August 30, l96.?n, p. n. 
The Hebrevr period built upon the family as the basic training 
station. Prophets, priests, and taught the fk~rents; 
the parents in turn taught the children about God and a vocation. 
Meth.ods used l\rere symbolism, memorials, lecture, learning by doing, 
oral tradition, proverbs, lecture (preaching), discussion, observa-
tion, and the use of music. 
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In the ,Jewish period they had learned a lesson from eXile and 
made the family the major place of instruction again. ~.'he synagogue, 
elementary, and secondary means of education -were added to the methods 
used in previous periods. 1he instructing of proselytes was another 
contribution of this period. Temple worship gave way to \-:orship 
through training. 
'I'hree things that stand out in the Old Testament era were 
the role of the Torah, the .t'amily unit, and the formal schooling. 
Jesus had the same training as other Jewish childrer1. He had 
a message, and used the teaching methods that had been employed 
before Him, plus the use of miracles and guidance. Tht> greatest 
benefit of Jesus 1 period l'li'QS llis content, not his methods--even 
though they \\.!fire important. Christ's methods depended upon the 
situation, but wrere always based upon :four principles: made 
contact, got the pupil involved, met the spiritual need, and put 
truth to work. Teaching reached its epitom;~r in Christ and His 
ministry. 
the first portion of the Early Church period teaching 
v."as done by the preachers, teacher, apostles (missionaries), 
itenerant cl~rismatics, face to face, writing epistles. 
Instruction took place in the ho1ue, the worship service and 
on the streets and jobs. Indoctrination h'S.S more informal because 
of persecution, g;rovJth rate, and tJe"Vd.sh background. After the first 
centuries the Gent:Ue element dondnated the church's membership and 
gave rise to a formal indoctrination period called the catechumenate; 
instruction ~~s limited to adults and they d the responsibility of 
teaching their children. The catechum.enate was patterned after the 
synogogial service ~~th the Didache one of the main manuals used. 
The Greek influence, -w'ith its emphasis on the intellect, gave rise 
to the idea of catechetical schools. Toward the end of period 
catechetical schools lrere predcm1inate, and the catechumate and 
informal instruction pla;r-ed only a minor role. 
The Reformat.ion period "'Jas better, far, the J:'1edieval 
period. Emphasis was placed on the Bible as the final authority for 
faith and practice and justification 
resulted in learning from the Bible, 
(catechisms), and the Christian schools. 
faith. tt·JO principles 
preJa,cher, the family 
For theological training 
they J:'!.ad secondary schools and universities. The small catechism t1as 
one of greatest influences of this period. The three 
catechisms l-Iere the Lutheran, the Heidleberg, and the "lestminster. 
To~~rd the end of this period tfte catechetical method of question 
and answer memorization had degenerated in a rote memorization course 
v1hich was devoid of understanding, and life. 
In the Modern period the main force for indoctrination t1as the 
$2 
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Sunday school; it in.fluanced the home, the church.~~ and the state or 
public schools. the Bible was pushed out of schools and 
neglected in the home emphasis was placed on the Sunday school. There 
vas an emphasis to put the Bible back in the home (Bushnell) and an 
attempt to put the Bible back into the school (Parochial schools), 
but both failed. The school, then again, popular until 
it dominated this period. Training of teachers and the organizing 
curriculum was developed. •ro,,rard the end of the r.ineteenth century, 
youth movements and vacation Bible schools also played a big role in 
training people in -what the church believed. 
Tv1entieth-century -vms a time of real improvement, yet a 
of confusion for the lay-run Sunday school. There ware numerous 
agencies doing doctrinal of some sort: the Sunday school, 
the church, youth societies, radio, television, graded ¥reek-day 
schools, released time, camps and vacation Bible school. 'I'here 111ere 
better trained v1orkers, better curriculum, better equipment, and 
more agencies doing doctrinal training, yet evidence indicated that 
the church ";ras still not doing the job it should. Factors that 
contributed to were secularism, professionalism, ecclesiasticism, 
and differences in theological positions, and curriculum prdlosophies. 
CHAP!'ER III 
DOCI'Rll\TAL TRll.llUN G IN SELECTED F;VANGELICAL 
PRO'l'ESTAN T CHURCHES 
CHAPI'F.R III 
OOCTRDIAL TRAINlN G IN SE!.ECTED 
PRal'ES'I'k"ifT CHURCHES 
I. INTRODUCTim~ 
m:LICAL 
It was evident from chapter tlfro that every period of history 
there vms some method of teaching the people about Ood. The author 
then determined to find out "Vzhat selected evangelical Protestant 
churches were doing to indoctrinate their constituency. 
The purpose of this chapter, then, li'JaS to survey selected 
evangelical Protestant churches to find out v1hat materials and 
methods were being used, on various age-lave~ to teach their 
people what they believed. 
II. !<1ECHAJncs OF THE SURVEY 
Interviews -v.rere arranged "~>lith representative pastors of 
selected churches to determine wnat materials were used by their 
denomination and v1hat they themselves vrere doing to teach their 
people what the church believed. lc,Tj th very fw except:f ons these 
pastors felt the Sunday school and the pulpit ministry liere not 
adequate .for indoctrination needs. 
This paper proposed to deal t>rl.th churches in three general 
theological categoriest Arminian, Calvinistic, and Lutheran. In 
the Arminian group the Pentecostals (Assemblies of God, and Four-
Square), the Holiness (Evangelical United Brethren, l~azanma, Friends, 
and Free Methodist), and the Methodist churches were consulted. From 
the Calvinistic group the Baptists (Jl.merican Baptist Convention., 
Conaerv-.ative Baptist, and the Southern Baptist) and the United 
Presbyterian churches were consulted. The Lutheran category was 
represented by the :t.fiasouri Synod Lutherans, The American Lutheran 
Church, and the United Lutheran Church of America. It should be 
noted that many of the above denominations were often classified as 
liberal by many, but on the t.Jest Coast (particularly here in Oregon) 
they 'lo.l'Elre pastored by evangelical pastors. For this reason they 1 too, 
"~<Jere consul ted. 
In 1960, F'ranklynn irJooldridge, a student at Western Evangelical 
Seminary did his thesis on ! purver .2f. Adult l'iembershiE ,'Iraini!!j 
Experiences !£!:. ~ ]:'va!;!ielical ~~ Bre·iihren. Even though it v~as 
1 limited to adult membership classes, it was consulted .for w"'rk in 
this area. 
III. SURVEY 
.Arminian Bodies 
'· 
The Assemblies of God relied heavily upon the pulpit ministry 
- --
oi' the pastor and the doctrinal training done by the Sunday school to 
teach their people what they believed. 
1F:rank \1. 'tlioodridge, *'A Survey of Adult Membership Training 
F..xperiences .for hvangelical United Brethren" (unpublished Bachelor of 
Divinity thesis, l'i'estern Evangelical Seminary, Portland, Oregon, 1960). 
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Some churches ware blessed with pastors who had a strong teaching 
ministry. Others ,,rare not so fortu.n.ate and had to endure current event 
type preaching. It was found tbat the Sunday school departmental 
literature had improved in the last few years, especially since Gospel 
Publishing House began the undated series of quarterlies (13 lesson 
series). 1here ware a number of doctrinal quarterlies in this series: 
qhrlst, 1!:! Holz Spirit, Fundamentals Ef. ~ Faith, ~!!!!!.~~her, 
'Ihe Church, Hov1 to Live the Christian Life, The Assemblies of God--Our 
--*"""" ...__ - --..... _.._, ----- - __. ......... --.... 
2 ~ ~FellowshiEs Bible Prophec1, and Salvation. The success of 
these quarterlies, like all quarterlies, '~>:ere lind ted by the teaching 
ability of the teacher. teachers were content to lecture the 
entire class covered all the material listed in the 
quarterly they felt that they had successfully taught their class. 
Seldom 1-:rere methods used to measure th.e amount the student had 
received from the lesson. ~1us many ~members" did not know the 
basic doctrirtes even though they had sat through Sundgy school 
classes on the subject. 
Doctrine was generally integrated into the materials in various 
departments of the church. 'JBke the yout.h group as an example, they 
aimed at character building based on doctrine; they stressed the four 
cardinal doctrines (salvation, divine healing, baptism in the Holy 
Spirit and the second coming of Christ) of the Assemblit~s of God more 
2Building a '\:iall of Faith, pamphlet, (Sprinr;field~ Gospel 
Publishing House, -19'l>3'r, p. 9. 
than any other doctrines.3 
Upon examination of the July-August-Septeraber issue of the Ghrist 
Arnhassaclor Guide, 1963, it was found that a ve!"'.J limited amount of the 
doctrinal elements 1>1ere involved. The l1en 1 s Fellm·rship cover the 
basic doctrLnes of the Assemblies of God in their literature ever,y 
year.4 
Ralph l·:rote the book~ ~ Believe ( -v.rhich also appears in 
a series of four booklets are identical in content--~ .£rl Church 
Believes). '!his book 1-1as written for variant age-levels; it appears 
in question and answer form and covers the whole gamit of systematic 
theology in an abbreviated manner. It developed over the years until 
~ Believe course, at time of this study v·JSS conducted, had 
pocket and vi.sual ai to l:wlp the teacher. It 
attractive features for the junior-age and could be an effective tool 
to introduce the beliefs of the Assemblies of God to the junior-age 
pupil. 
There were also; a number of doctrinal books available for 
adults to purchase and read: Bible Doc·hrines ~ ,E. £• Nelson, 
Systerna tic 'lheoloi£Z llilliams, Knowing ~ Doctrines :!£ ~ 
3Personal correspondence with Dick Champion, Springfield, 
Missouri, October 23, 1963. 
4Personal correspondence '~>lith Loren Beans, Springfield, 
~dssouri, October 30, 1963. 
Gospel Publishing House catalogs. ) 
~~~Y of the pastors who were consulted felt there ~~s a need for 
doctrinal training materials, particularly in the areas of youth and 
adults. Materials li'Gre not available, to thezu, so they began to 
develop their o'!>m. Unfortunately many of the pastors 1-rho felt there 
was a need did not have tizl'le, energy, ability to develop the needed 
materials. Consequently, they had done not!>.ing about the need hoping 
the denomination wrould come out l<.rith something soon. 
The author was able to obtain a copy of t~~ different sets of 
doctrinal training materials that were in the developmental process. 
One of the sets was geared for upper junior age-level and lol>rer 
intermediates (~ Learn ~ .1£ ~ 2£. Bible Doctrines ~ Juniors). 
First, let me make it clear that I do not consider myself a 
writer but in sheer desperation put ·this wo:rlcbook together to 
be used in our school. I am an elam.entary school teacher /and 
1-dfe of a pastor7 and felt that from my experience of teaching 
in high school that the junior age is the age to real.J¥ introduce 
formal indoctrination. This is vrritten Jor the upper junior 
level and the lower intermediate level.5 
This workbook showed great variety in methods used for aiding 
the learnir~ process--vrord atuc~, scripture memory, question and 
answers, completion questions, matching, fill in, and lesson material 
areas. It covered a number of the basic doctrines of the Assemblies 
of God, but not all of them. It ,,ms a ten lesson course, and could 
easily be augmented to include all of the basic doctrines of the 
Assemblies of God. A teacher's manuel and visual aids 1\\-ould be a 
$Personal correspondence ior.i. th Lucile Lindale, Pennsville, ~Jew 
Jersey, October 23 1 1963. 
real help to this booklet. 
'The second set of materials vJas designed by a la~'man in l'ienlo 
Park, (',alifornia. 6 It -v:as a massive lrork of over four hundred pages 
of questions answers; the questions were anslrered by Scripture 
verses. not only taught doctrine, but a an1ou.nt of 
Scripture memorization '!>Jas involved. 'Ihis set of materials was in the 
process of' being ~-pad in preparation for publication. The author 
wrote for further information concerning this massive work but 
received no reply. It was lengthy, had much memor.r lwrk, and many 
of the questions 1'"8re not contemporaneous. It appeared to be designed 
for adults and to this author's knowledge, it had not been tried in 
contrast to the first set of materials that had been used for some 
time and proved its llorth. 
A number of leadir1g Assemblies of God pastors in the Portland 
area were interviewed to find out they are doing t,.., meet the 
doctrinal training need. Pastor number t;>Io 1 .from church B, had in 
fomez· churches cono"ucted a new converts class on l1hat the Assemblies 
believed--to prepare them for membership. At the time this study was 
undertaken he ·Has doing nothing this regard because nmterials were 
not available .for rJhat he needed, and he did not have time to develop 
his m~rn material. H~? would like something in question and answer form 
for home~mrk, and something that could be taught inspirationally for 
class work. He would like to see it geared to various age-levels. 
6 
James Moore Evans, Menlo Park, California. 
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Concerning the time such a class should be conducted, he felt it ~'Ould 
take care of itself if materials vrere available to do a good job. 7 
Pastor number one at time of this study, \las doing nothing 
in special indoctrination His health, and the unavailability 
of materials to teach a doctrinal training class various age-levels 
was the barrier. He ,,rould like to have a rigid memor-.f course for 
intermediates, a practical course of making the doctrines applicable 
to life situations for the high school age, and an adult home discussion 
group approach lad by group leaders for adults. The leaders 
would follow a basic outline designed by the pastor, yet they "tetucl 
have a ~;rea t deal liberty to help mc~ke Bible doctrines meaningful. 
He 1-J'Ould like to see t1rro continuous classes on basic doctrines of the 
Assemblies of God during the Sunday school hour; one !'or nevi converts 
(simplified) and the other an advanced course for experienced 
Chriatians.8 
Pastor number four, at the time this study '1'\-ras conducted, had 
done nothing in the area of indoctrination othor than in his preaching 
ministry. He had some of the people read the book; l!! Believe, by R. 
Il1. P.i.ggs. He gave th:i.s book to a Oitholic lady t•o read, and she liaS 
converted as the result. 
7Personal intervie'i'J vJith pastor number tvro Dece:ruber 13, 1963, 
Portland, Oregon. 
8Personal interview vlith pastor number one, December 13, 1963, 
Portland, Oregon 
9Personal conversation '~>Jith pastor number four, 1963, Portland, 
Oregon. 
number fJ.ve, from chtu~ch E, l>rhen this study -was undertaken 
't\'3S doing nothing. felt that headquarters ought to come out ltd th 
materials for a class separate f'rom Sunday school aimed at in doc-
trination of variou..":l age-groups. He indicated it r.~uld be to have 
a junior meJTiberslrl.p as "nul as an adult at the conclusion 
Pastor number three, at ·the time of th1s had done con ... 
siderably more work in this area; approach is based on pastor 
number seven's work in church G. -wras ~!Orking ld th the h:i..gh school 
age-group because he felt t,h:i.s age-group needed knoH what they 
believed '1f'hy. Other age-groups needed to knolil this too, but he 
felt the young people 1..rere most pliable and the churches future 
upon youth more t.han adult;s. The pastor's class meeting 
on Saturday nights, but it was changed to 5:00 P.I'i. Sunday night 
because of the pastor's schedule. Pastor number three indicated 
that the pastor ought to be the instructor because of his qualif'ica-
tions and influence. 'l'he problem the:y faced 1,ras o:n the pastor's part, 
not whether the pupils ~1ould attend on Saturdays or not. He 
mimeographed ten thought-provoking questions for the pupils each 
week for homevJork; class time ~11as spent discussing these questions. 
The first year vzas the beginning class and dealt l>r.i th the history of 
the Church and the Assemblies of God. The second (advanced class) 
10Person~l interview ~ith pastor number five, December 18, 1963, 
Portland, Oregon. 
'l!JaS based upon the ftl.ndamantal doctrines of the Assemblies God. 
meaningful 
people. This vms three's ;;rear vii th program, and he 
vms pleased vdth results. also played a 
in J-l.is morning, and 11 
• 
Pastor number seven from church G, at time of stuey, 
¥rork of any of God pastor in:terviervred. 
course with one and a half hours of class vrork per 
v•eek aimed a"t; indoctrin:ating the young It iiJaS on 
from 6t30 P.M. to 8;00 .P.M. He, too, 
one to instrlJ.ctor 1 and the content the course 
they liked. ~ras based upon 
'I' he first 
people needed to know,~ not 
ldth Old NE:n,ITestament history, church and 
denomiru:.tion l:rl.stor-y, and a historJ and purpose the local 
church. 'l'he second year put emphasis upon the Christian life and 
aimed to make the church and it,s beliefs meaningful and useful for 
life situations. .At the conclusion of the course pupil confirllled 
his faith and the pastor awarded him with a diploxna and a beautiful 
new Bible. course to make Cb.rist central$ and had a 
st;rong on the baptism in the Holy Spirit as the d;ynamic for 
a church 'lit,itich sought to becomEl a redemptive .fellol>tship. seven 
began to "t<Iork i\rith the junior high age-group because of the strong 
llPhone conversation with pastor nu."'!.ber three, December, 196.3. 
6.3 
junior high Sunday school department in his church.12 
For the first year coursE~ the book:. Accordinf? ~ !!:5r Hord1 by 
Bjorklund, w~s the basic text and a number of other history books 
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were used as supplements: ! Histog £!. ~ Chl:'istian Church by Walker, 
.!!'!! Faith 2£. !:!!!. Church by Pike and Pittenger, Chapters .!!:. Church 
!!!_sto!Z by Dauley1 Modern Science ~ Christian Faith lBr'ld.n, :B;volution, 
~ Crea·tion by Paul Zimmerman, and ~ Church ~ Histor.t (see the 
bibliography for more complete information on these books). A five 
question quiz was gi van at the end of each period, and a final 
examination i1as given at the conclusion of the course. The pupil had 
to give a number of book reports, and did memor-.r l~rk, such as the 
books of the Bible, famous passages, Apostles Creed, Lord's Prayer, 
etc. r~nerally this pastor began ~~th about trdrty-nine pupils and 
finished with about tl\•enty. 'I'he boj'-s as a general rule dropped out 
faster than girls. Strictness was felt to be necessary for unless 
they really understand the material given in these classes it -vrould 
make no difference in their lives, and in Christianity. Great stress 
-v;as put upon the fact that Christ dernanded the best a pupil had all 
the tirne--ironically this w'1ts the part that appealed most to his 
young people. 
The pupil had a notebook which he had to keep up-to-date. He 
kept h.is ·tests, notes, and other materials such as maps of Bible 
geography, etc. in this notebook. This pastor developed his own tests, 
1963. 
12Personal interview with pastor number seven, Decel'tlber 26, 
notes, and curriculum for this course, si.rnply because there was no 
other materials available to meet the need. It vms fou..11d that young 
people needed a course such as this to stabilize them in their 
transitory years. results of this course 1vas such that pastor 
seven felt it produced more lasting results than any other service 
in his church's scheoule.13 
~ International Church 2f...!!!::. Foursquare S!£spel had some 
attractive, and flexible materials to teach the people what the church 
believed. The denomination itself made the materials available, but 
the use depended upon the local church; the church itself determined 
v<hat literature it would use. 
In the Sunday school they had available a tv1o year course 
devoted totally to 'lrJhat the church believed, Declaration .2£ Faith 
prepared by Duffield and Meier. This quarterly l>iSS published by 
Gospel Light Press; it was edited before publication by leaders in 
the Foursquare denomination and had a cover 'Which the Foursquare 
denomination designed. The quarterly V>Jas undated, geared to young 
people and adults, and l18S not limited to the Sunday school hour. 
The exciting factor l-JSS ·chat the basic beliefs of' the Fours"fUSre 
denomination and the Assemblies of God 'h'Elre identical. These 
quarterlies lrere far more thorough tban any produced by the Assemblies 
of God. 
In regards to children they had the Cadet program. It 'ltzas 
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divided into three age-levels:; the Crusaders--first graders, the 
Jets--second and third graders, and the Cadets--grades four through 
six. '111e Cadet program had a question and answer catechism called 
the Standard of Attainment and was prepared by Emma Davis. 'llds 
catechism "ras to be memorized; the more one memorized, the higher he 
progressed in rank (Lancer, Page, Squire, and Knie;ht.) 'Ihe contents 
catectdsm vms a simplified approach, "rhereas the Declaration of Faith 
course was a more thorough approach. In the Foursquare Church, 
Portland, Oregon, they met at 6~00 Sunday and tiednesday nights. The 
't\ednesday night meeting w-as the training time, and the Sunday night 
program 1tras the service aspect, or the use of that training.lli 
'I'he li'oursquare church had the ! Believe course prepared by the 
International Department of Youth and Christian Education, ;,,t':ich vJas 
a junior indoctrination course for church membership. They published 
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both a teacher's manual and a pupil's l.rorkbook. This booklet dealt 1dth 
the four carili.nal doctrines (salvation, baptism in the Holy Spirit, 
divine healing, and second coming) and the two ordinances (water 
baptism and communion). The course l<ras usually given just prior to a 
water baptism, and a church membership service; for this class there 
was also a booklet, 1l:lclarat).on £!. Jmith, compiled by Aimee Semple 
McPherson. This booklet ~ss merely a statement of ~nlat they believe; 
it contained the tlventy-tv;o articles of faith. 
~Personal interview with Rev. Arthur Miller, Portland, Oregon 
December 16, 1963. 
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For the new converts they r~d a home visitation stuqy program 
callEJd !!z. Faith; it }laS prepared by Mrs. Clayton. Hum an individual 
w:ras converted the pastor, or associate, made a visit to the home and 
sought to enlist the individual in the !$t Faith course. Then a home 
visitor "t<Jas assigned to that neH convert until t:t>.e course "t>:ras completed. 
course had twelve lessons on basic doctrines. 0uestions were 
asked and Scripture references were given to aid in supplying the 
correct amnrer; the convert himself had to fill the ansl,rer in the space 
provided :for it. This course "t<Jas in a loose leafed manila folder 
made it ver;:.r 1'lexible on its uses. Numerous churches in various 
denominations utilized this course; all one needed to do -was to sub-
stitute owm beliefs where variances occurred. There ¥:ras also a 
teacher's manual available to the home visitor in grounding the 
nat~: convert. 
The Portland Foursquare church had found all of these materials 
to work effectively.15 These materials could be adopted by any 
Assert!blies of God church, that so desired, without any major changes. 
!.!:! Evangelical Uni tad Brethren Church had material available, 
but it 1\Tas not being used by the churches in the Portland area. This 
training; they simply make it available for those 1>1ho see a need for it. 
The books available :for adults dealt with either doctrine or 
denominational history· or both. The book:- Hhat He Believe v.-as a 
--
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doctrinal statement issued by the Board of Bishops.16 Our Church, 't<JaS 
... ~ ... 
a larger and more i."lclusive vJork ¥rhich dealt lrith doctrine and church 
me:mbership. 17 These E:vangelical United Brethren covered the highlights 
of the history of the :Evangelical United Brethren Church ,,,hich began 
in 1956.18 Another book com:t?iled for adults lTas !. Theolo€1jl !;:?!. I.al!;!en. 
This book vi'as a compilation of' a series of articles that appeared in 
their church paper, but v~s doctrinal in content.19 For the young 
people, t1.;ro major uorl<:s were available. The first, Foundations for 
------
Youth, v,_ras a book vn-itten by E. 1:!. Praetorius. It liiaS the results 
of his lt'Ork as a pastor v1ith his young people. The great value of 
this book v1as that it laid a solid Scriptural foundation for matters 
dealt v,_rith in the Apostles 1 Creed, the Ten Commandments, and the 
Lord's Prayer. It also treated the subjects of the Bible, sacraments 
(ordinances), and history of the Evangelical United Brethren Church. 
The second -v1ork l'las Christian :Beliefs for Christian Youth. This book 
was not a thorough treatment of doctrinal beliefs; it gave a minimal 
treatment of doctrine for the preparation of Church membership. It 
dealt ,,lith the Father, Son, Holy Spirit, Church, missions, and 
Christian living.20 
16The Board of Bishops, 1clluitt 11Ie Believe (Dayton:. The Boord of 
Christian Education of the Evangel1cii tJnited Brethren Church, n.d.). 
17c. L. Miller, and IJ!illard J. Miller, Our Church (layton:: The 
Board of Christian Education, The Evangelical United Brethren Church, 
1948). 
18Paul Himmel Eller, These EvanliJelical lJni ted Brethren (Ilo!yton: 
The Otterbein Press, 1957). 
l9 Arthur J. Heck., A Theology for Laymen (Harrisbur·g~ The 
Evangelical Press, 1956).- ---
20J. Gordon Howard, Christian Beliefs For Christian Youth 
(Daytorn '1he Board of Publications for the Boird of Cl'..ristian Education, 
1950). 
For the junior age-group there was the trorkbook, Bei!Y> ! 
Christian, which was broken into units of eight lessons each:. 't,Jhat 
A Christian Believes, How A Christian Lives, and A Christian and His 
Church. This book used a great variety of techniques to help the 
pupil understand the lessons: question and answers, .fill in 
questions, etc. It made use of attractive and interesting pictures 
which appealed to juniors. 21 Also there l>'SS the Teacher's Guide !£!:. 
~~Bains! Christian; this was the teachers' book for teaching 
the catechism geared to the junior age-group. 22 
In addit:i.on to the above materials there \'~Jas the pamphlet, 
catechetical !~-!.mt;elism, which sholJed the value of catechisms in re-
gards to evangelism, and helped the pastor by given general pointers 
for setting up a catechism prograrn in his church. 23 
The author lllaS also able to reviem 'Ihe Junior catechism.24 and 
-
!E,! Revised catechism £f.!!!!, Jt."vanselical Church. 25 These were the 
catechisms of the ~Nangelical Church ~dng of the Evangelical United 
Brethren Church before the merger. They were question and anstmrs on 
21P.auben Miller, Teachers• Guida for Use ~dth Being A Christian 
(Dayton:. The Board ol' christian :E:ducation, The Evangelical United 
Brethren Church, n.d.). 
22r•he Board of Bishops, The Junior Catechism of' the l:."Vallf~elical 
Church (Harrisburg:.. The E::vangeillal Press, n.d. ). --
23 \'1. N. Roberts, Catechism Evangelism (Iaytom The Otterbein 
Press, n.d.). 
2~he Board of Bishops, The Junior Catechism of the Eva~elical 
Church (Harrisburg:. The Evangei:ica11¥ess, n.a.}.--
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25Bishop Thomas Bovnnan, Revised Catechism of the Evangelical 
Church (Harrisburg:. Publishing Rouse of the Evangelical Church, 190.5). 
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very rudimentory doctrines of the church, included the Apostle•s 
Creed, Ten Commandments, and Lord's Prayer in the back and front 
respectively. 
Because the Evangelical United Brethren Churches in the 
Portland, Oregon ares were not using their denominational materials, 
the author interviewed Rev. Lloyu Uecker, who ~~s very active in 
catechetical "~Arork, to determine \;;hat he used in his church. 
Rev. Uecker had developed his own catechism out of necessity, 
and it foun.d vdde acceptance in his denomination--having sold t-1ell 
over 31 000 copies in Portland area. He preferred the question and 
anstrer approach and felt the denominational materials were too lengthy, 
and l.ras not to point on salvation. prepared two books on church 
xnembership. The one ~Ieaning £!. Church Membershi£_ "ras for adults and 
covers the histor.r of the denomination, tha meaning of church member-
ship, and the meaning of the vows taken when they join the church. 26 
The second book 'l'he Christian Life had been revised twice and tYas in 
the process of the third revision. The proof of the value and 1.rork-
ability of his materials loiaS obvious by the demand by other minist,ers 
for it. The Christian Life l""as divided into three sections:: the 
first led up to salvation and receiving the Holy Spirit, the second 
dealt ld th the responsibilities of the Christian life, and the third 
TtJSS designed to help them understand their church and culmir.tates in 
church membership as well as a confession of faith. 27 He had written 
Lloyd 
2bii;;v. Lloyd Uecker, .!!.!! ~.anin§ .2£ Ch.urch H~mbership(Salemt Mr 
Uecker, n.d.). 
27Lloyd Uecker, .!!.!! Christian \"1ay (Salem:. Lloyd Uecker, n.d. ). 
a number of popular tracts to aid in teaching 
to Become a Christian, The JBdication of Your Child, Joining the 
- - -...-.- ----- - ·-- -· ·~ -
Church, and The Sacrament !! Holy Baptism. 
Ueckers 1 catechism ran for f1.w months; it one hour 
sessions 1>1orking into t'l!ro hour sessions, and he usually 
thirty pupils. He indicated that a decision to be a follo-vier of 
Christ to be based upon a knowledge of vbat that decision 
really meant--putting Christ on the throne of one•s heart. The age-
level varied somewhat depending upon vJhen the parson decided to take 
the course. He used the discussion approach w"ith a minimal amout of 
memorization. The adult catechism vias held in night classes; four 
one hour classes 1 and one t¥!0 hour class 'lfrhere they were to get 
acquainted with church leaders, have fellovJship, and l·Iere given some 
.final indoctrination~ 'l'he applicant, also, had to pass the membership 
committee's approval, then they were taken into fellowship. He used 
the term •Pastor's class' for the indoctrination period for the 
adults. 28 
The Church of the Nazarene. 'l'lds denomination had an 
- ------
Hooldrldge indica·ced that their program v1as not used widely by 
Nazarene churches. 29 But since the v!I'i ting of his thesis the 
28personal interview with Rev. Lloyd Uecker, Portland, Oregon, 
r~cem.bar 26, 1963. 
2)\zooldridge, .21?.• ~., P• 52. 
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Nazarene church had tr!S~~ ne1cr strides in their doctrinal training 
program and materials. These are all administered by the Commission 
for Christian Service Training. 
'I~here 1rrere three levels of progress and recogni. tion f. or teachers 
:i.n the Teacher 'training Program:. the re&ristered teacher, the qualified 
and certified teacher. The 
by the number of. credits one had from program. of 
these credits v<ere from doctrinal topics )0 
their Churcrilllanship Training offered 
by the denomination: for Bible study--~ Living ~by F:.arl l·Yolf1 
for denominational histor.r--The Rise of the Chtwch of tia:z,arene by ~ .......... ~ ,.,_,..._......; ............ ;.;..;;. 
M. E. Redford, for church membership--!£:! ~ ~ Church by Harold Reed, 
for sanctification--Holiness Pract:tcal Livi!!i by L. T. Corlett, for 
Ellis, for stel':rardship--11t ~ 
Gold bv 
-"' 
Holf, for doctrine--Essential Christian Beliefs by 
s. s. 1dhite, and for Missions--J;?.t.'~. ~ ~ 2!z!. .;.C...,hur .....c_.h_ by Ho1<rard Hamlin. 
The llazarene Church also had a Prepare to Share Library.. A 
church t·rould purchase this library containing books and 
tv;renty five stud;~r guides, loan them to members of the Sunday school 
and church--much of this 1>:ras doctrinal material. 
lOreacher Trainirg Profram pampruet 
Publishing Rouse, n.d.), pp. -6. 
Cityf The Nazarene 
13 
:fl~or the Nazarene approach to the .Bible the denomination designed 
a home study plan which made available ine:>..-pensive books on every book 
of the Old and Testaments. This w~s a flexible plan which could 
be used for a correspondance course, a study group approach, a Sunday 
school class, or for shut-ins; credit ~ras given for every course 
completed. Actually training v~s unlimited through trds approach; if 
one desired, one could purchase and receive credit for studying any 
book offered by the Commission on Christian Service Training. 
The Blue Book3l (1962-64) for the church of the nazarene 
--
explains their training program, and lists (with annotations) every 
book available through the r~mmission on Cl~istian Service Training. 
In Portland's First Nazarene Church, Dr. Parrot had a special 
Bible class, a prayer meeting, and used special books to indoctrinate 
the adu.l ts in 'IA:hat the church believed. He preferred to do most of 
the indoctr:tnation after a person became a member rather than have a 
membership class. His goal yras to make members morel active in 
expressing their Christian life through the church)2 
!ll!rs. Paul :Hinds indica tad that the first Nazarene Church used 
the I Believe33 course for the cldldren during cldldren' s church and 
liednasday n:tght service. It gave a suggested program of songs, 
J1commissi~n on Christian Service Trall1ing, Blue Book (Kansas 
Cityt Nazarene Publishing House, 1962-64), pp. 1-.39;-------
.32personal interview ~r:d.th Dr. Leslie Parrot, Portland, Oregon, 
December 19, 196,3 • 
.3.3!Iannah Groseth .Arechuk, I Believe 'laacher's Guide (Kansas City:. 
Beacon Hill Press, 194 7), pp. 1-.5'3'. 
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stories, pictures, and memory work (question and answers) for the 
children on basic Nazarene doctrine. '!'hey also use the Adventures 
~Truth booklet, by 'l>tf. T. Pu.rkiser, tor youth indoctrination. This 
catechism was published by the Nazarene Publishing House and was 
designed for special week day class or for Sunday evenings.. This 
course took a minimum of tl<relve hours and could he expanded to any 
length desired by the teacher. The pupil had a workbook to fill out--
it 'WaS basically fill ... in and matching type questions. Mrs. Hinds was 
happy with the results, but indicated that results varied from class 
to olass.34 
The Friends Church had historically been against any mov·e to __ _..... ......................... _ 
formulate anything similar to a creed. Their preaching was spontaneous, 
and emphasia was put upon spiritualizing passages such as w-ater 
baptism, and the Lord's supper, 'Whereas, most evangelical churches 
accept these literally. Mu.ch of the training in the past had been 
done by the pastor during home visits, and in personal conversations. 
Emphasis was placed upon the Christian life rather than the doctrinal 
belief'. 
Rev. Gerald Dillon tried something different than tho trad-
itional approach and found an encouraging response. He had a member ... 
ship training class in which the history, the present status 1 and the 
,;L.Personal interviE.rH with Mrs. Paul Hinds, :Ydhm,ukee, Oregon, 
Feb:truary 6, 1941. 
basic of 'tvere considered. addition 
to th.is c:on ducte d a 
the basic doctrines the church vJere the main emphasis. It '"as con-
due ted an ini'ormal manner, and became so popular that they !<Jere 
crcnvde d out the normal meeting place. Rev. indicated that 
doctrine d an evangelistic 
movement .. 3.S 
1~e Free Methodist Church a catechism of the Free 
Methodist Church which 1vas a question to 
beliefs. They also had some pamphlets and tracts available on 
they believed. had two promotional tracts that 1>rere designed 
to introduce a to the church;36 the emphasis of these tracts was 
doctrinal. also had available five pocket sized pamphlets v1J:1.ich 
covered the area of doctrine, tdstory, and missions. I:Je _Be_u_·_a_ve_, 
--
by Fairbairn, ~ms a brief statement of Christian doctrine for the youth 
and new converts. Our Church .At Hork, 
- --
Olmstead, "ras a brief manual 
to prepare a person for membership in the Free Methodist Church, and 
to help young people. It explained the various organizations in the 
church and the responsibility of the members. The book:. Serv.inif ~ 
!.!!!:! ~ Church, by Olmstead, was a brief pamphlet expla1.ning how to 
35Personal interview tdth Rev. Gerald Dillon, Portland, Oregon, 
December 17, 1963. 
36E. Hoyt Hatson, "The Free Methodist Church,n and ttPresenting 
the Light and Life Hour," tracts (Winona Lake: Free !Jfethodist 
Headquarters, n.d.). 
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live the Christian life. It w,ras ~;Titten especially for net.r converts 
and probationers. Subjects like a Christians' devotional life, the 
problem of one's associates, and the problems that face new Christians 
were discussed. Olmstead's booklet; Being ! Christian ~~s a guidebook 
for young people in the problems they face of friends, prayer life, 
temptations, recreation, etc. It aitned to help young people live a 
successful Christian lll'e. ! Brief History 2.£ ~Church, by Howland 
~JS.s a brief history of the Methodist Church as well as the Free 
Methodist Church. It helped one become acquainted with his denomin-
ation and appreciate its heritage. Even though these materials were 
available the church depends, to a large extent, upon personal con-
versations, and contact in the homes for doctrinal trairt..ing. The 
danger, of course, was subjectivity and local churches could differ 
in their doctrines.37 
~ l~thodist Church also needed new emphasis on doctrinal 
training. Rev. Jenkins suggested that because of the emphasis on the 
trinity as the minimal doctrinal belief and making the rest of the 
doctrines a variable not to be fussed over, that many of the liGthodist 
membership were in the predicament of not knoldng llhat their church 
eliewd)8 
---------------
37irc!ooldridge1 .21!.·~·' pp. 49-50. 
38Personal interview with Rev. Jenkins, Portland, Oregon, 
December 201 196). 
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Even though the Methodist church v:as not a creedal church they 
an adult membership class •n:ich had, usually, four themes. The 
number of class sessions on each theme varied w.1. th each group and each 
church. '!'hey covered the history of Hethodism, theology in general 
(not r~ethodist theology), the social gospel and its application to 
society, 'and finally the organizational structure of the church. 
The textbooks, and reference books varied vrl th the individual 
class and td.th each pastor. Rev. Crumbley helped the author by shoidng 
him (in Cokesbury bookstore Portland., Oregor1) 'What he generally used 
for the classes. ~ Stor;z 2£ r"lethodism, by Luccock, v:ras a massive 
one volume history of the l.fethodist church from its inception until 
1950. For Old Testament history and background Understandin~ !!:!!, .Q!!! 
Testament by Anderson was used. Understanding '!'.!!.!. lli:!. Testament, by 
Kee and Young, was used for New Testament history and background. 
Understanding ~ Methodist Church, by Harmon, l.'as a paperback book 
that gives all of the essential elements in ur1derstanding the Methodist 
church. It covered history~ doctrine~ and organiz-ational structure. 
The I<~aith of a Methodist, by Baker, was ~1ritten in laymen's language 
- --
and -.ms very readable; his goal was to help the laymen understand his 
ol>m faith. Fosdick's book" !_ Guide !2. Understandi:;g ~ Bible was used 
to help the people understand the Bible. Fosdick traced the develoP-
ment of ideas of Cwd, man, right and v~ong, etc. The Social Creed of 
-------
the Methodist, by kard, presented the social gospel to the l1ethodists, 
---~ 
and sought to advance tl1e social cause of ?'fethodism. The l'1ethodist 
v~y 2! Life, by Bishop Kennedy, ~~s Pistory, doctrine, and the role 
of the various groups in the Hethodist church in a. popular style. 
Methodism, by rav1es, t~s a paperback abbreviated history of the 
Methodist church; it touched the highlights only. 
'!'here '\\>ere two membership manuals available: one for youth, 
adults, and the other for boys and girls. 'fhese were compiled 
by the Joint Committee on ~Aterials for Church Membership in the 
Methodist church. 1.'he Membership Manual 2f .!::.!:! Methodist Church !2£ 
Yo~ Eeople !22 Adults explained the Methodist's belief in the 
trinity, ho11 the church understands the Bible, the mission of the 
church, and the membership's responsibility. The second manual, 
Membership l4anu.al 5:.!. .!::.!:! f·iethodist Church £2!: ~ !.!:.2. Girls, l~S 
produced to make junior church members. It 1t1as geared to the junior 
age-level, and sought to explair1 the Methodist v.tEn-1 of salvation, the 
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purpose of' the church, the organizational structure, the responsibility 
as each member, and the basic questions that were being asked by this 
age-group. 
Rev. Jenkins estimated that about, tv1o per cent of the Methodist 
churches used the old catechism. approach39 --the materials l.-ere still 
available for those t;;ho t,JSnted them. In the booklet:. A Catechism 
!2.:: Small Children, the questions and the anS't1.'9rs 1>'Elre to be committed 
to memory, and it covered the basic beliefs of the Methodist church 
(the early form of Met.hodism).4° ~Standard catechism followed the 
39rbid. 
4°.uexander P.f .. Thigpen, f::. Catechism for Small Children (Ne,,; 
York:. Aberdan Press, n.d.). 
question and answer pattern; its subject matter was different than the 
children's cateclusm; it treated the Ten Commandments, Beatitudes, 
Lord's Prayer, and basic doctrines of the church and ~68 appended 
with lrJesley' s sennom The Character 2.£ !!,thodism. hl 
There -.rare tlvo guide books to help ministers :ln conducting 
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membership classes:: ! Church !iembership Mamtal for 1'1ethodist Eastors, 
by Anderson, and !'!Smbershi;e Manual £! ~ !•iethodist Church!£!.. Pastors, 
by Hartman. According to 'Hooldridge 1 s thesis, these tvw books were 
still in use by !<1ethodist pastors and treats every age-group42 {for 
more data on these books see the Bibliography). 
There 1~re l1'.any other books available for Methodist members 
-vmo V<ranted to understand their church better. .:!!:! Marks £!. ! Methodist, 
by Bishop Kennedy 1 ~'as a book designed to set forth JV~ethodist 
distinctives:. •q.;very denomination needs to keep before itself the 
sense of being raised up by God for a purpose. 1.h.3 The Beliefs of a 
--- ...._._ 
l-1ethodist Christian, by Clinton, was written for youths and adults 
vdth the purpose in mind of helping riethoclists knovJ better what the 
church believes; it ,,)as writ ten in the laJf111Em' s language. Major 
Methodists Beliefs, by Stokes, irJSS another book to help Methodists 
understand what they believe; this book put emphasis upon the need for 
41The Standard Catechisn1 nJew York: Abingdon Press, n. d.). 
h2"!:rooldridge, pp. ,50-51. 
h3Bishop Gerold Kennedy 1 The Marks of a l<~ethodist (Nashville: 
Methodist I~angelistic Y~terials;-1l960). 
experience of as of doctrinal beliefs. Even though 
books 1mre available~ church members vrere difficulty 
-vihat their church believed because the emphas:i.s was upon mat 
is being a nchristian, 11 not a tljVfethodist Christian" in society. 
The f4ethodists' 
111hich to pick; the theological position 
mined the materials he used. 
of from 
deter-
at twelve they could confirm their faith and say the vcn'>"s, then they 
were taken in as junior church members. The thodists do a great 
deal of doctrinal training in their youth camps too. Rev. J enldna 
felt that la;J-'l'llEm l>Iere beginning to take a nem· look at theology as the 
result of the ecu.'llenical emphasis during the time this study 1-ms 
being conducted. 'lhe Mt:Jthod:i.st tchu.rch had an annual training course--
this year subject -vas Missions, -vmich t¥as doctrinal in nature. 
Various groups "'rl. thin the church had study courses that often dealt 
doctrine and minis·ters d seminars, special study classes, and 
re.frssher courses available to keep them up on the denomination 
t¥as and teaching. The I,1ethoc1.ists t>.ad numerous exparimental 
proj acts going and t<Jere not afraid to ti"!J new approaches to 
indoctrination if it looked like it would '~rk. 
Calvinistic Bodies 
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~American Baptists in general were liberal in their theology, 
but in Oregon they t<Jere very evangelical. For this reason pastors often 
44Personal interview with Rev. Je~~ins, December 20, 1963. 
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develop U1eir own materials and programs rather tr~n use denominational 
materials. Dr. Harnish of Portland, Oregon, was consulted about his 
program. He had a large church tc1h1ch usually demanded much more 
doctrinal training tr~n the smaller church because of the turnover of 
people·-particularly in a doitn tovm church. Dr.. indicated 
that he took in over 350 members year. In his pulpit ministry 
he did expositional from book to book in a popular 
style. Sunday mornings, and he often on doctrines 
of Bible and Baptist doctrine in called ten lectures 
on systematic theologyo training 't,Jas also integrated into 
the regular church activities, such as Sunday school, etc. Dlring 
Sunday school hour they had special training classes. The aim of 
those classes was to help the people understand what it meant to be 
saved, how to gro-v~, the Baptist heritage, and t,tlat the church believtlld .. 
The pastor taught the Adult Membership Class and the Assistant pastor 
taught the Discipleship Class (junior membership class). '!hey both 
covered basically the same content but related it to their age-group .. 
After a person made a decision .for Cb.rist t-vm deacons are 
assigned to t~~~ they were then responsible to .follow-up and !lim 
to come to the night fellolmhip dinner he was 
:i.ntroduced to people,. if they approved of him he 1<1~.ul allov;ed to go 
the membership class. Adult ~tembership Class was a series 
of six sessions to Become a Christian, How to Grow, the Meaning 
of the Ordinances, Baptist the Meaning of Chu.rch 1:-'Iembersrdp., 
and Orientation to Church CTganization) that rotated. One would 
exit wmen he came to the place he 
• 
that person to ~ratch l:dm for six months; if' all 1>rent Tt:ell after six 
months probation he \;TQS taken in as a member. member was then 
assigned to a geographic group captai.n that i>,'fiS responsible to vatch 
for sickness, etc. The indifferent \~re generally 
weeded out before membership. program ti'orked very successfully 
in the large do":>ntot-rn church situation.h5 
.:!!:!. Conservative Ba;etist Church, 11dth the congregational type 
government, ~ras at liberty on the local level to do whatever they 
wanted in regards to doctrinal training. The denomination itself had 
made available youth materials, but the adult materials "ti'Sre not 
available when this study w"BS undertaken. \~Jhat they had done thus 
far followed the pattern of the Southern Baptist Training Union idea. 
:rhe Conservative Baptists 1 training unions had a training union 
secretary, departmental leaders, social leaders, and groups with 
group cap·ttains and group leaders (adult advisor). The quarterlies 
appear to be a mixture between the youth program and Sunday school 
quarterly pattern. The Conser'll1llltive Baptists, at the time of this 
. 46 
stn<tr, had enough materut)s for a t.l1ree year cycle. 
Because each church "Pm.s sovereign in matters concerning 
h5Personal interview vt.ith Ir. Harnish, Portland, Oregon, 
December 23, 1963. 
46 Personal conversation t""ith :Mr. Albert 'I>Jardin, Portland, 
Oregon, ~l ovel.ilber, 1963. 
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doctrinal training the author conducted a personal intarvierH with Rev. 
Anderson, Pastor of Hinson f·lemorial Baptist Church, Portland, Oregon, 
to find out "td'lat they were doing. Doctrinal t:t•aining T£;as attempted 
only after a person had accepted Cr..rist.. For the youth they had a 
Disciples Class which discussed salvation, grol>Jth, ordinances, 
and the churches statement of faith. 
For the adults the indoctrination class was optional. It was 
conducted du.ring the Sunday school hour and covered much the same 
material as the Young Disciples Class, only on an adult level; it 
also dealt more ;dth the organizational structure of the Hinson 
Memorial Church. 'I'his class vras built around the rotation idea, 
and at the time of this stud-.r Rev. Jmderson v1as thinking of expanding 
the si:x class session to thirteen--one comes in where he and 
goes out where he began. To get into this class one fills out an 
application card designed especially for this purpose by the pastor. 
In addition to these indoctrination classes, the Sunday school, 
and the preaching ministry Hinson Memorial occasionally cona'uctad 
adult seminars lvtdch often had doctrinal valu.e.47 
There were three pamphlets and a book that were designed to 
help each member understand the church and its beliefs:. ~ Ifistoey, 
by the Conservative Baptist Association of America, was a brief 
booklet giving a history their church, hit tin.g only the h:i.ghlights; 
47Personal intervielv ld.th Rev. Anderson, Portland, Oregon, 
December 14, 1963. 
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!.:!!! !'fission, from Conservative Baptist A.ssocia tion headquarters, was 
a pamphlet describing the purpose of the Conservative Dapt:lst Church--
reaching lost men everywhere, ~ Peoele Called Conservative f~ptists, 
by carlson, was a very short tract pointing out ~1e various appealing 
factors about the Conservative Baptists. Tne bookt Conservative 
Baptist Diatinctives, by Kerr, was a compilation of a series of 
sermons delivered by him 1-rhile pastoring the Hinson 11-lem.orial Church. 
T~is book became a standard textbook for the Conservative Baptists 
on the truths for 'li~hich they stand that made them distinct from other 
denominations. 
ranson Memorial also used the training union materials because 
they "WSre good for developing the leadership qualities of the local 
church members--they learn by doing. Hinson P.lemorial had something 
for the indoctrination of every aga-groupt children, youth, and 
adults. 
,!h! Southern Baetists certainly had made a name for themselves 
in the area of doctrinal training. They were rigidly organized and 
had the results to show the value of their approach. The Southern 
Baptist's trained people only after they had committed themselves to 
Christ and had been baptized. 48 The training union ~;ras similar to 
the Sunday school in its organizational structure. The bookt Building 
! Church Training Union by Lambdin, explained the program and gave 
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pastors guidance in setting up the training union. 
They :b.ad something for every age-group1 and its greatest benefit 
was that, it developed leaders in the local church's membership. 
Christians had the opportunity to learn and do. 
'l'he training union usually began at 6:.1.5 so that they had 
fifteen winutes for opening, and an hour for training then they went 
to the church service at 7t30. This pointed up another benefit of 
the training union; it brought more church n1embers out to church for 
the Sunday night service. 
One could be taken into the church -vmen be lias in the junior 
age-group if he was saved. In the training sessions theolof~ usually 
deepened as the age-level advanced. 49 
rrhe book: Your Life and Your Church, by James Sullivan, was ~__..,., ____
v~itten for the purpose of helping new members understand what Baptists 
v1ere and vrhat they believed. It t"i'SS mora of a general scoping of the 
whole gami t of the church and its doctrine 1 rather than a detailed 
approach to doctrine. Ita basic aim was to help establish net..r convert&'• 
The Southern Baptists had more books available for training 
purposes than any other denomination contacted by this t~ter--far too 
many to list in this paper. 'kihen this study lias conducted they had 
more than tlv-o hundred books available for training ~1hich cost, at the 
most, seventy-five cents each. There vrere at least tvm booklets and 
49Personal interview vdth Rev. Boyd, Portland, Oregon, December 
18, 1963. 
one pamphlet ~mich listed and described the books that were available• 
Trained tiorkmen T.£?'ough ~ Church ::;tu.gy Course, by Sullivan, was a 
pamphlet which listed the available books, trw prices, and how to 
order these books. ~ Graded Tra:i.ning Union _§tugy: Course !.2!: f!:_! 
Church Members, by Lambdin, gave directions of hm1 to use this course 
for credit; it also listed the available book, the age-level best 
suited for each book, and how to order books. catalog: Church 
Stu<k Course !:2::.. Teachi~ ~ Traininf.\1 by Bowse, traced the history 
of the course, gave the rules and regulat1ons of the course, 
explained the award s,ystem, and listed the available books for study 
in nineteen subject categories. 
The church study course was designed for five sessions of two 
hours each, or ten sessions of one hou.r each. 'lhe pastor could have 
as many courses per year as he desired. Each church vas sovereign, 
yet the denomination gave each church guide lines and aliards to help 
maintain a balanced training program.5° 
'rhe goal of this program was to enlist evory church member in 
the union. The training union vtas staffed, operated, and promoted by 
the laymen; this gave them a cr.ance to express themselves on what they 
believed--they loved it. 'l'he Southern Baptists had great success with 
this program. The adults formed small groups; elected their officers, 
and planned their o"m programs. The intermediates formed groups, 
picked their officers, planned their program, and had an advisor 
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(group leader) that did nothing but gu:i.de them \ihen they needed it. 
The departmental leader wms a supervisor for the entire department. 
The general training union leader worked with the departmental 
leaders and was under the direction of the pastor. This type of 
training produced originality and variety which created interest. 
P.ev• Boyd, a Southern Baptist pastor in the Portland, Oregon area, 
ir1dicated that h.e v.m.s leaning more and more tolm.rd the approach or 
v.1.thholding baptism until they had gone through a training course 
on doctrine and :bad proved their committment to Christ • .51 In his 
estimation many Southern Baptist churches were turning from the 
International Sunday School I.esson plan to larger classes l"Iith closely 
graded literature. There lias, also, another trend to1•mrd the idea 
of membership classes that seemed to be picking up interest. 52 ~ 
Baptist Training Union Magazine was used by leader and participants 
in the training union. It carried good articles and new ideas to 
help the various leaders. 
In the Training Union it is insisted that every member shall 
attend, be on time, read his Bible every day, take part in the 
program, attend the worship services of the church, give of his 
means into the Lord's treasur,r, and participate in all of the 
committee and group activities of the Union. • • • The Training 
Urdon requires individual part.ic:ipation :in order to produce ctn:~~cb 
51Ibid. 
52Ibid. 
53L;;'din, !?.E.• ~., p. 8 •. 
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~ United Presbl!4erlan Church.. In a survey, Hav. 
Hooldrldge found that they had the most recently developed materials 
d 'ri l t . . .Sh on oct. r:aa ra~m.ng. buil·t their indoctrination around a 
series of film strips (6) that lias to Tha 
by the Board of Christian Education, 1~s a book of 
thel)ry and p1•actice for membership preparaM.on. 'rhis one volume was 
adequate for all The the same 
board, 1vas the appl:i.cants • textbook 
" 
Hooldridge favored this program above all other denomir:aations because 
of its capitalization upon projected visual aids.55 
Rev. Schmidt of Mib;raukee, Oregon, suggested that the author 
wait to intervieti him concerning doctrinal training until the latest 
materials came in. A follo\<,'-UP was planned and fulfilled and these 
materials v1ere not available when this study- \i't!S to be concluded. 
It should be noted that they \<,;;ere to be on the market soon, and 1·rould 
utilize th.e latest educational techniques. 
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'l'he au thor ,,Jas able to review tvm basic Presbyterian catechisms: 
Faith~ L:tfe, which vms doctrine :presented in a thetical manner,56 
and ~ Larf,?~ Catechism 2f. ~ t,Jestminste:t"' Assembly ~ Proofs ~ 
~ Scrip:!iures, lrhich 't1'l!lS an interrogative approach--the \<lestminater 
54v.rooldrldge, £E.• £!.!., p. 5.3. 
55Ibid. 
56Hugh '1'. Kerr, A Manual of Faith and Life (Philadelphitu 
Presbj~erian Board of airistian EdUcation;-f937J: 
Confession, 1729.57 
The booklet:. Cominj;l !£ !h!, Communion, by Erdman, lras a manual 
designed to be used in preparato~- classes for comrnunion. It covered 
the meaning of salvation, the Church, the sacraments, and Cl~istian 
living. In the preliminary portion of the booklet it gave the 
instructor some guidelines as to the best time, place, etc. ~ 
:W.ties 2£.! Church Member !£. ~ Church, by McAfee, ..,ms a booklet 
designed to help a person understand the Presbyterian church, the 
meaning of church membership, and the responsibilities of becoming 
a member. It was a very excellent and concise booklet. F'or a list 
of books and materials available for various classes concerned 't.Tith 
indoctrination and church membership see the pamphlet:. Tot"''l'iird An 
Intelligent Commitment (".rhich 1r:as prepared by the Division of 
Christian Teaching). The Presbyterian church had a ver,y thorough 
program and v-ms using the latest educational techniques. 
The Lutheran Bodies 
~ Lut~ Church--~ssouri Si~~~~ was interested in perpet-
uating Christianity not the Lutheran church. 5B 'l~he local stor was 
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at liberty to use the materials and methods in his oon:tirma-t-ian:----{)OPr-----
adult membership class that he deemed best. There was a tendency to 
call these classes by different names to avoid the idea that these 
t>rere dead memory classes on doctrine. Confirmation "Was a time 1r1hen 
58personal interviet·I vdth Rev. I..eiski, Decell'lber 16, 1963. 
young people ~rare taught the need of salvation, and what the church 
believed. After instruction ~ms given the pupil ~s given a chance 
to reject or confirm the faith; if he accepted he w~s baptized and 
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-was given privilege to partake of communion. In the adult member-
ship class the student "':as taught about the church and its beliefs; 
if it ;.ms accepted he became a member.59 
Rev. Lieski, pastor of St. Timotqy Lutheran Church, Portland, 
Oregon, had a pre-confirmation class for seventh grade children, a 
confirmat:ton class for eighth grade through freshman age-level, and a 
pastor's class for upper high school and adults 1>1ho wanted to become 
members. 
Pre-confirmation lasted for twenty-five one and a quarter hour 
sessions--from September to Easter. Junior confirmation lasted for 
one year, and the adu.l t class covered t'krelve one and a half hour 
sessions. All sessions v~re conducted in a free discussion type 
method--'insightful possession.' He aimed at getting doctrine into 
their conversational language so that they could understand i"hat they 
believed and -why. They studied the materials, and did n1emoey work at 
home; then when they came to class they discussed it until ever,;rone 
understood .his lesson. lf'he younger ones had vrorkbooks, and the 
adults b.ad notebooks to jot dovm Scripture references and pertirfilnt 
information. 
59 Ibid. 
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Very few Lutheran pastors used catechisms of the interrogative 
fashion; catechisms were only guides for their class sessions. F..ev. 
Lieski indicated that Lutherans were moving almy from the rote memory 
approach ( ldrl.ch generally ended up rattling or parroting .meaningless 
phrases) and were stressing meaningfulness and understanding. Rev. 
Lieski wanted to add more church history to his younger age-group; he 
would use !.!:!! t>farch .2f. J!'aith, by Inez Steen, for a tex'tbook. Confirma-
tion classes are held on Saturday and Pastor 1 s Class v.1aa held Sunday 
60 
.morning during the Sunday school hour. 
At the time t:tds study was made all Lutheran bodies ~"EEre 
cooperating to put out a catechism in contemporary English called 
The Small Cateclusm. 
Rev. Lieski was using or had used in the past the follcnd.ng 
books (for more complete information see the bibliography): Fundamental 
~!!!.. J:i'aith by H. Paul Boehne, Catechetical Helps by Erwin Kurth, 
~ the Bible S~y_s by J ohr and Kiehl, Light ~ Above by Alfred 
Koe.P~sr, Catechism notebook, \"hat ~!.!!!Bible Say? by Oswald 
Riess, Adult MembershiE tianual, Horking Through Luther's Small 
Catechism by Herman Seyer, and Bible 'l'ruth by 1. B. Buchheimer. 
Available catechetical materials could be classified in three 
categories:; 1r1orkbook, text, or teacher's guide. The follo"Jing vias 
a list of the available materials ~dth a digest of the contents: 
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A Short ExPlanation of Dr. 1-lart:tn Lu.th.er 1 s Small Cat.ech:tsm ws Luther's 
-~' --
Small Catechism 1<dth brief notes at the bottom of the page explaining 
the catechism. Doerffler, in his book, Kno·H the 'i'ruth, presented a 
----
short twelve lesson course. The class was geared to travel as fast 
as they understand it. This book carne in either loose-leaf or bound 
forms, and follo}~d the structure of the Small Catechism. ~· 
Luther's Large Catechism was written for preachers, teachers, and other 
mature and enlightened people. These were messages by Luther, and 
serve as a co:mmentor;r on the Small catechism, l'Jhich 1>ras for the 
children and the unlearned. Kurth in his book, Catechetical IielEs, 
gave the teacher some ver.y excellent helps. It enlarged and amplified 
the small catechism. irlhen the teacher t<ias someone other than the 
pastor this book was especially valuable. 
_l7o....,r_k_i....,!¥f.;.:.> ,!!1~ God 's i'lord, 
by Schmidt, 1~~ber, and Roth, ~~s a history of the Old Testament and 
life of Christ. It 'f,ms a workbook 1dth one hundred lessons; one 
per vJaek--thus it vJould last for tl,ro years. Its work methods were good, 
but it was weak on doctrine and strong on history. The Ne~r Life, by 
---
Boettcher, v1as a catechism -vrorkbook 'ltdth thi:r:·ty-four lessons that took 
about half an hour each evening to do. It tied the Bible, the 
catechism, and the hJrmnal together. An interesting experiment l-Jas 
related in this bookt 
In eight schools the senior classes ~~re divided uniformly 
into t"ro comparable groups, one using the regular catechism 
only, and the other using it and this 1\rorkbook. In each case 
the pupils who had the workbook gained more "men measured by a 
valid and reliable test. The additional gains ~rere rated in 
knoldedge, memo!J' rmrk, atM.tude, and also in desirable conduct. 61 
l>iH.J. Boetcher, The 't-lewl Life (St. Louis:. Concordia Publishing 
House, 1950). ----
In Learning ~Living, Boettcher had developed another '!rrork 
book vrith thirty-four lessons. He worked with the Bible, the 
catechism, the !~~1, and the prayer book. This workbook ~~s mora 
widely used than ~ _ !:!£! l<rork'book. ~a Learning ~ Liviru; 
workbook sought to draw the parents into helping their children. The 
final book l:!&S t,rorking Through I,uther 1s Sntall Catechism, by Seyer. 
This book v1as designed to be used T;rith the small catechism, and "!SS 
geared for the six through nine age-group. Its l>Teakness lvas that it 
depended upon memory vrork 1rrhich was not considered to be the best 
method fo learn. Catechet1ca1 •wrk in the J.;utheran church was in a 
very fluid staga.62 
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The American Lutheran Church. All of the Lutheran bodies were 
much the same in their confirmation ideas. r1ethods and materials 
varied 1dth the pastor, and the denomination. The I.utheran Catechist, 
by Gerberding,. lms a book designed to help the pastor in setting up 
and hamiling a catechetical class; It dealt 1-d. th the history, theory, 
and practice o£ catechisms. 
Doctrine v~s stressed in the Sunday school, in the ministry, 
and in the catechet.:tcal classes. A contempo:nu'Y trend-was-.~tvcoll'l<tra.wrH.dl------­
training of young people for comm~~ion at an earlier age (12), and 
to stretch confirmation out to an older age (15-16). In the 
American Lutheran Church they practiced infant baptism, so trmt 
62Lieski, ~· ~·~ December 16, 1963. 
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confirmation did not involve "!<rater bapt:!.sm.63 
Rev. lrJ. H .. Batterman, pastor of St. Paul's Lutheran Church, had 
a Confirmation Class for seventh and eighth graders l-Jhere they learned 
Luther's Small Catechism; they filled out their ~tJOrkbooks, and then 
came to class for one hour of history, and one hour of catechetical 
training. 'lhe class was then conducted on a discussion bases. 64 
Perhaps Luther's catechism structure ought to be explained. It 
had four basic divisions~ the Ten Commandements, the Apostle's Creed, 
the Lord 's Prayer, and the Sacraments. The law a ho1ved man that he 
was a sinner and needed to be saved; the Apostle's Creed told him. 
what he was to believe--the triune God (Father, Son, and Holy 
Spil~it); the Lord's Prayer taught him hovJ to pray and keep constant 
fellovrship with God; the section on the sacraments explained what they 
believe about baptism and the Lord's Supper. 
There was an adult membership class for applicants 'Wt10 did 
not have a Lutheran backgrow1d; the nama for this class varied--
depending upon the pastor. The adult cl.:'lss also follo"red the basic 
structure of the catachetical classt In Dr. Batterman's opinion the 
home ttras the key to doctrinal training. "If the home is good you 
can bank on the child remaining true if thoroughly indoctrinated and 
63Personal interview t>rl. th Rev. Batterman, Portland, Oregon, 
December 18, 1963. 
64Ibid. 
-
confirmed. "65 He felt that if one could keep them throur,h their 
youth he vmuld have them the rest of their life. 66 
Rev. Gordon Trygstad, pastor of Zoar Lutheran Church, C'..anby 1 
Oregon, furnished his medium sized classroom like a public school 
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room. To him confirmation was a further indoctrination period taking 
off f'rom ~ltlElre the Sunday school stopped. The first year they 
studied the Old Testament period. The pupils filled out the stuqy 
sheets at home and came to class for a discussion period on tl~t lesson. 
His goal t·as to put it in their language so tl-~ t they can understand 
it and use it. Rev. 'l'rygstad tried to vary his method of instruction 
to keep interest; sometimes he lectured, bad group discussion, and 
used visual aids (pictures, film strips, slides, etc.). His criticism 
of the l'ftaterials he used ·Has that they did not r..ave enough pictures, 
diagrams, etc. to appeal to the m.odern mind. Textbooks were not 
keeping up vd th the latest educational techniques. One comment v-1as 
that he thought "H:~ are finally getting out of the middle ages i.n 
catecrds:rn meth.ods."67 He graded his pupils according to class 
attendance~ lesson preparation, church. attendances, and memor,y 
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work. If they pass they ·Here confirmed. 
67Personal interview ~dth Rev. Trygstad, C'~nby, Oregon, December 
20, 1963. 
68Ibid;. 
I.fl 'l'rygsta d 1 s Adult Instruc·&ion Class he gave out questions.., 
·the follo-v1ing \'leek they had a discussion time .. 
as less formal; indicated 
seventy-fi 'Ire cent of his trainees with the church; the 
too .. opinion :much the 
material \vas modernistic, and indoctrination v~as responsible for keeping 
them conser\rative so long when other denominations l:'J.ave lost out to 
liberalism. DoctrL~al training ~~as incorporated into rds vacation 
Bible school and camp programs. To him there v1as no substitute for 
rigid indoctrination.69 
The American I.utharan Church, also, had a \rast number of books 
available, both liberal conser'l.'ative. The theological position of 
the pastor influenced the text books he use d. Senior Ca tachism, by 
Dell, covered Luther's Small Catechism in question and answer .form. 
It contained a brief Bible introduction, brief history of the church, 
and the meaning of church membership; its companion book was the 
Pu.;eil 's vJorkbook f.2!: Senior Catechism, also by Dell. This -workbook 
was loose-leaf, had .forty-six lessons 1 and used a good variety of 
educational techniques. ~ !1xplanation !?.£ B::· l''lartin Luther's Small 
C'.atechism, by Ran, attam.pted to teach the ideas and principles of 
the Smaller Catechism and gave a brief rdstor,y of the Lutheran church. 
The '1orkbook for Ran 1 s Catecrdsm, by Fri tschel, had fifty lessons and - - .;._, __ ..;. ....... ___ . 
helped t.he pupil master the facts, and also helped him learn to apply 
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them; it ll'SS not as graphic as Dell's workbook. Tanner, in~ 
Senior Corct'imation !!.22!s puts questions at the end of the cr.aptar 
to measure tho amount. •lt'J.le read:i.ng this book; it follot.:ed the 
pattern structure of the S:rn .. '\llor patoclxism; :t t d dmm 
memory w<'Ork; it usa d color in book for parts to bc'l memorized; it 
tried to help tho children learn. to pray, and use their Bible. The 
Junior Confirmation Book, by Tanner, wtas a preliminary book to 1!!! 
Senior Confirmation ~· Together books covered a period of 
tl-YO years. It entphasized the Bible and memory "lflork. The Junior 
Catechism~ by Dell, v~as an explanation of the §.~~1 Catechism. It 
was unique in that it told the basic thought the lesson story 
form then it Hent on to ask questions on the lesson. It made use 
of the hymnal, the Bible, and various • 'rhe Storr of Ctod 1 a 
- _...,..~ 
Kingd~, by C'.arl Pederson, 't~S a companion to !!!, ~lanation 2f. .'!!!:! 
£_AatflClrl.sm, by Grimsby. Both books encouraged Bible marking, memory 
trork (of colored area), used question and amnver method, and it used 
Revised Standard Version for Scripture references. The former book 
-was for Junior Conf'imation Class and the latter was for the 
Senior Confirmation Class. some overlapping pur})OS6ly to aid 
the child in understanding the material. Alonrt, ;dth these catechism 
books they had ptuSr Sheets for Grimsby 1s catechisn11 and Study Sheets 
for Peterson 1 s ca teclrl.sm. ~iere provided; they both viere loose leafed, 
worked closely lJith the text, and were to be turned in each week to 
be graded. T'ne Heart ~ ~ Bible, by Vincent, l,~s used by Trygstad 
as a textbook for his catechetical class, and Pillars ~ T-n1th, by lnock, 
was used in his Adult Instru.ction Class. 
~Lutheran Church.!!:_ America. This denomination sought, 
also, to make sure their youth knew what they believed and why. 
Dr. Pederson felt the pastor's touch was needed to reach lives when 
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they were the most pliable, and that he was the best qualified person 
{capability and authority) to do the job. The Sunday school dealt, 
in a minor v8Y with doctrine, and confirmation ~s a thorough 
indoctrination period; it covered trro years l'rith one to tt'i'O hours 
weekly. 
Dr. Pederson suggested that it should be for three years with 
tvro hour sessions each t~ek on Saturday morning. One of the three 
years would be spent in learning Luther's Small Catechism. He felt 
that pupils had to memorize materials with poor pastor and that the 
discussion technique '~~<Jas used by sharper pastors. Their material 
ought to be meaningful, useful_, and understood. Pederson made the 
pupils memorize the catechism after they had discussed it and had 
reached an understanding of the concepts involved.70 
Dr. Pederson indicated that a relationship vd.th Christ 11ms 
more important. t.b,an td th doctrine, and t.hat a relat:i onsh:ip td.th Chr:i st 
would make doctrine meaningful and dynamic; to him, doctrine was 
only a way of expressing an experience. For the adults Pederson had 
ten two hour sessions on ;,nat their church believed, providing they had 
70Perso11al interview ;d.th Rev. Pederson, Portland, Oregon, 
December 20, 1963. 
not been confirmed before. Churches varied as to the number of 
sessions and the length of time for each session, but eve~;one made 
some provision. for doctrinal instruction for the younger ones and 
the adults.71 
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Doctrine '~as also 1-.roven into their liturgical 11orship. Various 
gestures and movements had symbolical doctrinal meanings. This made 
it extremely difficult to eha~ge a church's doctrine without changing 
its worship patterns. In Tr. Pederson's opinion, if Sjr;mbols were 
understood l\'Orship -vrould take on meaningfulness; this had some 
benefits in the sense that it had held off :modernism and liberalism 
longer than in most denominations. He felt that it also had the 
draw back of keeping a denomination from advancing and expanding its 
horizons; to Dr. Pederson the Holy Spirit could not be confined to 
a syate:m.72 
A contemporary trend -vms to have cortimunion earlier (12) and 
confirmation later (15-16) in this denomination, too. Another trend 
was to get ::n·Jay from the rigid roteness of religion and "t>Jork for 
meaningful experiences and doctrines. 
Numerous books and materials 'l;ere available :t'or the pastor to 
choose from. Studies ~ Lutheran Doctrine, by Keller, was a book 
t~~t could be used for catec~~tics or for the review of previous learn-
ing. 'l"he workbook part vms in the back of the book; it had a unique and 
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interesting approach to r .. uther's catechism. Teaching the }"Jaz and 
---..:.:.- -
Learnir')i ~ 1,;ay, by IrNin ltJSre companion books--for the teacher and 
the pupil respectively. They rsad six uni·ts of twenty-seven lessons. 
Guide sheets were in the back of the pupils book and could be re1uoved1 
if desired. It also had colored comics in various spots, they were 
~.nteresting to this age ... group. l.uthez·'s Small Catechism. 
(a~~otated by Koehler) had notes at the bottom of the page to 
explain various points in the catechism; this book ~ms more for the 
pastor, instructor, or parent than for the pupil. Luther's Small 
catechism., by Koehler, had an interesting comment on the necessity 
of indoctrination: 
Ignorance begets indifference. It is largely due to a 
general lack of accurate knowledge of the Scriptural doctrines 
that the spirit of indifference and unionism was able to gain 
so many adherents. Lat us diligently study the catechism; 
let us faithfully teach our children; let us indoctrinate our 
young people, so that firmly rooted and grounded in the 
knowledge of God's itlord, they may be unshaken in the tide of 
indifference that in these days is Sl<reeping over our church. 73 
~ _L.ut_h_e..-r.-a...,ns.,. Believe, by Schramm, was an exposition of 
Luther's catechism presented in a series of popular lectures for the 
instruction of adults. !.!! ~_2la.nation .2f Luther's Small Catechism, 
by Stump, 't'JU an analysis and explanation of Luther's Small-6a-teeh:ienn. 
The pastor 1vets viewed as the key to the success of this book; it <'i!aS 
based on the thetical rather than interrogative method. He argued 
7.3Edward Koehler, Luther's Small Catechism (REmer Forest: Koehler 
Publishing Co., 1956), p. ~. 
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for the thetical approach because it illim.lnatad meaningless rote 
memorizing and did not break up thought patt.crns v;ith questions. 
Bible Truth, by 'l;iilliam Beck, '\',Jas a paperback pamphlet for :adults. 
Questions 1r:ere listed in a tv1o :i.nch colu.w.n and the ans~rers -v;ere in a 
four inch column follo-v:ing th€J pattern of Luther's catechism. A 
book that 1r~s used in Sunday school, and adult catechotical classes 
'tva.s:, ~!,. Church I~mber Should Know, by Zinch; it dealt v:tith 
doctrine and departed from the catecl1.ism approach; it stressed quite 
strongly that the teacher was to teach ~ople rather than lessons. 
Preparing f!?!. Church Membersl;lip, by Bake, "Jas used by at least eight 
different Lutheran groups; it was used to prepare applicants for 
membership and as a refresher course for the old members. There 
vms also a teacher's 1nanual that came 1d.th Bake's book to help 
the teacher; this was a very excellent book for adult:i. Over seven 
thousand people each year were said to have been instructed out of 
Hagganwick' s book:. !;:!, Believe. It l\'IQS designed to ins'l:;ruct new 
converts, and the ones transferring from other denominations. It ~s 
for adults and v:as clear, concise, extensive, and based 011 principles 
of 1'.rhat they believed. Luther's Small Catechism ~ l!~lanations 
-v:ras an instruction manual v.rith explanations of various points in the 
catechism. And finally, Plannins ~ Catechetical P.ro~ram, by 
the Board of Parish Education, ~'IQS a booklet that was outstandingly 
good for helpi~; a minister set up a program of training in his church. 
It t'l)'as amazing hot..r many books that could be published vibich 
1r1ere basically the same in content, but each book handled the content 
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in a different manner; plus the fact that a tremendous amount of 
Lutheran ministers l-Tite their ovm. materials for confii'IIlation and 
membership classes. 
Ydscellaneous ~~ter.ials 
! Christian. Catechism !.£::. ~~daz Schools ~ Familia~ 1 by 
Schaff, vms a question and ant:n·rer approach and dates back to 1880, but 
the content was very good if' it could be put into a thetical approach. 
~Standard Catechism was designed for the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, and 'h13S also an interrogative approach. 
The Doctrinal Standards of the Reformed Church in America ~~s a 
- ---------
question and answer approach in very small print (The Heidelbe1~h 
Confession and Compendimn). It used many Scriptures for support and 
the section on the confession of our faith 1~s concisely written 
and was considerably easier reading. In the latter part of this 
book was an intermediate catechism that was designed to last for a 
year. They had to memorize the questions and answers. 
Learning f!:2! God, Volume one had a teacher's and a pupil's 
manual. 'lhis was for the junior age-level, and vms similar to a 
quarterly and had no workbook 11ith it. It t-~as Ilaptistic in-ik-'tlliisll--------· 
theology, and dealt l-rl .. th the Bible and trinity. Volume two had a 
teachers' and pupils' manual, and treated the subject of man, 
salvation, angels, the Church, and the second coming. It frequently 
used theological language which ~ms beyond the teacher and pupil. 
!.!:!! J'unior Mible ~~ by Brooks, aimed to help the people 
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know the Bible itself. ·vRrious unique gL"nm..i.cks to help on.a 
.f'ac'c,s about the (like acrostics, fill-in 
and arithmetic Accord:tng to ThY T·Jord _ 
..;....;.......;. __ ..._. -~-"
1·:ras an excellent book on Bible 1u.story, church history, and 
faith. It ii·r3S pllblished by the Evangelical fttssion Covenant 
Church of America., 
IV. SUMMARY 
This doctrinal training survey was conducted under three 
general theological divisions:. Arminian, Calvinistic, and Lutheran. 
The Arminian group r~s represented by Pentecostals, Holiness, 
and the1 :f.fethodist churches. 
Assemblies of God made available doctrinal training 
materials for the Sunday school, ·teachers training, youth group, and 
s fellowship. There ¥Jere some individual books available, and 
doctrine v<as given in the pulpit min:tst:t"'J. Thera 1,ms no materials 
available for special classes except for Ralph 11igg's book, hbat ~~·a 
--
Believe. Tt1o private individuals "rare developing their own materials 
because of the need. One proved to be very helpful. Out of six 
pastors intarviev1ed only tvro had doctrinal training classes, and 
these classes were limited to the ;youth age-group. All of the pastors 
that there wtas a need for doctrinal training, and that there 
~~s a lack of materials for doctrinal training class. 
'!he International Church of the Foursquare Gospel was identical 
to the Assemblies of God in their doctrinal beliefs, except for a few 
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minor points. It was up to the individual church to utilize or dis-
regard doctrinal training materials mac~ available by the denomination. 
Materials were available for the Gadet program (Crusaders, Jets, and 
Cadets) and the I Believe course which led to junior church membership. 
--·---
For the youth and adults there lJas a t~10 year course on their 
Declaration .2! Faith; for the nal'r converts there l>tas the ~ ~ 
course. This gave them a well rounded indoctrination program for 
their church. 
The Evangelical United Bretr~en made materials available for 
indoctrination purposes for all three age-groups: children, youth, 
and adults. These materials were not being used by churches in the 
Portland, area. Rev. Lloyd Uecker had designed two catechisms 
that ~,'Eire 1-Jidely aceepte1d in the Portland area: one was for the adults 
and the seeor1d one vras for the youth confirmation group. His method 
of teaching l-ms built around the discussion method; he rtanted them 
to understand it in their o~~ language. In addition to this Rev. 
Uecker designed a number of tracts to explain various doctrinal 
matters. He had very good results with his materials. 
The Church of the Nazarene had doctrinal material available 
--------------------------------------------
(f'or credit) through the Teacher Training Program, the Churchmanship 
Training Program, Home Stu.ey Plan, and the Prepare to Share Library. 
'!'raining could be done in the home, private study groups, or in a 
church sponsored meetings. The Nazarene Publishing House also made 
available special indoctrina t:l.on materials (catechisms) for the 
children, and the youth. Portland's First Nazarene Ghurch had used 
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these materials and found them to be satisfactory. 
Traditionally the Friends church had bean opposed to creeds 
or doctrinal statements. 'l'hey emphasized Christian living, and 
indoctrination "t'l'SS done informally (through conversations and home 
visits). Rev. Dillon made a new step in doctrinal training \man he 
introduced the membership training class, and the Sunday school 
training course; his efforts were well accepted by rds congregation. 
Rev. Dillion also indicated trmt the trend in his denomination ~~s 
toward evangelistic-doctrinal preaching. 
'I'ha Free Nethodist clurch had available a small catechism, 
tracts, and pamphlets to help their people underst..'lnd 'hnat their 
crmrch believed. Most of doctrinal training was still in personal 
conversation and home visits--informally. 
Thera vrere numerous books available for doctrinal training in 
the ~iethodist church, j-"EEt Rev. Jenkins felt that the need for doctrinal 
training was very evident. For the adults there las the adult 
membership class; the textbook would vary depending upon the pastor's 
theology and the people involved. There was a membership manual 
available for both the children and the young people; books were 
also available to help the pastor conduct his membership classes. l''or 
those who liked the catechism approach there were a catechism for 
small children and the Standard r..atechism for adults. Doctrinal 
training was integrated into their youth camps, annual training 
courses, special study courses, seminars, and general books concerning 
the Methodist church and its beliefs. 
The Calvinistic group ~~s represented by the Baptist and 
Presbyterian churches. 
The American Baptist churches were generally liberal in 
theology, but in Oregon they were evangelical in theology, conse-
quently evangelical pastors usually developed their o"m program 
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and materials. Dr. Harnish emphasized doctrine in his pulpit ministry, 
the Sunday school, and in special classes. These special classes were 
for the youth and adults--the Discipleship Class and Adult Membership 
Class respectively. He felt that his program had proved to be very 
successful. 
In the Conservative Baptist denomination the local church was 
sovereign and the denominations could only make materials available. 
They had developed some youth trai.Yl.ing materials (three year ClJCle) 
which followed very closely the Southern Baptist '!raining Union idea. 
The achlt training materials had not been developed l-Jhen this stuqy 
was undertaken. Rev. Anderson of the Hinson Memorial Church felt 
that doctrinal training should not begin until a person was saved. He 
had developed a Young Disciples Class for the youth, and an adult in ... 
doctrination class tor adults on an optional basis. There were three 
pamphlets and one book published to help the people know what their 
church believed.. Doctrine was also integrated into the pulpit 
ministry, the SUnday school, special seminars, and the training 
union (Southern Baptist). 
The Southern Baptists popularized their doctrinal training 
program by the Training Union approach. The Southern Baptist Training 
Union was for church members. It follol-red, in general, the Sunday 
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school pattern of organization. There was something for every age. 
group; it was held on Sunday evenings before church and gave the 
people a chance to participate as well as learn. There were 
numerous inexpensive books available on various other subjects as well 
as doctrinal topics. They also had church study courses which were 
often on doctrine--one or t"''O week courses as many times a year as 
desired. The Training Union l~s staffed and operated by the laymen, 
and the pastor 'kll!ls the overseer. The success of this program could 
be seen by the :fact that the two other Baptist groups bad copied 
their basic organizational idea. 
The United Presbyterians capitalized upon the visual aid 
approach and use film strips for doctrinal training at various age-
levels. (a textbook was also used for home stucy). '!he latest 
materials were dle but not available when this stucy was concluded. 
There were two catechisms available for those who preferred themt 
one the thetical approach and the other was the interrogative approach. 
Other booklets were available to help people understand communion, 
church membership, and dedication. 
The Lutheran approach was represented by the Lutheran Church--
Missouri S;ynod, The American Lutheran Church, and the Lutheran 
Church of America. 
The Lutheran Church--Missouri Sj~od had both confirmation 
and adllt membership classes. Rev. Lieski had a pre-confirmation class 
for seventh graders, a confirmation class for eighth grade through 
:freshman age-level, and a pastor's class for upper high schoolers 
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and adults. The basic aim for every age-level was to put the 
beliefs of the church into the language of the people; his basic 
classroom approach wms the discussion method based upon the:i.r home-
1-rork. There v1ere numerous C'.atechisin and l"orkbook approaches available; 
these l4ere used only for a guide. Pastors t:;ere free to select the 
materials, or use their ovm if so desired. The contents and methods 
for doctrinal training, in this group, lvss considered to be a 
fluid matter. 
In the American Lutheran Church confirmation vas very similar 
to the !ussouri Synod. Haterials were different, but methods and 
structure 1r1ere very much the same. A contempol'ary trend vms to 
allo'lti communion at tl·:elve and stretch out confirmation until i'i:t.'teen 
or sixteen. rr. Battennan rmd a confirmation class and an adult 
membership class. felt the home V<JRS the key to successful 
doctrinal training. Rev. Trygstad conducted his Confirmation Class 
and his Adult Instruction Class on a more informal basis and varied 
his methods of teaching. T1.1ere were numerous materials available. 
The pastor usually picked the ones that fit his theology best or 
used his ow. 
The Lutheran Church in .America likewise put emphasis upon 
the people understanding lilhat they believed and why. Con!innation 
lJas for tt{O years with t1-ro hour• classes each l'Jeek. l'Iethods and 
materials for doctrinal training varied v.rith the pastor involved. 
Dr. Pederson indicated that a relationship with Christ more intportant 
than a doctrinal belief, but tha't1 one made the other more meaningful. 
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Pederson had an adult class tr.tat lasted for ten Heeke of tvso hour 
sessions. Doctrine t-Jas also involved in thalr liturgy. Th:i.s group 
of Lutherans 1~ere also follm·dng the ·trend in American Lu.theran 
Church., and likew.dse had numerous materials from their pastors 
could pick. 
There lfiere various miscellaneous materials available; most 
of them 1~nere of the interrogative type. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
DOC'l"RJNAL TRAINING AND Dl!NOMINATIONAI, DESTThiY 
CFW?TER IV 
DOCTRINAL TRAINING AND DENOMINATIONAL DESTINY 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In considering the value of doctrinal training, denominational 
leaders must face the question of dest~. Could a denomination per~ 
petuate itself without training the laity in what it believed? No 
doubt, another question would come to mind, particularly to those 
denominations born out or evangelistic emphasis. It rigid indoctrin-
ation was used to train the laity what the church believed, would the 
evangelistic fires be put out and the denomination become staid or 
formalistic? 
This chapter proposes to explore the relationship between 
doctrinal training and the destiny or a denomination. 
n. ECUMENICAL PHILOSOPHIES 
At the tim.e of this writing, it appeared, there were two main 
trends of thought concerning ecum.enism.. The purpose of these two 
trends of thought 'WaS the same, hut. the motive was tHfferent--each 
wanted to see the Church made visible. Each disagreed in three areas: 
doctrine, authority, and unity.1 The first trend or thought was the 
~stical or spiritual union concept promoted by the National Association 
lFrom a message by Clyde Taylor, delivered at liestern Evangelical 
Seminary Chapel, Portland, Oregon 1963. 
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of Evangelicals. 'l'his concept presented the Church as a mystical body 
consisting of those who had believed in Christ as Saviour. It fostered 
good relations between existing Protestant denominations, yet left 
space for denominational distinetives.2 It rejected organic unity 
and promoted the idea of cooperation ~~thout compromise.) 
E.'vangelical Christianity in America like the true Church of 
Christ is not sn;ynonyraous with or entirely comprised 1'-Tithin the 
ranks of any one denominational movement, or organization. It 
consists of all those in ever,y place that profess faith in 
Christ as the Son of God and obedience to Him. ~1ardfest the 
same by their temper and conduct.4 
The second trend 1Jas a movement built around the idea of 
organic union; something that w.~s visible, tangible, and could 
control its constituency. For example, the World Council of Churches 
were attempting to assimilate allthe denominations it could into 
one visible organized church body. '!he emphasis -was on unity even 
to the point of forfeiting doctrine if necessary. The final result, 
someday, would be one big super 'WOrld church.$ In building this great 
visible church, it seemed at times that they t>~ere far more concerned 
about Christianity be:ing cli videcl into many denominations than they 
were over the lost. They tended «> lose sight of the main purpose 
of t.he Church ... worl d evangel j sm. 6 
2 J. :ftfarcellus Kik, ]!;cumenism. and the :fl.vangelical (Philadelphia:. 
The Presbyterian and Reformed PUblishing-company, i95B), p. 
3neForest Murch, Cooperation "11'ithout Com2romise (Grand Rapids:. 
-v;m. B. Eerdnon 1s Publishing Company, i9$6), p. 
4n)id., PP· 50-51. 5Kik, ~· ~·~ p. 3. 
61aylor, 22• ~· (tape). 
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Oddl\1 as it may seem the philosophies of the National Association 
of Evangelicals and the Y.lorld Council of Churches became somewhat the 
same. The National Association of ~V&ngelicals worked for cooperation 
in the areas of agreement and yet left roo!!l for differences td.thout 
dbision. The World Council Chvohes tried to minimize denominational 
distinctives and to find the minimal doctrine to hold every one 
together. Unintentionally the Faith and Doctrine meeting resulted 
in an emphasis upon theological beliefs. A new impetllS was placed 
upon what different denominations believed. There appeared to be 
more effort made to understand each other in spite of the 
distinotives of each group.7 
III. QUESTIO»iAIRE RESULTS 
The Mechanics of the Questionnaire 
- --
Questionnaires were llSed to determine whether a denomination 
could perpetuate itself without proper training of its laity and clergy. 
This seemed to be the best method since interviews with evangelical 
leaders in person was impossible. Thus, a questionnaire was sent 
to selected evangelical leaders to determine the relationship of 
doctrinal training to a denomination' a destiny. 
A list of variollS evangelical Protestant denominational 
leaders was secured from Dr. Paul P. Petticord, a former president 
7Personal interview with Rev. Gerald Dillon, Portland, Oregon, 
December 17, 1963. 
of the National Association of Evangelicals. From this list one 
leader from eighteen major evangelical Protestant denominations was 
selected. T;-;ro active leaders of the ~iational Association of 
Evangelicals, Dr. Paul Petticord and nr. c. c. Burnett, were added 
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to this list. Th0,1 vmre not denominational leaders, as such, but 
were respected leaders in evangelical Protestant educational circles. 
Eighteen of the twenty questionnaires were returned ~mich gave a 
ninety per cent return. Replies were received from the leaders of 
the .follo•~ing denominations; Assemblies of God, Church of God 
(Cleveland), Church of God (Anderson Indiana), Evangelical Methodist 
Church, Evangelical Mennonite Church, Free Methodist Church of r~orth 
America, International Church of the Foursquare Gospel, Oregon Year~ 
meeting of Friends, Reformed Presbyterian Church of :f!Torth America, 
Pacific Conference of the Evangelical United Brethren Church, 
Conservative Baptist Association of America, Southern Baptist 
Convention, Church of the ~1azarene, The Lutheran Church, Hisaou.ri 
Synod, Orthodox Presbyterian Church and The Salvation Arrrry. 
Denominational leaders that did not reply ~~re the American Baptist 
Association, and the Lutheran Free Church. 
The purpose oi' the questionnaire was to determine the relation-
ship bet wen doctrinal training of the laity and the clergy, and the 
destiny of a denomination. In regard to the laity, the questionnaire 
sought to find what would be the results of rigid doctrinal training, 
what would be the results of no doctrinal training, and which 
denomination was doing the most effective job in doctrinal training. 
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to the clergy, the questionn.aire sought to find out ho-vr ntUch 
theological training should be required of a prospective minister, 
and portion of that training should be in a school of his ow 
denomination. 
Findings of the Questionna1re8 
--------
hundred per cent the replies indicat,ed that a 
denomination could not perpetuate itself lv'ithout a doctrinal training 
(of some kind) for its laity. 
One man felt that strong expositional preaching and good Sunday 
school teachers l,rere adequate for doct:rinal training;' but the majority 
felt like the one who saidl 
It takes more than a fraternal relationship to develop strong 
loyalties when the tests of life coma; a man needs to feel the 
sense of deep commitment to eternal truth.lO 
Reasons for the necessity of doctrinal training varied. The 
fact that the clergy came from the laity; it guarded against liberalism, 
fanaticism, independentism, and materialism; it gave inspiration and 
life to the Christian life; :tt created loyalty in the laity, and 
gave one a foundation to stand upon; it held youth steady and true 
to tha faith; it helped otle knovJ vJhat he believed and TrTh;y; it made 
doctrinal training mandatory. One man's comrnent -w....as appropriate 
Bsae Appendix "A", p. 212. 
9sae Appendix A, question 4, comment 6, p. 212. 
10Ibid., comment 7~ p. 212. 
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when he said' "Unless one knows what one believes it does not matter 
what one believes; therefore, it will not matter to what denomination 
ll 
one belongs." 
In response to the question concerning little or no doctrinal 
training, the answers varied from amalgamation .._1.th other groups to 
disintegration, instability, convictionless, indifference and 
spiritual coldness. In general, it could be said that little if no 
doctrinal training leaves a denomination in a ver,y undesirable 
condition.12 
On the other hand, in response to the question concerning the 
results of a denomination with a strong doctrinal training program, 
the picture was much brighter. In general it was a picture of a strong 
dynamic force for Christ with loyalty and appreciation for ones church. 
People would know what they believed and why; the church would grow 
numerically as well as in quality; the evangelistic zeal to win the 
lost would grow stronger; the people would be bound together with a 
mutual understanding. These results certainly tend to make a 
denomination more stable.13 
On the question of which denomination was the most effective 
With its training program, five of the eighteen replies preferred not 
to commit themselves on any group, and some of the responses felt more 
than one group was outstanding in regards to doctrinal training. 'lhe 
llibid., comment 1. 
-12Ibid., question 5. 
13Ibid., question 6. 
-
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the same token 'When the growth rate slowed dom a denomination tended 
to emphasize quality rather than quant:t ty. The minimal time extended 
aJ:"lY'Where from two to three years of Bible college or (Institute) 
training to a seminary degree. The maximal time varied from t1-10 to 
three in Bible college ~rork to specialized training for special 
ministerial t>;ork beyond the seminary degree (B.D.) The nonr1 extended 
anywhere from an A. B. degree .fron1 a Bible college to a B. D. froril a 
theological seminary.l7 
Concerning the amOUt"lt of training that should be had in one's 
o~m denominational school,18 manJ' felt that all of it should be (or 
at least half of it). Hot<rever, these statements were qualified by 
certain circumstances such as spiritual tone of the schools, the age 
of one he feels called to the ministry, the leading of the Holy 
Spirit, and the doctrinal position of other schools. The fact that 
some denominations do not have a theological seminary presents a 
problem sho~~ by one reply: 
}~ o~~! denomination does not have an educational institution. 
This has made a 'tlreakness in denominational loyalty and unifonnity 
of doctrinal emphasis; v1hich would not be true if all our leaders 
had graduated from the same schools.l9 
l7Ibid., question 9 (a), p. 215. 
l8IM.d., question 9 (b), p. 216. 
19 See Appendix A, question 9, comment 12.p. 217. 
IV. SUMMARY 
The problem of this chapter t.TBS to determine the relationship 
between doctrinal training and the destiny of a denomination. 
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There l¥ere t-vm predominant trends of thought in ecum.enism when 
this study was undertaken. The first trend of thought was the 
evangelical approach of cooperation without compromise. A denomination 
kept its distinctives yet cooperated with other groups to the lost 
vrorld. 'I'he second trend of thought 't1a.S to amalgamate all denominations 
(and sacrifice doctrinal distinctives if necessary) into one huge 
organic church. The formElr emphasized a basic statement of doctrinal 
belief; the latter tried to avoid a doctrinal statement but found it 
could not. '!he result '!>JaS ·t.hat th..ere was, at the time this study llSS 
conducted, an emphasis in both groups for people to kno'~>:r wh.at their 
church believed and \<>ihy. 
Questionnaires ware sent to national evangelical leaders to 
determine the relationship bett-reen doctrinal training of the laity 
and theological training of the clerg-y, and the destiny of a 
denomination. There "ras a ninety par cent response to these question-
One hundred per cent of the questionnaires indicated that a 
denomination could not perpetuate itself without a doctrinal training 
program. They indicated th.:z1t if there was no doctrinal training a 
denomination t<Jould amalgamate or disintegrate, and if a denomination 
h~d a strong doctrinal training program it would become a strong 
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qynamic force for Christ. 
The Southern Baptists were considered to be the most effective 
in doctrinal training w1 th the Lutherans and Christia.n Reformed 
Church tying for second place. 
lv11fm asked if a person should be required to go through a class 
on what the church believed before he could become a member seventy-two 
per cent responded •yes. 1 Thh.1 indicated that one ought to count the 
cost before one committed himself to a church. 
Concerning theological training they indicated that a mirJ.ster 
should have the minimum of t-v•o to three years of Bible collsge or 
institute 1110rk and a maximum of specialized training beyond the 
seminary degree. They felt that a person should spend all of the 
time, if' possible (or at least hal.f of it),. in one's denominational 
school, but they qualified this with various possible circumstances. 
The overall evidence indicated the national evangelical leaders 
felt there was a definite relationship bet·kreen a denomination's 
destiny and the kind of doctrinal training they conduct. 
CHA.PrER V 
THE ASSEMBLlliS OF GOD AriD AGE-GROUP 
OOCTIUNAL TRADWlG 
I.. DlTRODUC'tiON 
As indicated in the previous chapter, a defilrl.te relationship 
existed bet't<Jeen doctrinal training and the future or destiny of a 
denomination. irJhat a denomination did about training its constituaney 
concerning its organisational structure, what th6,1 believed, and w~1 
determined 'What the denomination vtould be in the future. It liaS not 
the only determining factor, but it certainly was a major one. 
The next logical step was to determine 1rrhether one • s denomin-
ation l>'S.S doing an adequate job in doctrinal training. The purpose 
of this chapter was, therefore, to determine whether the Assemblies 
of God was doing an adequate job 'With respect to age-group doctrinal 
training, or whether there was a need for better doctrinal training 
on various age-levels. 
II. METHOD OF APPROACH 
In order to determine wlwther a need for better doctrinal 
training existed, the author gave questionnaires to denominational 
leaders, professors of Christian education, pastors and ''members" 
of selected Assemblies of God churches. 
It was felt that denominational leaders were in a position to 
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kn.Oi'J if there was a for more doctrinal t.raining, and 't"rhether 
materials were available to :m.eet the need. opinions of profes-
sore of Christian education would be most valuable because they liere 
in position to examine (test) Assemblies of God young people who ca:m.e 
to their colleges. Pastors who worked with the people would know 
quite well the weaknesses of their members with regard to doctrinal 
training. Finally ttmembers" ought to have a chance to indicate 
they felt there was a need for better doctrinal training. 
Various means ~;ere used to select participants to react to 
the questionnaire. Denominational leaders were the Executive 
Presbyter listed in the 196.3 Directory Assemblies of God.1 Chairmen 
of the Department of Christian Education in each of the Assemblies 
of God schools were selected to represent college professors. In 
order that various sized churches and churches of different geographical 
locations could be represented, the first tan churches from each of 
2 the seven ai2.ed categories listed in the Sunday School Counselor were 
elected; three churches from each of the forty-four geographical 
.3 districts listed in the DirectoEl Assemblies 2[ ~ were chosen by 
selecting the tenth ones. 
1Director;y:, Assemblies of God (Springfield~. Gospel Publishing 
House, 190.3), P• ii. --
2
sundal School Counsellor, (Springfield~ Gospel Pu.blis:b..ing 
House, August l9b.3), p. 15. 
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It 1r:as felt that 
opportunity to express 11hether t,hey felt they had a need fc.)r better 
training concerning ·Hh.at their church believed. In order to furnish 
t.hem this opportu.ni ty pastors as ~Wll.ed the responsibility of distrl-
buting qu.estionna:lxes to tham. answers were not expected to be 
in theological terminology but in the vernacular. The General Council 
of 'lhe Assemblies of God Statemen.t of Fundamental Truths vms used as 
-- .......... ,...__, -
a criterlon for gracling these anS'!tlE!rs. '!his statement of faith l<ISS 
reduced to basic elements so that exact vrording was not necessary but 
the basic ideas were.. For examplet. the statement of faith on the 
ordinances of the Church reads: 
(a) in 1~ter. ordinance of baptism by inunersion is 
co:mmanded in Scr:l.ptures. All repent and believe in Christ 
as Saviour and Lord are to be baptized. Thus they declare to the 
world that they haw died Christ and that they have also been 
raised l1'ith Him to v1alk in ne-vmess of life. O~tt .. 28::19, Mk. 16: 
16; Acts 40:47, 48; Rom. 6:4) 
(b) The Lord's Supper, consisting of the elements--bread and the 
fruit of the vine .. -is the symbol expressing our sharing the divine 
nature of our Lord Jesus Christ {2 Peter lt4); a memorial of His 
suffering and deat,h (1 Cor. 11:26); and a prophecy of His second 
coming! (1 Cor. 11:26); and is enjoined on all believers •til He 
come.' ~ 
These were reduced to basic elements: 
(a) Baptism in water. 
1) Ordinance or co.l'lfnandment 
2) Immersion (made) 
3) Salvation as a prerequisite 
L) Declaration to the world of a nav.1 life 
4The General Council of the Assemblies of God Statement of 
Fundamental 'I'ruths (Sp:d.ngfi'Eii'cfi""Gospel Publishing House, l9b3 r:-
) The Lord§s 
1) Elements (bread and fruit ) 
2) A symbol 
3) A memorial 
4) A prophecy 
S) A cownand or ordinance 
This scale ranged from one to five; one indicated no '!t:'Ss answer 
given; tm sho1-1ed that the ansl>'Elr had no basic element; three V.!BS 
marked when less than half of the basic elements were mentioned; :four 
v.'as given for those 'liTho had over half of the basic elements listed, 
and five ~~s scored if all the basic elements were listed. 
S!K pastors in the Portland, Oregon area were invited to co-
operate "~'>Yith the questionnaire for church "members." Pastor number 
five, because of legitimate reasons was unable to fulfill the assign-
ment. Churches ranged in size from fifty to f:t ve hundred and fifty. 
The investigator supplemented tr.e questionnaire method of 
investigation by conducting personal interviews with leading pastors 
in the Portland, Oregon area. Also various other miscellaneous 
evidence was considered. 
III. INVESTIGATI<l~ RESULTS 
Questionnaire F~sults 
National Denomination Leaders.5 OUt of the seventeen ques-
tionnaires sent out fourteen were returned, giving approximately 
5see Appendix B, p. 218. 
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an aighty-t~ro cent return. The majority o:f.' those who cooperated 
with this project gave permission to use their name; some were not 
anxious that they be quoted directly. 
The .Assemblies of God 'lc:as .fifty years old in 1964. Over seventy-
eight per cent o.f those ttlh.o responded had been in the .Assemblies more 
than thirty years, and .fifty-seven per cent had been in leadership 
position less than fifteen years. Obviously, these men speak w~th a 
good understanding of the Assemblies o.f God. 
Concerning ttte question on available materials for doctrinal 
training6 the books listed could be condensed to a fevr major areas~ 
Sunday school matei·ials, integrated doctrine for all o.f church aeencies, 
specific doctrine books, and the correspondance school. Other than 
1 s book, !!!. Believe, there was nothing .for age-group doctrinal 
training other than Sunday school materials,teacher training materials, 
and individual books not designed for class work. Some indicated that 
the Sunday school ":as constantly improving and putting out better 
materials each year, and that there was room .for some of the earlier 
books to be improved upon, especially in gearing them to the laity.7 
Concerning the problem of a denomination perpetuating itself 
without doctrinal training the vast majority (11 1no 1 and .3 'no mark') 
felt it ~as necessary to kmve doctrinal training. They felt doctrine 
6Ibid., question $, p. 218. 
-
7See Appendix B, question 7, p. 219. 
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<vm.s the foundation upon t"rhich all else t<~&S built. Also, unless people 
knew and understood 1·rhat they believed they would become unstable .. 8 
One hundred pt"tr cent of the responses .t'elt that more emphasis 
on doctrinal training 1r!OU1d not put out the evangelistic fires, or 
fervor, in the A.3sembl1es of God. The :m.ajority telt that 1r1e needed a 
balanced prograrn of doctrine and evangelian1. Si.-·1ce1 in the past there 
~a an over emphasis on evangelism and as a result r11.any were lost 
because they l>--ere not grounded in. fundamental Bible doctrines. However 
many feared an over emphasis on doctrine to the point of loss of life 
and inspiration. The general concenses was that proper doctrinal 
training would result in. ahhancing evangelistic fires, greater fervor, 
:passion for souls., and not hinder enthusias:m.9 
Question eight asked for tw1.dence (.lf a need for doctrinal 
training. Responses shm~ed that the need was more crucial than the 
-wrlter had anticipated.. It "Was evidenced in service n1en1 by personal 
contact tv-:1. th church ~mbersJ' by in membership growth, by 
inquirers in leadership offices, and by comparing OlU' people with 
people of other denominations who have strong indoctrinal programs. 
Most of the doctrinal training in the Assemblies of God, at the 
time of this writing, t•s done during Sunday school, morning worship, 
8 See Appendix B1 question 7, p. 219. 
9see Appendix B1 question 1J1 p. 222. 
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ndd-lJaak service, and vacation B~.ble school. 
The question 'Mas asked as to vmen doctrinal training should 
take place. 'Ihe response 'WaS for both Sunday school and 
special tima.10 Only four leaders felt it should take place at 
another time besides Sunday school or special time. '!'he comments 
made indicated that some wanted a correlated program, others wanted a 
systen~tic approach, and still others vmnted the pastor to conduct 
11 the class. 
In their opinion, the most effective denominations in training 
their people what they believed were the Lutherans and Baptists. 
Another response indicated that the Assemblies of God needed 
additional catechetical materials.l2 Only a few of our leaders felt 
at liberty to compare the Assemblies of God with other denom:i.nations. 
Concerning membership classes fifty per cent felt that these 
classes should be required, twenty-five per cent felt they should not 
be required, and the final tt.venty-five per cE'mt felt that it should 
not necessari.ly be required. Their comments wer(:l both pro and con. 
The general concensus ttas that it t•tas a good idea but should not become 
compulsory. These answers indicatEd ei.ther a lireak concept of what 
church membership really meant, or a fear of proposing an unpopular 
idea. There v,yas a general concensus of a need for indoctr:tnating new 
10Ibid., Question 9, P• 221. 
11Ibid.1 question 101 p. 221. 
-12~., question 12, comment 5, p. 222. 
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converts, and also for the older ones t>rho needed it. 
This questionnaire also revealed that the headquarters of the 
Assemblies of God were aware of this WEJakness in the area of doctrinal 
training and were beginning to 1r10rk on improving the matter. There 
seems to be three areas concerned at the time:. (1) the Church 
Literature Department and Gospel Publishing House,13 (2) consideration 
by the Executive Presbyteryl4 and (3) a possible move tmqard the 
Southern lmptist Training Union approach.l5 
Finally these respondents felt doctrinal training ·Hould help to 
stabalize the denomination if teaching l-Ias under the anointing, and 
evangelism was taught and practiced with indoctrination. Charles 
Finney, a ~ell kno~m evangelist, 'lfms sighted as an eY~mple of one 
"1ho combined doctrinal and revival emphases. 
Briefly them, denominational leaders indicated that there ~>as 
a real need for iL•provement in indoctrination in the Assemblies of 
God. First of all they savr the need; they vzere concerned and lcrere 
beginning to vJork to;,rard improving their doctrinal training program. 
Secondly, serviceman, personal observation, incoming letters, and lack 
of membership growth indicated the need. 'ftl.irdly, there was a need 
for the training ne"'J converts and for materials to use for this purpose. 
'l'he failure of soma leaders not to compare the Assemblies of God's 
training program -vdth others perhaps indicated that it t~s ll."Sak,. or 
13Ibid., question 14, comment 1, P• 223. 14-Ibid., comment 3, p. 223. 
15F;;;onal letter to the author. 
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the leaders '!!Tare not acquainted other denominational 
materials. 
Professors of Christian Education.l6 Eighty-seven per cent of 
--------------
questionnaires for this group t,'9re returned--ten out of tti'elve. 
The questionnaires indicated that per cent of the participants 
had been in the Assemblies of' God more than tw"Gnty-fi ve years, and 
eighty per cent had bean professors for less than t·Henty years. '!'his 
indicated that they were well acquainted with the Assemblies of God 
and their program. 
Out of the ten schools tha. t responded only four of them gave 
tests to measure the students• Bible knowledge and doctrinal under-
standing. One school's tests were limited to Bible knowledge only.17 
Only three of those responding supplied information and statistics 
upon 'Which to base their judgements upon. Apparently did not 
respond because they felt like the person wrote; •~I have 
told it was belo·H., but I bad no basis for comparison. n18 The 
judgement of those who gave examinations l.-ras that the Assemblies of 
God young people were equal tdth students of other denominations and 
other parts of the country. One person indicated that it depended 
16Appendix c., p. 224. 
17~., question 4, comment 2, P• 224. 
18!bid., question 5, comment 3, p.224. 
-
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upon the test given as to whether our students were above or below 
those of other danominations.19 The fact that six of the Assemblies 
of' God schools did not give examinations made it more difficult to 
evaluate. From the statistics aYailable, ou1· young people were a 
little below the median of other schools in various denominations. 
'!'he median score in the A.A. B.G. Bible knowledge test was sixty-one; 
Bethany Bible College 1 s median for tt<Jo years was fifty-eight. A 
denominational college :tn Springfield, Yd.ssouri, had a rnedian of siXty; 
they ware considered average ~rhen they showed that ten per cent of the 
examined ware above ninety-eight. Southern f';alifornia College listed 
no median score but said that the nlast several years, especially the 
last tHo, more students were above average. n20 Itdtd seen1 from t:fl.at 
students from Assemblies of God churches were improving in their 
doctrinal Wldaratanding. 
There w,JSs an ovenrhelming response indicating that a denomin-
ation1 and the Assemblies of God in particular, could not perpetuate 
itself ldthout doctrinal training for the laity. 
There were numerous materials listed: Sunday school materials, 
teacher training books, and sonte books which were not ;~?ritt.an with any 
particular class in mind. Rev. Greve 1 of Bethany Bible College 1 
l9Ibid. 1 comment 11 p. 224. 
20 
Ibid., question 71 comment 4, p. 225. 
-
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indicated that tr.~.e Sunday school literature uas1 at the tilue of this 
stu&.~, undergoing a revision relevant to doctrinal training.21 The 
i·2e Believe course was the only material lvr:i.tten specifically for 
doctrinal training (for jur1ior age-group) other that 
mentioned above,. 
The questionnaire indicated that four of the professors were 
acquainted ld th other denomination' a doctrinal training m.a terials. One 
person marked the Assemblies of God materials to be superior; three 
indicated that was equal; one indicated it lias irlferio:r., and five 
chose not to comment. It was understandable lJhy they felt it superior 
in the area of the Holy· Spirit--this a distinctive area for the 
Assemblies of God, overall content l;ras lvhat the author had in 
mind. One person indicated the materials available were not reaching 
the laity and needed to upgraded in quality. 22 
asked about the beat place for doctrinal training the 
greatest response l~a for a combination of Sunday schooland special 
time for doctrinal training. If separated, Sunday school vms 
favored, and special training time and mid-vieek service were very 
close runner ups. Soma favored the Baptist training union, others the 
Christian day school, and still others favored an integration of 
doctrine into every area of the church life. 23 
21Ibid. 1 question 91 comment 16, p.226. 
2Jrbid., question 11, com~ent 2, p. 226. 
23Appendix c, question 12, p. 226. 
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Eighty per cant of those responding felt adults ought to go 
through a class on what their church believed before becomir~ members. 24 
Five professors said the,y of someone working on improving 
doctrinal training; they all boiled down to one--headquarters. 25 
In response to the final question the professors indicated 
that doctrinal training vJOuld and would stab:i.lize evangelistic 
fervor of the Assemblies God. One person felt trLS.t stabilization 
was a vi tal need in the Assemblies of God. 26 
~:he limited statistics available indicat,ed that our 
people were a little the norrtt of othEtr groups in Bible knot.Yledge 
and doctrinal training. 1vidence also indicated that there was little 
Sunday school and pulpit ministry of the chm~ch. The Assemblies ot 
~~d headquarters in Springfield, ~assouri was working, to some degT,ee, 
on this problem wtlile this study lias being conducted. These professors 
favored a doc·trinal training tr~t involved the Sunday school 
and a special training period, plus a doctrinal training class prior 
to church membership. 
Pastors of Assemblies of God Chureheo27 • Patrtor5 rosnonded with 
---- ------ !:' 
24Appendix c, question 13, p. 227. 
25rbid., question 14, p. 227. 
26Ibid., question 15, comment 1, p. 227. 
27Appendix D, pp. 228. 
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one hundred and fi va questionnaires which was about a fifty per cent 
response. A follow-up letter produced very few additional responses. 
This response was considered to be adequate for a sampling opinion 
of various sized churches, and geographical locations. 
Ninety o:f the ministers questioned 'Were ordained, and eleven 
were licensed, giving a mature opinion. A good variation in years of 
experience in the ministt"'J t,tas shown,~~ so th.at younger and older 
ministers views were registered. Fi:fty-:four pastors had been in the 
ministr:r less than fifteen years and fifty-one had been in more than 
fifteen years. Ninety-nine ministers had been Christians over 
t:r.ree ministers had no Bible school training and the rest t,;emt to 
thirty-two different schools. Central Bible Institute trained most 
of the ministers who responded.28 This all helped this questionnaire 
to give a representative view of various ages, years of exper:tence, 
and training background. 
One hundred of these ministers felt that their congregation 
had a good or fair grasp of wJhat the Assemblies of God believed--fifty-
one and forty-nine respectively. One minister pointed out two factors 
that determined one 1 s knowledge of doctrine wn1en he said; «It depen.ds 
upon how long in church and also personal interest in doctrina.tt29 
28 Ibid., question 6, p. 228. 
-
29Ibid., question 7, p. 229. 
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'lrJhan. asked about the service in "Which they did the most 
doctrinal training they marked f'orty-eight for both the Sunday school, 
and morning \¥Orship. Surprisingly, they marked sixty-three for the mid-
week service. Th.irteen ministers mark all of the service times. This 
question may have confused some of the pastors, for some indicated that 
they did most of their doctrinal training in the 
Fellolw"Ship, radio, and ne~rspapar)0 
Rangers, f-1en' s 
One pastor ~~ote concerning question nine concerning the doc-
trines emphasized in their ministry; he wrote: 
I am afraid you will have problems l..:dth this question. 'lbe 
annual questionnaire for ministers requires us to say that 
we preach all of the doctrines each year. Hoe to the man 
vJho doesn't. • • ..31 
The four doctrines with the most marks 1<1ere the four cardinal 
doctrines of the Assemblies of Godt salvation, baptism in the Holy 
Spirit, divine healing, and the second coming • .32 Apparently some 
of the ndnisters had not preached some of the doctrines mentioned 
enough; they marked for other doctrines emphasized subjects like 
justification and repentance which vrere involved in the doctrine of 
salvation., and ~~ater baptism was added which was one of the 
ordinances, ote • .33 
.30Ibid.1 question 8, comments 4,7,8, p. 229 • 
.31 ~., question 9, p. 229. 
32Ibicl., p. 229. 
-.3.3~., question 9, cowaents 21 7,91 p. 229. 
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H.alph Riggs had -vn:'itten a question and answer memory course for 
v-arious age-levels--~ Believe or _ £rl: Church Believes. Sevent.y-
three ministers were acquainted t<r.lth this book, and thirty-three had 
used it • Based upon the results of those "tlho used it, it V>Jas surprising 
that more ministers were not acquainted it, and using it. Some 
negative responses were found alsot some felt it l~s not complete 
enough and did not define the Assemblies of God doctrines clearly 
enough)h It -wms juniors 
the Sunday school, but was easj.ly adapted for• special classes designed 
to introduce them to l-fhat Assemblies of God believed. The need 
for more and better doctrinal training materials ~ras indicat:i.ve by 
fact that seventy-four pastors indicat;ad that they used other 
doctrinal training materials in their churches; in general these 
materials uera teacher training books 1 undated quarterlies, various 
doctrine books, and some had designed their ot~ materials. Some 
ministers used other publishing house materials to obtain vihat they 
felt they needed.35 
~hen asked concerning the problem of perpetuation, sul~risingly, 
ten pastors felt the Assemblies of could perpetuate itself without 
doctrinal training, but eighty-f:i.ve indicated t:l:tat it could not. The 
comments indicated ·t;hat they v<ere alvare of the need for doctrinal 
3h!!:.~· 1 question 10, cmm.nent 2 and 5, p. 230. 
35Ibid., question 111 p. 230. 
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training, ·t.o a t•igid course.36 
majority felt that; a good .foundation was needed, and that 
it should be presented inspirationally and tied in closely to 
evangelism. One man said, nThis the most needed area of improvement. 
Our people have gone only on inspiration for years. tt31 Another man 
said; "I think ~re are 
Concerning t doctrinal training upon the 
evangelistic fervor of Assemblies of Gt'Jd1 ninety-t1ifO sa:i.d it 
not put out the evangelist:tc fires and an overHhelming number 
of felt doctrinal 
trust of the denomination. A caution 1r!aS sounded for a balance 
either l-m.S considered to a position of danger. One man said; 
ttthe more -wre know about 1"ihat 1,1e believe the more fervently we -vdll 
defend it, knol\rledge of Pentecost gives appreci&tion.39 
Finney l';ras sight,ed as an example of evangelistic pol:ar with 
doctrinal preaching.L.O Pastors fEllt that doctrinal training had to 
36rbia., question 121 p. 231. 
37Ibid., comment 10, p. 231. 
38Ibid., comment :::;Q.il P• 232. 
-
39Ibid., 
-
question 13, comment 111 P• 234. 
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have the clynamic of the Holy Spirit.. Doctrinal preaching, it t18s 
.f'elt, l.rould guard against pet doctrines, and gives a stronger 
evangelistic d:J:•ive.. Some were afraid of stagna:liion, EJ.nd schoolish--
ness in the church, but it proper emphasis was placed on the work of 
the Holy Spi:rtt trds trrould not need to be fearad .. hl 
The qu.EJstion, 11\cloul.d you be L"l. favor of a doctrlr:U?.l t:ralning 
program that <iOuld be at a designated time rather than fitting it. 
into the present act.iv-lty timE-1 of the church?" 'Was put to the pastorst: 
fifty answered yes, .forty-one answered n.o, and thirteen did not: commit 
themselves. A numerous amount of comments were made both pro and con. 
Those ·nho oppose the desig;nat<!ld time idea did so because the;r felt 
that there were enough programs, services., and activities in the 
church tlO'Vl,. Concerning th£1 problem of time, one pastor :J.nd:i.c;;rted to 
the au.thor that if there ~ms an obvious need., and a protsram and 
materials ware SVQilabla 'IHl bring the results needed pastors would 
make room and take time to do .i.t.}t2 t1.:r€1d of programs 
l!lnd activitia:a that took titne and acco:mplished nothing.. The second 
poirr~ of opposition vms to gat qualified people to teach the course. 
Pastor seven, from chl.U'Ch G, :tndicatad that the pas·tor t-:as the beat 
qualified parson, the most capable person$ tha one who had the 
4l~ .. , p. 234. 
42Personal interview ld. th pastor number two, Portland, Oregon, 
December 131 1963. 
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authority to do so, had respect people. he could 
not do it adequate 
the j h3 • 
~:rho "":ere for 
in and flexible in use. Some 
favored the Baptist trai.ning um.on othero conflrma-
fifteen very well the need, at ·iihe time of 
this atucy, for age-group doctrinal training. It t-Jas felt that the 
young needed doctrinal most; secondly, and 
adults came :i.n last-sixty, thirt;~'-eight, and fifteen respectivelY; 
'l'\renty-eight marked all ages need it. One comment vms put 
Doctrinal training should quite early. It 
must be accompanied by appeals to decisions. It must be 
repeated at various age levels in terms life and 
education levels or the old teachings will cause people to 
leave the clmrch .. ltL. 
Another comment was ~mrth 
your question pertains to the moment, all three 
are important. If you are thinking in terms of a long 
range program, it is obvlous that the children should be 
completely indoctrinated.h5 
Questiorl sixteen gave further evidence of the need for 
indoctrination on the adult let"EEl and for ne"' converts. Concerning 
43Personal interview with Past,or seven, from church G., 
r~cember 26, 1963. 
44Appendix D, question 15, comment 1, p. 238. 
45Ibid. 1 question 151 cormnent 6, p. 238. 
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membership classes, seventy-t·No pastors .felt people ought to go through 
a class on what their church believed before being permitted to become 
members, sixteen did not feel it was necessary, and seventeen made no 
mark. Thera were numerous comments in regard to this questiom one 
man felt the class srmuld be a time of general orientation as well as 
an indoctrir>.ation time; another man felt it Fras a good idea and would 
be helpful, but should not be mandi tory. negative extreme was 
expressed by some who felt an interview with the pastor \¥as adequate. 
The confusion position that salvation and church membership \Jere 
synonymous was expressed by some and was beat seen in these remarks; 
• • •• it is harder to get into some of our churches than it 
is to get into heaven.46 
Membership in the body of Christ is not conditional upon a 
full understanding of all doctrines, but rather an acceptance o£ 
Christ as saviour.47 
A more realistic position 1•s evident 't,lfum it t-ras suggested 
that the class idea would not loJork in some of the churches because 
conversions were so fey,; and far between. In this case perhaps a book 
explaining what they believe would be adequate.48 
Others were in favor of a memberstdp class but felt it should 
be done after people become members.49 It was also noted that to make 
46Appendix D., question 16, comm.ent 3, P• 239. 
47Ibid. 1 comment 4, 16, P• 239. 
4Bibid., eoa~ent 121 p. 239. 
49Ibid., comments 191 221 p. 239. 
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this class a requirement for membership .might conflict with the local 
church's constitution.5° 
F'ifty per cent of the pastors, ~rl1o responded, gave special 
tra:i.ning to nmv converts on what their church bal:i.evad. This special 
training was given by: tracts, pamphlets, personal work, 1 books 
on ~ ~ Church Believes, home calling, special class sessions 1 
Sunday school classes, and Bible study services. 
no set pattern for the training of new converts, but there was a 
recognition of the fact that new converts needed training of some 
sort.51 
It was encouraging to find out that thirteen ministers knew of 
someone vmrking on the problem of improving doctrinal training in the 
Assemblies of God. 'l'hese ranged from the dt:mominational headquarters 
to private individuals • .52 The author immediately wrote letters to 
obtain materials or a general idea of vrhat they had done in regards 
to age-group doctrinal training and intervie1t1ed pastors where it }JSS 
possible. The author obtained a copy of a junior indoctrination 
catechism designed by a Ne1tT Jersey pastor's t-;1.fe, a copy of' a. lengthy 
question and a.ns1-:rer catechis1n by a r..alifornia layman that vms presently 
being prepared for publication, a letter from the denominational 
.51 Ibid., question 121 p. 231. 
-
S2Ibid., question 18, p. 240. 
leaders as to their plans, and sample of the materials for the youth 
indoctrination approach pastor number seven from church G. These 
materials 1-rere reviev:ied in chapter .four of this study. 
Assemblies of God Church nJ:.fembers n 
--
The procedure of this sectlon 1va.s to examine each church 
ir1dividually1 then to examine the total findings. 
Church A?J 'flm sets of questionnaires were issued. The first 
vtas to the Junior Class in the High School JA~partment, and the second 
~as to the COllege Class; these were examined separately. 
The elvventh graders returned fourteen questionnaires. Out of 
the fourteen t'VJO ~;are adults l-ilo -vrare observing the class, and tlt'Jelve 
~ere students under twenty years of • Eight of them had been 
Christians from eight to ten years; tan had attended an Assemblies of 
God church for more than five years, and tt.;elva had attended an 
Assemblies of God Sunday school for more than five years. These 
people viere not ne't1 converts; they had been reared in an 
Assemblies of God church and Sunday school. Yet all fourteen of them. 
had never heard of Ralph Riggs • booklet ~ ~ Church Believes, and 
twelve of them had never r~d a course on what their church believes.SO 
1~11en asked which service they received most of their doctrinal 
53 Appendix E, p. 242. 
54 ~·, questions 1-8, p. 242. 
training the Sunday school received ten marks and mid-'treek. and morning 
worship both received three each. This questionnaire failed to 
indicate ho11,r many of these young people go to morning 't·10rship and 
mid-ltraek service--this could have some here)>5 
Ten of those tested felt a person ought to go throuf;h a class 
on what the church believed before becoming a member. Perhaps the 
best comment was; "'Before you can support a church and its doctrines 
you must knm,; t·:rhat they are.•,$6 
Seventy-five par cent of those who answered question eleven 
felt that the Assemblies of God needed a better doctrinal training 
program, particularly during the teen-years and that doctrinal 
knm·<ledge should be tied to living the Christ-life. 
asked they could explain 1>\lhat their church believed to 
a friend, seven indicated , and seven marked vaguely. They were 
then given soma of the basic doctrines of the Assan1blies of God and 
asked to ,,;rite 'What they would say about these doctrines • .?? Their 
comments were cornpared to The Statement of Fw1damental Faith 1-rhich was 
- - -
reduced to basic elements so th.at statements only had to convey the 
idea rather than exact \,iordage. '1he results were very poor as the 
table be1ovs indica tea • 
.55Ibid., question 9, p. 242. 
56 Ibid., question 10, comment 3, p. 242. 
-
57Ibid., questions 12, 131 p. 243. 
(Fourteen Responses) *1 2 3 t 
A. Salvation 1 t 9 
B. "Hater Ba)2tism 1 4 6 3 c. Lord 1 s SupP!r 1 s 7 1 
D. Baptism of Holr Spirit 8 ~ 1 
E. Jesus Christ 2 Ii "8 
F. Trinity 3 s 6 
o. Sanetil'Ication '"9 2 3 . 
H. Second coming I 12 1 
I. The Church 2 6 5 I J: Divine Healing 2 li B 
K. The Bible 12 2 
L. Heaven and Hell 2 1 10 
M. Judgement 3 6 2 3 
* 1 .. no answrer L - over half of basic 
2 - no basic element elements 
3 - less than half of basic elements 5 - all of basic elements 
The best known doctrines ware: Jesus Christ, trinity, heaven 
and hell, and judgement. The least knm-m doctrine was sanctification. 
Unless one rated four or better it -was felt he definitely needed better 
doetr:J.nal training because he could not ade~uately express what his 
church believed about basic Bible doctrines. 
It was apparent that they were a;:are of their mm 'IP.reakness in 
t.his area, for t~mlve indicated they would take a course on y,;hat the 
Assemblies of God believed if it were offered.SB 
The second group of questionnaires w"ere given to the College-
age Class, and seventeen questionnaires tJare returned. l•"ive students 
were under t>,renty years of age and twelve i•lere between t-vrenty and 
58 Ibid., p. 2L.3. 
-
thirt;v; fourteen students had been Cl'>.ristians more than ten years; 
fifteen pupils had attended an Assemblies of God church more than 
ten years, and fourteen of them had attended an Assemblies of God 
Sunday school for more than ten years. It was evident that these 
young people, likewise, ltere not new conver·ts but \l.<are products of 
the Sunday school; they had attended an Assemblies of God Sunday 
school and church most of their lives • .59 
lh5 
Too college students l'Jere acquainted with Rigg 1 s book: Hhat 
~ Church Believes, and only six had previous courses on the 
Assemblies of God believed; t'lcTO of these received it at Bible college, 
and one from a teacher training course. l,hen asked where they 
received most of their doctrinal training they indicated, over-
whelmingly, that it was in the Sunday school (12). The next closest 
rival was morning worship (2).6o 
They responded elven to five for requiring a person to go 
through a class on what their church believed before being admitted 
to membership and fifteen felt the Assemblies of God needed a better 
doctrinal training program (tl.YO made no comment). One indicated 
ttat; ''Some who are already members should take it, too. u61 Another 
one sa.idt "If you become a member of a church you should support 
.59Ibid., questions 1-6, P• 242. 
-
60Ibid., questions 1-9, p. 2h2. 
61~., question 111 comment 4, P• 243. 
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62 it in every li~Y; holir can you if you do not know what it believes? 
As to their ability to explaL~ to some one else \n1at their 
church believed, eight marked ;y-es, eight indicated vaguely 11 one 
put no.63 
The table below reveals how poorly they did on answering about 
particular doctrines. 
:: tseventeen Reai:)Onses l *1 2 j ~ 2 :: 
A. Salvation 6 11 
~~: viat~r Baj2ti~~ ; f ~ ~ c. Lord's SUP,Eer 1l 
D. Ba;Etism in Hol;r SE_iri t _ 2 3 ll 1 
E. Jesus Christ 4 1 4 4 4 
F. Trinitl 2 B 4 
G. Sanctification 1l 5 1 
"ft' 
.. t. Second 1 1 1 1 
I. The 3 3 9 1 1 l: Divine Mealin~ 1 3 13 
K. The B!E!e ! rs 1 
t. Heaven and Hall 2 t l B J M. Judgement 2 6 2 3 
*1 - no answer 4 - over half of the basic 
2 - none of the basic elements elements 
3 - less than half of basic 5 - all of the basic elements 
elements 
'rhe subjects they did beat on were Jesus Christ, the Church, 
second comir1g1 heaven and hell, and judgement. Again sanctification 
was their weakest area. Anything below the grade of four 1,r.~s 
comment 8, p. 2h3. 
63Ib~d 
.I. l•l 
-
question 12, p. 243 • 
considered an indication of a dflfinita need for moz·e doctrinal 
training. They, too, :t'e:Lt a need for better doctri."lal training, for 
fifteen indicated that they ltou.ld enroll in a course on ~;rha t th.e 
Assemblies of God believed if it were ofi'ereda 64 
Both classes questioned were reared in Sunday school and 
church; they felt the Assemblies of God needed to improve their 
doctrinal training program and v~re in favor of a membership class 
on lihat their church believed; they showed a very definite need for 
doctrinal training, and indicated an oven1helming openness to such 
a class if offered. 
6$ 
Church !!• Fourteen "members" cooperated with this question-
naire. There was a wide range of age-group responses; five were 
under twenty, four from twenty to forty, and five from forty to 
sixty. Thirteen of the respondence had been Christians for over six 
years; of these six had been Christians for more than fifteen years. 
Seven of them had attended an Assemblies of God church from five to 
fifteen years, and there were about as many who attended more than 
147 
that as had attended less. Attendance in Sunday school received almost 
an identical response. Evidence indicated that they were mature 
Christians and even more so llith the older ones.66 
64 Ibid., p. 243. 
-6~ ~Appendix E, p. 243. 
66Ibid., questions 1-6, p. 243. 
-
Only :f'our of them 1,;rere acquainted 1d. th •s book, and four 
had taken a previous course on what the Assemblies of God believed. 
asked v1here they received most of their doctrinal training the 
school 'tJaS top vdth nine rnarks; mid-week service received 
three and personal Bible study came in third ll.:i th two • Better 
than tl:o-thirds of the respondence indicated that a person ought to 
go through a doctrinal class before being admitted into the church. 
Most of those who opposed such a class favored a class, but felt that 
it should not be mandatory. Eleven indicated that the Assemblies of 
God needed a better doctrinal training program.67 
Out of fourteen, twelve indicated they could explain what 
their church believed to someone else, and two indicated vaguely.68 
Yet 1~1en it came to explaining what the Assemblies believed about 
specific doctrjnes a di:f'ferent picture appeared, as is sho~Jn by the 
table belowr 
~Eo~teen ResEonses~ *1 t 3 ~ 2 A. Salvation 9 
B. iila tar Ba,Etism 1 12 l 
c. Lord 1 s SuEj2er l 3 s 2 
D. Jesus Christ 2 ll 1 
E. Ba;Etism in the Holz s:eirit 1 12 1 
F. Trinit~ 1 10 2 G. Sancti-ica.tion 4 > I> 
H. Second Comi~ 3 io 1 
I. The Church 2 9 2 1 
J. Divine mali~ 1 lJ 
K. The Bible l2 2 
L. Heaven and Hell 1 10 3 
M. Ju~ement. 3 B 2 2 
*1 - no answer 4 - over half of the basic 
2 - none of the basic elements elements 
3 - less than half of the 5 - all of the basic elements 
basic elements 
57Ibid., questions 7-11, 68 ~ p. 242. ~·~ question 12, p. 3. 
-' 
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The stronger doctrines were~ about Christ, the Church, heaven 
and hell, and judgement. The ·Heakest doctrine ~r.:.s sanctification. 
OVer all they did better than Church A, yet only one person 
gave an adequ.ate answer on what the Assemblies of God believed about 
salvation :i.t v..as not much to boost about. Vex:·y felJ could do a 
decent job on any doctrine. 
Again the tdllingness to improve in doctrinal knOlJledge v1as 
gratif;y1.ng. Twelve would enroll in a class on doctrinal training if 
given a chance.69 
Church £?0 had thirteen people respond and the age-range was 
spread welh five under twenty, three from. tvrenty to thirty, four 
from thirty to forty, and one over forty. rane were Christians more 
than ten years, and r~d attended Sunday school and church for over 
ten years. Sixty-nine per cent of those questioned could be classi-
fied as mature Cluristians, been in the Assemblies of God 
program for more ten years. 7l 
Only two ~rare ~oquaints d lrl. th 1 s book on ~ ~ Church 
Believes, and four had prior doct.rinal training--one of those 
received it at a Bible college.72 
691Qisi., p. 21.0. 
7°Ibid., p. 243. 
71 questions 1-6, 242. Ibid., p. 
-
72Ibid., questions 7-8, p. 242. 
-
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Surprisingly> the mid-week service was picked as the time t4here 
they received most of th.eir doctrinal training. The next closest 
service was Sunday school 't·rhich raced vad five marks. Over sixty-one 
per cent of the respondents felt doctrinal training ought to be 
required before being admitted to membership. One person indicated 
that this 't\'ISS the "Assernblies of God's great shortcoming, n73 Others 
indicated that there were other ways to indoctrinate, such as: 
pamphlets, pastoral conferences, personal interest, etc. Ten people 
indicated th.at the Asse:mblies of God needed a better doctrinal 
training program. 
vJhen questioned on their a bill ty to explain 'hrlla t ·their church 
believed tl\dce as many said ' 1 as •vaguely,' and none marked 
1no.• 
74 
The table below ind::i.cates the results when asked to explain 
specific doctrines. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
K. 
L. 
(Thirteen Responsesj 
*:f 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
*1 - no answer 
2 - none of the basic elements 
3 - Less than halt of the 
bas:i.c elements 
2 
2 
li 
3 
3 6 
1 io 
1 7.) 3 
1 .. 8 I 
1 8 I 
2 6 3 
2 4 I 4 
4 - over half of the basic 
elements 
5 - all of the basic elements 
''~., question 10, comment 31 p. 242. 74~.1 q. 111 p. 243. 
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The strongest areas of doctrine weret Jesus Christ, heaven and 
hell, and the judgement.. Sanctification, divine healing, and the Bible 
wre weaker areas of doctrine. Pereentagewise, Church C had more people 
in the four column than any of the other churches considered thus far, 
yet there was still a need for more doctrinal training. 'len of these 
responding indicated th~ were open for more training in doctrine, 
Er~VGn though pastor n'I.IBlber three had a doctrinal class for his youth 
nine indicated they would enroll in a class on doctrine if it were 
of.fered. 7$ 
76 Church ]• where pastor number four llifaS the minister, res-
ponded with twelve questionnaires. A fairly equal representation of 
age-groups were shown; experiencewise fifty per cent had been 
Christians less than five years) six had attended an Assemblies of 
God church less than ten years, and five had attended Sunday school 
less than ten years. The indication was that there were about fifty 
per cent newer Christians, and fifty per cent that could be 
classified as mature Christians. 77 
None were acquainted lrt.ith the book:. ~~Church J3elleves, 
and three had previous courses in doctrine--one at a Bible college. 
Morning worship was judged to be the service where they received the 
most doctrinal training and the Sunday school was rated as having the 
15 , •. Ibid •• p. 2t.t..3. 
-
77 Ibid., questions l-6, p. 244. 
-
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least doctriral training of' any 78 • 
Only fifty per cent of cooperating indicated a person 
should through a course on their church believed before being 
taken in as a member, and seven felt the Assemblies of God needed a 
better doctrinal training program.79 
They l>iere typical in regards ·to being able to convey wr..at their 
church believed to someone else. Six indicated they could, and six 
indicated vaguely.80 
(Twelve Respgnses) * 1 2 3 ij 5 
A. Salvation 1 2 7 2 
B. Hater Baptism 1 .3 li li 
c. Lord's Sur!f!!r . .3 .3 5 2 b. Baptism In Ho±z Spirit .3 1 8 
E. Jesus Christ 1 1 9 1 
F. Trln,ity s 5 2 
G. Sanctification 6 .3 2 .l 
H. Second Comins 3 .3 t: 2 
I. Tne Oliurcn 1 ~ 6 2 J. Di vin~ flealing .3 4 
K. 'lhe BJ.ble 1 11 
t. Heaven ~md ~Iell 2 l B l 
14. Judgement 2 i 5 2 2 
-
*l ... no ans'Wer L - more than half of the 
2 ... none of the basic elements basic elements 
.3 - less than half of the 5 - all of the basic 
basic elements elements 
The stronger areas of doctrine ~~ret Christ, and heaven and 
hell; the weaker areas were the trinity and sanctii'ication. The fact 
18~., questions 7-91 P• 242. 
79Ibid., questions 10-11, p. 243. 
80J:bid., question 12, p. 24.3. 
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that fifty per cent of the ones questioned were fairly recent Christians 
may be the reason for many making the lower scores. 
It was evicl£~nt that there -v;as a real need for trainin.g in basic 
doctrines by the fact that twelve indicat,ed they v10uld like to know 
more about these doctrines 1 and nine indicated they "~;rould enroll in a 
course of this nature if it were offered.81 As one could see, there 
~~s a need for doctrinal training and an openness to learn if a class 
was offered. 
82 
Church ! . returned only ttvo questionnaires. '!'he decision was 
made not to evaluate these results in a detailed m.·un1er; when basic 
issues are involved they parted con1pany, thus nullifying signi-
ficant change in the previous results of the questionnaire to church 
"members." These were botht elderly people, and rr.ature Christians. 
(The,y were Christians for over nineteen years and attended Sunday 
school and church for the same length of time). They both agreed 
that they received most of their doctrinal training in the Sunday 
school, and both indicated that they could convey to others what 
their church believed. But together they scored four (which is 
considered to be adequate) only t~rl.ce--water baptism, and trinity; 
they both agreed that they would enroll in a course on "~>ihat the 
81Ibid., p. 21!.3:. 
82Thid., pp. 24.3. 
Assemblies believed if it were offered. 
From those ·who participated it 'triaS evident that there was a need 
for doctrinal training in this church and a vdllitli:,>ness to enroll 
in such a course.83 
8h All the churches totaled. There were seventy-two people who 
----------
responded to the questionnaire. The age ratio was; thirty-one young 
people under twenty, tw'E!nty people from t•nty to thirty, ten 
individuals from thirty to forty, six from forty to fifty, four from 
fifty through sixty, and one over sixty. Approximately two-thirds 
of the people were under thirty; this was considered good because it 
gave a picture or the younger generation which would be the church of 
tomorrow. 8 S 
Eighty per cent of the respondents had been Christians for more 
than five years, and had gone to an Assemblies of God Sunday school 
86 
and church for more than five years. This indicated that the majority 
of those questioned had beam Christians long enough to have been 
adequately indoctrinated. 
Only one in eight people questioned had acquaintance with Ralph 
Riggs • bookt. ~ Mr. Church Believes, and twenty-eight per cent of them 
6) r! Ibid., p. 2.7.3• 
-
64 Ibid., p. 2$5. 
-
sslbid., question .3, p. 2$$. 
-
86Ib:td., questions 4-6, p. 2$5. 
-
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had prior of one kind or another, in doctrinal training. 
Three courses received four m.arks: Kno~d.!:§ ~ Doctrines 2.!., ~ .!!2!.!' 
Bible Doctrines, and Bible college classes. Nhen t.his study was under-
taken the school, by far, outstretched all other serv:i.ces in 
giving doctrinal training; midt,Jeek, morning v.rorship1 and Sunday evening 
service followed respectively.87 
Two-thirds of the respondence indicated that a parson should be 
required to go through a doctrinal training class before being permitted 
to be taken in as a member; better than eighty per cent of the church 
"members•• felt that the Assemblies of God needed a better doctrinal 
training program.88 
Forty-six per cent indicated that they could explain vhat their 
church believed to someone else, and thirty-seven per cent felt they 
could only do it vaguely. B9 
The follold.ng table indicates ho1>1 well they wrote out their 
explanations. A score of four is considered necessarJr to be able to 
adequately explain what the Assemblies of C~d believed. 
87 ~·~ questions 7-9, p. 55. 
88Io' i 10-11 c'c ~·~ quest ons , P• :.;:.;. 
89 
Ibid., question 12, p. 56. 
-
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F. Trimtz 
G. Sanctification 
H. Second ComiP£; 
I. The Church 
J. Divine Healin: 
K. The Bible 
L. Heaven and Hell 
M. Judgement 
* 1 - no answer 
2 - none of the basic elements 
3 - less than half of the basic 
ele:ntents 
~: 
9 
32 
17 
2 
~; :: : 
i1i 
h - more than r~lf of the 
basic elements 
5 - all of the basic 
elements 
'I'he doctrines that h~ penetrated the best were: the judge-
:: 
ment, heaven and hell, Jesus Christ, the Church. Ueak areas were: 
Salvation, Lord's supper, baptism in the Holy Spirit, sanctification, 
second coming, divine healing and the Bible. 
It should be noted that this questionnaire does not propose to 
evaluate what the individuals believed themselves, but l-thether they coJJ.ld 
tell others what their church believed--someti:ntes there was a difference. 
The need for a rigid indoctrination program l'JaS :made obvious by 
this table. ifJhen only one in fifteen could write in everyday language 
the basic elements involved in salvation as the Assemblies of God 
believed it, or for sanctification when one in twenty-five v~s all 
that can adequately express it, and divine healing where only one in 
seventy-tt-10 can tell his friend l<rha t the Assemblies of God believed on 
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the subject waa certainly not ver,y good. These questionnaires revealed 
that the vast majority of the people were not able to tell others what 
their church believed as well as they indicated th~ could. 
Seventy indicated therJ wanted to know more about the fundamental 
beliefs, and sixty-eight indicated that they would enroll in a course 
on what the Assemblies of God believe if it 'i-Jere off'ered.90 
There was a willingness on the part of the people to be in-
doctrinated, but the problem lay in designing a program and materials 
to meet the doctrinal training needs. 
Interview Results 
Five pastors in the Portland, Oregon area were intervie~~d to 
determiner (l) whether there was a need for a better age-group 
doctrinal training program and materials in the Assemblies of God, 
and (2) 'What type of material and program tfould be of value to them .. 
Pastor Number 9,>;~!,.t from Church A felt there was a definite 
need now for an age-group doctrinal training program, and that there 
had been a need for a long time. A number of years prior to the time 
this study was conducted he set out to start a doctrinal training 
program in his church, but two things hindered him:: (l) there was no 
material available to do the job he had in mind, and ( 2) his health 
hindered him. He wanted to see doctrinal training geared to two 
90Ibid., P• 256. 
-
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age-groups:. the youth, and the adults., For the youth age-group he 
shoulcl have two classes:. .first, vd th the intermediates (a rigid 
memory course) and secondl:\', at the rJ.gh school age-level (they apply 
their memory work to their life-situations). For the adult level he 
wanted to see three approaches: (1) a simplified course on the 
beliefs of the ;.ssemblies of God for beginners and nevJ converts, 
(2) an advanced course in doctrinal training .for experienced 
Christians, and (3) an adult discussion group approach l>me:re small 
groups v<ould meet in home and discuss doctrinal matters. 'lhere would 
be a skimpy outline to guide the adult leader, yet leaving room for 
specifics to be varied depending upon the group and what ws meaningful 
to them. This would give doctrine a personal touch which he .felt 
v.-ould be needed to make j.t meaningful. 
Three problems, at the time this study v.-ras undertaken, faced in 
this indoctrination program were~ (1) materials to meet his need, 
(2) time, as a busy pastor, to do the instruction, and (3) physical 
strength needed to properly develop the program and materials.91 
Pastor Number two, .from church B, likewise felt there t>Iaa a 
real need for a mrkable program and materials for doctrinal training. 
In a previous pastorate he had an assistant gather materials and he 
developed a doctrinal training class for new converts and prospective 
91Personal interview with pastor number one, Portland, Oregon, 
December 13, 1963. 
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church members. felt the first time was too detailed and the 
second l>JaS too short. wanted to see something developed so 
that doctrine couJ.d be prasen·tad in an inspirational -v1ay, and u""'".J.."'..,..,u 
to age-groups. felt that if the materials trorked pastors ,,-ould 
time in their schedules to put it into use. 
like to see doctrine tied to experience, and a simplified and advanced 
class developed for adults.92 
Pastor Number Three, from Church c, ik"ld the most active and 
developed doctrinal training program in the greater Portland, area. 
He was ~rking with the young people; he felt a real need existed for 
other age-groups, but that the young people needed it most--they 'klEire 
pliable, and ~rould be the church. The class met on Saturdays for some 
time until, because of his schedule problems, he shifted it to 5:00 
Sunday evenings. The course vas designed for two years; the fi.rst 
year Has Church and de nomina tionsl history, and the second year dealt 
with the fundamental doctrines of the Assemblies of God. 
had developed this course after pastor number seven from 
Church G,. but did so because he felt there '!etas a tren1endous need that 
the denomination was not meeting, at the time this study ~l'Ss 
conducted. sent ten mimeographed questions home with pupil 
each week and they brought back the questions and their Bibles to the 
92Personal interview vdth pastor rntmber two, Portland, Oregon, 
December 13, 1963. 
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next session ~mere they a discussion period. Discussion techniques 
.,,1ere used to make doctrine more meaningful. His program had shol-.rn 
its worth, thus he was conducting it for the second year.93 
Pastor Number F'ive, from church E, had a small but growing 
church. He indicated that there vias a great need in this area, but 
felt that for a program to be accepted, and fill the need that existed, 
it ought to come from (or at least have the approval of) :r.aadquarters 
in Springfield, Ydssouri. He would like to see a question and answer 
approach that ~uuld operate like a teacher training course, only in s 
continuous cycle. He indicated that it should not be too long, and 
should be inspirational; doctrinal training ought to be geared to age-
groups, and even a junior membership offered for the younger ones.94 
Pastor Number Seven, from Church G, had the moat organized 
program, and had operated it longer than any man interl.tiev,'Eld in the 
Portland area. To talk to this man left no doubts in one t s mind as 
to the existing need (when this study vas conducted), and the value 
and potential of a good doctrinal training program. His program v,JSs 
geared to the senior high school age-group, and met from 6:,30 to 
8:00 Wednesday nights. It was a two year course; the first year ~~~ 
93Intervie1w ldth pastor number three, Portland, Oregon, 
December 1.3, 196,3. 
94Parsonal interview with pastor number five, Portland, Oregon, 
December 18, 196,3. 
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spent on rdstor;y-, Church history, denominational history, and 
the local church's history. The second year ,,Jas concerned vrl.th the 
emphasis l·JaS placed upon making doctrine useful and meaningful to 
life-situations. ;,Jas centered around Christ and the work 
of the Ifuly Spirit in the lives of believers to create a redemptive 
i'ellm<lShip. To receive a diploma for the course one had to have a 
passing score and confirm his faith before the congregation. lie was 
then presented l>lith a diplorrm and a ne,., twenty dollar Bible. Pastor 
seven went out of his way to make this course extra hard and disciplined; 
he wanted cr~istians that vrould be Spirit-filled Christians in daily 
life and practice, and not just in name only. He used various 
techniques for teaching, and for measuring the results. The curriculum 
was developed from numerous sources and from his Olf,:n experience; the 
materials needed tlElre not available so developed his o-vm. t•1emory 
l-rork ~1Qs empr.asized in Sunday school, children t s church, and in his 
indoctrination classes. 
t'lhen a person gradllated from the Confi.rmation Class he "ras 
expected to know the history and doctrines of the Bible, the histor,y 
of the Church and the .Assemblies of God, plus haw a workable 
knowledge of Bible geography; he should also kno'!tr how to apply this 
knowledge to every day situations and circumstances. Pastor seven's 
program and materials proved to be workable, successful, and '!t~s also 
operating in church C with vary few alterations.95 
95Personal interview td th pastor number seven, from Church G, 
I~cember 26, 1963. 
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results of the inter\~ews intucated, lnthout exception, 
that there existed a for age-group doctrinal tr~in-
that there also a definite need for a and 
materials to meet the need of the pastors, and that pastors were open 
and eager for a program and materials on age-group doctrinal training. 
Ydseellaneous Evidence 
There existed other minor but note":rorth;y evidence that there 1<1as 
a need for a better doctrinal training program and materials in the 
Assemblies of God. 
The first bit of evidence comes from the headquarters of the 
Assemblies of God, in Springfield, Missouri. The Church School 
l,iterature Department of Gospel Publishing House, l,.-as working on 
improving doct:t'inal training in their Sunday school literature and the 
development of undated quarterlies on doctrinal su.bjects.96 The fact 
that doctrinal training had been under consideration for several months 
by Executive Presbytery, 91 and the fact that there 'h'QS consider-
ation of a training time similar to the Southern Baptist program98 vms 
evidence that Springfield was avmre that the need existed and they were 
begimd.ng to thlnk and act to meet this need. 
6 9 Appendix B, question 14, P• 219. 
97Personal correspondence with men at Springfleld1 Missourl. 
98Appandix E, comment 31 p. 242. 
Many pastors had developed, and were trying to develop 
materials on their o~n to meet the need in their local situations. 
Trds ~ms evidenced in the questionnaires and personal interviews. 
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The vast majorit,y of existing evangelical Protestant denomina-
tions have long ago concluded that Sunday school training, and the 
preaching of doctrine -wras not sufficient to meet all the needs; it was 
felt that these ministries were necessary, but additional training 
was also necessary to adequately ground a parson in ~bat his church 
believed. The fact that other evangelical Protestant churches have 
developed various programs (as will be shown in chapter three) for 
doctrinal training ind:i.cated that they recognize the need and were 
trying to meet it. 
IV. SUmARY 
The purpose of this chapter was to determine whether the 
Assemblies of God denomination was doing an adequate job in age-group 
doctrinal training or whether better doctrinal training 11as needed. 
The author gave questionnaires to denominational leaders, professors 
of Ck'.ristian education, pastors and "members n of selected Assemblies 
of God churches, and intarvie-v1ad leading pastors in the Portland, 
Oregon area. 
Eighty-tvro par cant of questionnaires sent to national 
denominational leaders ware returned. T~~s questionnaire indicated 
that the respondents had a good understanding of the Assemblies of 
God. Available materials ware categorized as Sunday school materials, 
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integrated (doctrinal) church materials, specific doctrinal books, 
and the correspondence school. They felt that doctrinal training was 
necessary for the perpetuation of a denomination and that doctrinal 
training would not put out the evangelistic fervor in the Assemblies 
of God. Various evidence pointed to the need, and the Sunday school 
-was credited "!frith doing the most age-group doctrinal tra:'i.ning; they 
felt the Sunday school and a special class time would be best for 
doctrinal training. They indicated that the Lutherans and Baptists 
were doing the best job. Fifty per cent of the leaders indicated 
that a membership training should be required for its prospective 
members. This questionnaire also revealed that the denominational 
leaders were a"mre of this problem and ll.>ere in process of dealing 
with it. 
Eighty-seven per cent of the questionnaires were returned from 
the professors of Christian education. Evidence indicated that they 
"mre i<ciE!ll acquainted 'With the Assemblies of God. Only four out of 
the ten schools questioned gave tests to measure Bible and doctrinal 
knowledge of entering students. Only three professors furnished 
information from the A.A.B.c. tests. From the available statistics 
the Assemblies of God students t'lere slightly belo•,, the median 
score. The available materials were the same as given by the 
denomination leaders; the same ,;as true ,,Ji th the Sunday schooland a 
special class time as the best approach to doctrinal training. 
Eighty per cent of the professors felt a membership class should 
be required, and that a doctr:i.nal emphasis \'1ould help stabilize the 
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Assemblies of God. 
Approximately fifty per cent of the pastors responded to their 
questionnaire. The younger and older minister's views were both 
represented; the majority of the pastors had been Christians over 
twenty-five years, and their schools of training varied. They felt 
the people had a fair or good grasp of what the Assemblies of G-od 
believed. Pastors indicated that they did more doctrinal training 
in the mid-week service than any other time. The four cardinal 
doctrines (salvation, divine healing, water baptism, and Spirit baptism) 
were stressed most. Seventy-three pastors were acquainted with 
Riggs' book and thirty-three had used it; Seventy-four pastors 
indicated that they had used other doctrinal materials.. OVer seventy-
five per cent of the pastors felt the Assemblies could not perpetuate 
thelllflelves lrithout doctrinal t.rainin.g.. Ninety-t·Ho pastors indicated 
tr.tat doctrinal training muld not put out the evangelisti.c fires, but 
lrould add to the evangelistic thrust of a denondna tion, Fifty per cent 
of the pastors felt doctrinal training ought to be at a designated 
time. They indicated that the young people needed doctrinal training 
the most; sevent.y-two pastors indicated that an adult membership 
class ought to be a pre-requisite to church membership, and only 
fifty per cent of those who responded gave any training to new 
converts in wba t the church believed. 
F:l ve Assemblies of God churches in the Portland, Oregon area 
cooperated in giving questionnaires to church "members. u All of the 
church "memberu questionnaires were totaled to give the overall 
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pictu.re. Seventy-two people responded to the questionnaire; two-thirds 
of: them were under thirty years of age; eighty per cent of the 
"msml>ers" had been Christians1 and attended Su.'lday school and church 
for mox•e than five years 'tllhich indicated that the Assenlbliss of God 
had had enough time to indoctrinate them. Only one in eight had 
heard of Riggs 1 book; twenty-eight per cent of them had some 
doctrinal training prior to th:f.s study1 and the Sunday school 
contributed the most to the extant doctrinal training. Two-thirds 
of the respondanta felt a pe1•son should be required to go through a 
membership training class to become a member. Eighty per cent of the 
"members" indicated that the Assemblies of' God needed a batter 
doctrinal training progr~~. 
Forty-six per cent of the tinemberstt felt they could cH .. 'Iequately 
explain what their church believed and thirty ... seven per cent .felt 
thoy could explain it vaguely. The need for a rigid doctrinal 
training program ~~s very evident by· the tabla on page 156. The 
results t-Jere: that only one i."l fifteen could adequately explain 
salvation~ one in twenty-five could adequately explain sanctifica-
tion, and one in. seventy-two could adequately explain divine healing. 
Seventy indicated that they wanted to know more about the beliefs of 
their church1 and sixty-eight members indicated that they would 
enroll in such a course j.f it were offered. 
Interview~ were con~~cted with leading Assemblies of God 
pastors in the Po;rtland, Oregon area to determine if there was a need 
for a better doctrinal training program and materials. Pastor number 
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one felt there was a definite need; he had triad to meat this need in 
his church but ~Jas r.indered by lack o:f.' materials and his health. He 
~rould like to see something for the and 
high schooler) adults (beginners, advanced and a 
approach). tor nu.m.ber t'i·Jo indicated that there t-Jas a 
prograrn. and materials for doctrinal training in the 
inspirat, 
for a 
of Bod. 
geared i;J&n. ted ma ·terial tr~o:t could 
to age-groups. Pastor number saw the need for a doctrinal 
and so he borrov.red a program and materials from 
pastor number seven and altered them to meet his 
• progra1n 
vJas geared to youth only; this pastor •~rould like soraething 
for adults too. number five also indicated that there \vas a need 
for a program and ma ter:i.als. felt that it should come from the 
denominational headquarters. In his opinion the question ansl<Ier 
approach 1·1as the best and that it should be taught in a cycle. To him, 
materials should be made available for various age-levels, and a 
j~Lnior membership offered. Pastor number seven had developed his 
mm program and materials because he sah" a tremendous need, and 
he searched for a program materials he found nothing to meet his 
need. His program ,~as aimed at indoctrinating the youth;it iJaS a rigid 
and productive course. Evidence indicated that "tms a definite need 
for a doctrinal training Ir.aterials. Pastors 
welcome such a program and n~terials designed for ~~rious age-groups. 
There lfElre also some miscellaneous evidence "1hicb indicated 
tho need for doctrinal training. Firstly, the Church School 
Literature 
doctr•ine into the 
sornf"J consi 
Thirdl~', some 
of to integrate 
scl:1ool literatu:J:•e no:re adequately. 
l-"'r,.-.. ~lh~rt:t:l'Y"'tr lYas concerned about had 
to the Sou·the:rn 
develo~d their ot~'Tl d used 
published rnaterials; a pastor's 
somttl materials this need, nnd 
other eve:mgel:i.cal Protestant churches provided material for doctr:tnal 
in the school 
CHAPTER VI 
A PROPOSED AGE-GROUP DOCTRJNAL TRAllUNG PROORAt1 
FOR THE ASSEMBLIES OF GOD 
CHAPl'ER VI 
A PROPOSED AGE-GROUP OOC"l'RlNAL TRAlN IN G PROGRAM 
FOR THE ASSE}-1BLIES OF GOD 
I. Dn'RODUCTION 
Research convinced this investigator that every denomina. tion 
should have its ot\ll'l age-group doctrinal training program; variation 
of beliefs demanded this. One could borrow from other denominations, 
in areas of similarities;but it should be published and promoted by 
the denominational press itself. This would give a uniformity· of 
belief for a denomination, ,,mich l>JOuld be needed if a denomination 
intends to perpetuate the truths for which it stands. 
This writer felt t}l.a t if a denomination had no area of dis-
tinctive teaching it had no justification for existing separate from 
other denominations. I~o doubt, organizational structure vrould be 
difficult to overcome, especially after a long period of existence, 
but it ~s not considered a valid reason for separation. The Bible 
laid do~m no organizational pattern, but did speak out in areas 
doctrine. 
The Assemblies of God as a denomination was sovereign in the 
area of doctrine; and the local church ~as sovereign in organization 
and administration of that church. It would be to the advantage of 
the denomination and the pastor to have an age-group doctrinal 
training program available, especially if published by the denomination 
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1-dth pastor in mind. 
'!'his research project showed that the Assemblies of God 
needed a better doctrinal training program, and that the pastors and 
the people were aware of the need and 11rere 'Hilling to be training in 
Hha t the Asserrtblies of God believed. 'lhe Assemblies of God 1.;rere 
not the only ones who indicated that the Sunday school and the 
preacrdng ministries were not adequately training the people in 
111hat their church believed; other denominations had doctrinal 
training programs in addition to these ministries. 
'lhe purpose of this chapter was to do two thinge t (1) to lay 
do"Vm some basic principles l'lhich any denomination might utilize if 
they found a need for a doctrinal training program, and {2} to propose 
a ~~rkable plan, in general outlined form, to help the Assemblies 
of God or any industrious pastor in sett:tng up an age-group doctrinal 
tra:tning program. 
II. SOl>fE BASIC PRJI~CIPLES 
A denomination should follovr these basic principles to have 
an adequate program and materials for age-group doctrinal training. 
The training program should be based upon free choice. 
Naturally the parents approval ~dll be needed for the younger 
pupils, but it should not be a t:tme that parents, pastor, or church 
had forced upon the pupils. The training time should be made 
interesting enough that its value could be sold to the pupil as well 
as the parent and pastor. Knowledge and experiences are most 
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meaningful and lasting when learned under favorable situations. 
The pastor shm.U.d be the i!'..strt.Ac·to:r bacauae lw was the best 
qualified parson; h€1 1ms the au.thn•ity for inter:prot1.ng doct.rinal 
matta:·s for the local chttrch, and he had :more respect in every age-
group than anyone else. It 'h'tlu1d be good f<Y.C his preaching, his 
personal life, !md give him a chance to kno"'r his flock and their 
doctrinal knowledge. 'Hhen it -vmuld not be possible for the pastor to 
do the teaching the best qualified person, sold on his subject and 
one t,.rho meets the approval of the pastor, could be used. It1 a larger 
church si tu.1 tion the pastor could train other instructorf:: .. 
The time for indoctrination should be left <us s variable to be 
set by each local chureJ.:.... It should be separated from the Sunday 
school time and regule.r chw·ch servicesJ both the pupil, chm·ch .. and 
the teacher's schedu.l.e should be taken into eonsidex·atit"~n--the time 
that works best :for all concerned should be UStld. 
The aims of a doctrinal training program should consider the 
present, and future need of the pupils. Trll'ee goals should be 
reachech (l) the pupil to gain suffi.cient knowledge of the ::rubje1ct1 
(2) the teacher to present it so that it vlOuld inspire the pupll, and 
(3) this knowledge and in.spiret:i.on should result in conduct or use of 
the lcr:wwledge in the pupil's life-situation. I.bctrine tr.~at is 
meaningful and useful in li.fe-situ:;rtions has the most J..ast.in(; and 
1if e gi:v:1.ng effects .. 
Thare should be a.dequ.ate materials .f<>r pu:pil (pul.il's ~l.!l:r'ntA\1, 
and 'G'>'Orkbook or hotlle'WOrk w.aterials)., teacher's manual, t:~nd ad<lit1.onal 
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visual aids. 'llu.< content should im:lude the denominations statement 
of faith and other accepted doctrines, and history of the church, 
denomination, and local assembly. Vocabulary building ought t.o be 
incluC:~d, and as much Scripturtl a.s possible. One should be c:areful 
to use explicit Scriptures and not base ooctr:i.nes upon implicit 
Scriptu:t"O. If a pupU .finds Scriptures taken out oi' context and the 
nteanings stretched, he may lose confidence in other doctrintHii taught 
him. Songs from the l1ymnal should also be used to aid memory and 
usefulness of doctrine. pastor or teacher ehcHild have sollw 
flex:!.bility in using the materials and content, and the materials 
should be of the best quality possible i'or a reasonable price. 
'!'here is enough doctrinal material to be taught that it could 
be spread over a number of years, an.d graded to the age-group char-acter-
istics involved. ,~hreE~ age-groups should be consideredt the children 
or juniors, the youth, and the adults. Repetition should be involved 
at various age-levels .for those -.iho :Mve not come up the ranks, and 
for reinforcentEmt pur·poses for those 'Hho have coot& up the ran~:s. The 
family should be tied with the pupils homel1ork1 especially in the 
low"Sr age•groups.. Materials that enlist the parents help make a. 
more lasting impression upon the pupil. 
The best educational .methods av-ailable should be used. A 
variety of rnethods, a combination of methods, and tr.L€1 most productive 
methods must be capitalizfld upon to reach the aim of the lesson. 
Some of t available methods il'aret question and ar.:s-wer, 
discussion, l(;lcture, story an illustration, rols play, project, 
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projected and non-projected visual aids, and music. A much used 
(and successful) approach to have the pupil do home lmrk and mernocy 
1,1ork, then in class the teacher had discussion on the :materials 
l<orked on, the Bible and the hymnal should be tied into the hanework. 
The teacher's manual should be a guide with the possibility of 
flexibility on the pastor or teacher's part; possibly containing 
enough material so that the teacher ¥10uld have to be selective in 
explaining and discussing the lesson.. Memory 1rork should play a 
vital part of the ~10rk for yoanger age-levels. 
Hhere possible personal experience should be tied in with 
the doctrines, such as, salvation, baptism in water and Holy Spirit, 
stewardship, evangelism, etc. ~~ethods are only a means to an end, 
therefore the one reaching the goal best should employed as long 
as they are ethical and l7orkable; the lecture method and reading 
ma ter·ials are generally the least productive of all methods. 
'I'here should be a means to measure or evaluate the ef.fecttva-
ness of one • s doctrinal training program. Thera are numerous ways 
for the teacher to measure his success in accomplishing the aim of 
the lesson. Tasting techniques should be incorporated in the teacher's 
manual or produced to accompany it; evaluations should be vJeekly, 
quarterly, and yearly. Accomplishment should be recognized and 
rel\rarded; unproductivity should be noted and the teacher should seek 
means to secure accomplishment on the part of all. 
Some variables ought to allowed for, such as, size of church, 
situations, location, teachers, etc. But if materials -v.rere based on 
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principles these would pose no real problem. 
III. AGE-GROUP DOCTRJNAJ.., TR.All'>IING PROPOSAL 
This investigator felt tr.r.at the Assemblies of God needed to 
start from t,he beginning and 't<.rri te an entirely new age-group doctrinal 
training program and materials. There "rare materials available in 
the Assemblies of God and from. various denominations that could be 
dra-vm from; nothing existing vm.s adequate for the need. It should ba 
well planned and thought through before it \JaB written and published. 
It should not be more than three quarters a year. 
The investigator further contends that it should be something 
in addition to the present Sunday school program, and 1ilere possible 
taught or at least directed by the pastor. The value of doctrinal 
training was such that it demanded the best man, and lt18.S one of the 
most rewarding fields for the pastor. The ~akness of the Sunday 
school movement v~s felt to be its inability to train adequate 
teachers for their task, especially so in the area of doctrinal 
training. 
The Assemblies of God should continua the integration of their 
beliefs every area and agency of the church. 'l'he value of 
doctrif'l.al training, again, l'~s such that it should be done a time 
dedicated solely to tr~t purpose, and measured or evaluated to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the1 trainj.ng. 'lhe problem with integration 
-w-as that there were so many things to be integra ted that none of them 
received justice. Therefore, this ~~iter offered the f'ollo't<.~ng 
proposal. 
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~Junior Age-GrouE• Th.e junior age-group t-Jould cover from 
the fourth grade through the eighth grades. Tw.> courses should be 
offered; a beginner class for the fourth through sixth grades, and 
a more advanced class for intermediates (seventh through eighth 
grades). Headquarters, or the individual church, could elect the 
name for each class. For the purpose of' this paper the first was 
called the Junior Class, and the second was called the Junior- high 
Class. 
The basic objective of the Ju.:'lior Class would be to memorize 
basic Scripture and vo~~bulary of the doctrinal beliefs of this entire 
program. Suggested topics for training were:; Bible, Father, Jesus 
Olrist, Holy Spirit, trinity, :man, sin, salvation, -w-ater baptism, 
communion, bapt1.sm the Holy Spirit, sanctification, prayer, Bible 
stuqy, stew~rdship, missions, divine healing, the Church, final 
judgement and church membership. 1he doctrine on the one true God 
ought to be limited to the trinity 1 and the "Jesus Only" material 
should be put into a supplementary booklet for those vJho needed help 
in this area {Dr. James D. Rider of Bethany Bible College would be 
a very capable man to write a supplement). 
In the Junior Class these teaching should not be taught as 
such--only basic Scriptures and vocabulary. This writer recommended 
that the basic Scripture verses and vocabulary words be made up in card 
form ( t'l-:o separate sets); the reference on one side and verse on the 
other side and the vocabulary v;ord on one side and the meaning on the 
other side. A teacher's manual and a pupil's workbook would also be 
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needed. Tile course could move along at a rm.t1l.bel" of' verses and 
should deal 'i'Ii'tlh these 
verses endeenroring to explain 
should also be given for :~;•eci·tation of the verses in clasa. 
l~pproprlate visual aids could used, and incentlves cou.ld be rn&de 
available to ellC(JU!'age i1lart!OI'J" ·Hork1 and 1v-orkbook w.Jorlc. 
Thia c1t-H3S or classes could taught by approved teachers, 
and could he vrorked in ""tdth the Royal Hanger program of n1erlt badges, 
or vJith a ebildrt:rn•s church (-vr.tth a designed revtard s-.rstttm, or Z'!t a 
separa ·te des.igna t:lJno). 
These materials should bEll dosigned to be used in V<:t.:dous groups, 
and for various timr~ lengths ....... ooperHl:lng upon the ohurchea desire. 
]'or e:r..aurple:: r..alf hour sessions wmre used they v10uld progress just 
half aa fast as an. hour session class, etc. 
The pupil v:ould memo:t'ize Scr:tp-~Ul'et"J and ~Jocabulary out,sida of 
class, come to class, recite them, and discuss the maanillg r,dth the 
teacher. teacher's aim v1ould be to make these v<::rses 
U...'1.derstandable1 and usable for the junioz• pupil. 
The basic vart!>'Jlt'f. coulc b~t taken from Riggs' book, ~ Bt~l:teve, 
and tl:!.Ef vocabulary i'roro. a manual on voc:abulary 1 prl'!ipar£;d by Rev. 
('arrinc;ton o.f Tllrloek, CaJ.i.fornia, for new converts. '!'here should 
alao be an exam:tnat:icrn given pfrriod:J.c:ally. 
The Junior-high Class v.roulo explain the basic beli(~:fs of' the 
Junior 
te::icher (paertor) ~;hould have the pupil practica ·t.he beliefs 
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they talk about in class--learn by doing as well as by class dis-
cussion. lt'Iemory of Scripture \!6rses and vocabulary from cards should 
be continued. 
There should be a teacher's manual, a pupil's trorkbook, visual 
aids, memory cards, a list of films or filmstrips of material 
available in the Assemblies and from other acceptable film houses of 
other denominations. 
This class would not be built around explanation of memorized 
verse idea, although it trrollld dravr on them though), but would discuss 
doctrines themselves in a systematic approach. Some examples of 
learnir1g and doing vJOuld btu (1) t·:hen dealing vdth salvation, if 
good visual aids ware available, one might press for a decision at 
the end of the first session, or lecture one session and at the next 
class show a film, by Concordia, on it~'hat it Means to be a Christian; 
one would then press for the decision after this film 'Vlhich ,,rould 
lend to a decision very ~~11, and (2) when teaching stewardship the 
teacher might wish to have the pupils experiment v:rith being stewards 
of their money, their time, their life, etc., in real life-situations. 
This basic idea could be applied to every doctrine. After an 
experiment of doing vmat was taught the teacher might wish to have a 
discussion session on the results, for example: on salvation, per-
haps the next session after a decision had been made the teacher might 
wish to have all the class discuss what it was like 11hen they were 
converted. 
These materials would need to be designed for expandibility and 
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flexibility. Contentwise it could be built on the Teen quarterly 
-
'What "!tle Believe•--which was a one quarter topic in the Junior-high 
Department graded literature produced by the Assemblies of God; it 
would need to be enlarged and oriented to the learning and doing idea. 
The teacher's aim should be more than just the acquiring of 
knowledge, but doctrine should be made to ll ve experiencially. Dis-
cussion would be necessary to make sure that they understand these 
doctrines in their language so that they could explain it to the 
unsaved, or other denominational friends. Periodic examinations 
should be given to measure results, and to reinforce learning. 
To be eligible for the Junior-high class there ought to be a 
prerequisite of certain Scriptures and vocabulary to be memorized. 
These classes should at least be an hour in length. 
Both classes should be on an elective basis and made to 
appeal to their age-group. 
A junior church-membership card and privileges should be given 
to any one graduating from these two classes; they should not be given 
the same rights of an adult church member though. 
!!!!, Youth ~-Grou2• The youth age-group should cover the 
three senior-high years and possibly the first year after high school 
it the church desired. This age-group would be divided into two 
classes, too. 
The first class would be a course in history. The first quarter 
would survey the Old and New Testament history; the second wuld be a 
brief SUI'vey of Church history, and the third quarter "trould be on 
denom:tnational and localchurch history. 
1130 
The pupil's textbook could be any book suited for the age 
level. 'l"his trriter suggests AccorQing !£! ~~by Bjorklund as 
one possibility; other possibilities were the Bible for Old Teatan~nt 
history 1 ~ .2!! ~ Earth by Langford for Church histor.r 1 Suddenly 
f!.2! Heaven, by Brumback, for denominational history. The author 
suggests for the teacher's supplement the use of ilfalker's book& A 
Histo:z :?£..~Christian Chur·ch, Chrlstianitl Through~ Centuries, 
by C'!3.irns, .:!:!!!. .2±,2 Testament Speaks by Schultz 1 or ~my acceptable 
history book. 'fhe pupil's book for denominational historJ could be 
thE:} abbreviated form of the histor.r of the Assemblies of God prepared 
by Gospel Publishing House. 
Possibly a series of quarterlies, or a book, could be prepared 
for the teacher and the pupil by an Assemblies of God man. The pupil 
should have a "trorkbook designed to interest and reach this age-group. 
Examinations should be held regularly and home work assignments made. 
This should be on 1>Ji th any high school course for this age-group. 
The teacher could be one acceptable to the pastor and l':rell acquainted 
with history. 
This class should meet at a designated time and cover as much 
material as possible getting a grasp of the highlights of events and 
doctrinal issues. People in Assemblies of God churches show a lack 
of knowledge of and appreciation for their heritage as Protestants, and 
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as Pentecostals, because th~ had never been exposed to histor,r. 
~:he second class should be a class designed to last an hour 
or an hour and a half. It should be a discussion approach '!rr.i. th home-
work that l'rould help the students find ans1rers to the problems they 
face in school, "WOrk, and the home. The first quarter vrould be spent 
on repetition of the basic doctrines s"t.ated in the Junior-:high Class. 
This 'k!Ould a ref:r.esher•reinforcemen·t time, and a time for questions 
that r1ad developed si.r:tce ·the Ju...l'lior-high class. The ren~.Sining t•ro 
quarters or :more should spent on the problems decisions that 
:;routh face as related to principles and implications of the doctrines 
they and their church believed. This class should be taught by the 
pastor. 
This investigator recomraends a fevl areas that should be covered: 
(1) c~ting 1 courtship, and :marriage--a good chance ~or pre-marital 
counselling by the pastor, (2) vocation, call of God, and college--a 
chance to help them get their feet on the ground them 
for the things tl~t face them in doing God's ~~11, making a living_, 
and staying true to God and their church, (3) how to conduct oneself 
as a Christian--manners, entertainment, and ethics in general, and 
(h) problems young people face in their home-life. 
This could be a chance for the pastor to get closer to the 
young people, and for them to know him and sense his calling from 
God. This should an informal but organized class; the young 
people could ask their pastor questions about the problems they faced 
and together they could find a \'ray through. ~..aterials for this 
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should give guidance to the pastor and the students, yet leaving room 
for liberty Where an aggressive pastor could take advantage of the 
opportunity to deal with particular problems of his young people. 
The two classes which the author recommended for the pastor 
to be tl~ teacher are critical pointe in the lives of these two age-
groups, and the content and method involved in these classes could 
best be handled by the pastor. It was felt that after one or two years 
the preparation for such class would taper off 1 but the influence of 
the pastor and the results for these classes would warl:'ant using the 
most capable, authoritative, and i..l'lfluential man available--the pastor. 
!!':!.Adult A~e-Group. The adults were considered to be from 
the high school age-level on up. Problems faced in setting up a 
program for adults existed because of the extremes in age span and 
knowledge, therefore, this writer proposed four class approaches. 
The suggested first approach was the home study course, similar 
to Rev. Mrs. 'alliam Clayton • s Mt: Faith course; which was a very 
versatile training approach. This investigator recommended that it 
be used for n.ey.r converts, but it could be used for a beginning and 
advanced adult course in doctrine also, if desired. '!he denomination 
could make this available very easily, or the local church could 
produce their own :materials, if desired. Materials involved would be 
a manila folder and slip sheets for various doctrinal beliefs. Each 
lesson would cover a different doctrine with questions asked germane 
to the doctrine (Scripture verses given to help with the answers); 
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the irtdividual t.Jould then fill in the answer in space allocated for it. 
The scope of the content may be as broad as the pastor or denomin-
ation desired. 
Jlfter the person t,;as converted the pastor should make a contract 
(or one of staff members), and enroll the new convert in this 
cou1,e; he would than assign an appropriately trained visitor to do 
the follo't>J•Up ~1hich would consist of' a w,reekly visit to check the 
answers and help them gat grounded in the faith. Periodic examin-
ations should be given to check the amount of knov1ledge being retained 
by the ne¥1 convert. Expandable folders should be used to hold the 
materials together better. 
In the case of this being used as a beginners course, or 
advanced adult course, the content could be oriented to their need; 
a home visitor should be ass:l.gned or they could be turned in to a 
capable person for grading, preferably the pastor. 
The second suggested approach w,~s a membership class which 
would run in six month cycles or longer if desired. The contents 
should cover the fundamental doctrines (in a rapid and inspirational 
manner), the history or organizational structure of the denomination, 
orientation L~to the local church set up, and the meaning of church 
membership. The Assemblies of God had the basic contents available 
in various forms, but they should be compiled into one booklet. 
The pastor or a qualified person acceptable to the pastor 
should be the instruct,or. This would be a class designed for new 
converts, church "members, •~ and other church members l<rho so des::tre; 
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it could be conducted Sunday during the Sunday school hour, or at som.e 
other designs ted time. 
third type of class -vrould be an advanced class 1-rhich "1ould 
follow the systematic theology approach and ,,'Ould be for experienced 
Christians '"'ho had gone through the membership class. 
n1e instructor would be pastor or a l~ll trained parson 
acceptable to the pastor; ttda class could be held during the Sunday 
school hour, or at a designated time. 
The more detailed quarterlies like the Foursquare's Declaration 
of Faith Quarterlies, Ernest l:ill:tam's book Systematic 'l'heology, 
or any acceptable theology, such as, Theissen or Wiley could be used 
as the text. class should have plenty of hom.e work with a 
discussion type class session and make use of the Bible itself. The 
individual class should determine the length of the class. 
The fourth suggestion would be to conduct a class on the home 
group discussion basis. Oroups of experienced Christians would gather, 
by geographical areas, and discuss doctrines that the Assemblies of 
God believe, or any Bible teacrdng. 'I'hese groups should not be vscy 
large and the group itself should pick the leader. leaders would 
be given special instruction by the pastor as to how to conduct. the 
class, and topical outlines with Scriptures to guide the discussion 
group. '!he leader then rJOuld train the group so that he ;,1ould be 
responsible only to preserve order and to keep the discussion going. 
outlines could be given to the group a ~ek in advance for preparation 
in the discussion the following ~ek, and they could rotate from one 
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home to another; prayer requests could be a part of the class, too, if' 
desired. The group would have to guard against it becoming a social 
time only, although this type of fellowship would be very good and is 
needed 'but it must not super$ede the aim. of learning more of the 
Bible and its teachings. 
The denomination or the pastor could produce the outline. 
Film or filmstrips could be incorporated into tlds also for discussion 
if desired, for example: stewardship, Bible study, prayer, witnessing, 
etc. 
Any of the above suggestions, a combination, or all of them 
could be used to strengthen the doctrinal knowledge among adults in 
the local church. It is reoOilillended that The Assemblies of God make 
all of these available for the pastors selection. 
Every denomination should have its ow age-group doctrinal 
training program and materials. This should include their distinctives, 
statement of faith, addition orthodox teachings, and history of the 
church, denomination, and local assembly. 
Any doctrinal training program ought to build upon principles 1 
thus making it possible to be .t'lexible and versatUe. 
The author proposed tv.;ro jwrl.or, two youth and four adult 
programs. This writer suggested that the denomination make available 
the materials needed for evecy age•grou.p in this proposal. 
This program. should be tried on an experimental basis for a 
period of one year, revised if needed, promoted well, and made avail-
able for use in the Assemblies of God. 
C.HAPrER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
SUMJ.'!ARY 
The problem of this study was briefly introdu.ced in chapter 
one. This investigator sought to determine to what extent the 
Assemblies of God needed a :more adequate doctrinal training program, 
and upon the basis of these findings propose an age-group doctrinal 
training program. Evangelical leaders were consulted to determine 
the relationship of doctrinal training and the destiny of a denomin-
ation, and a survey of history and evangelical Protestant churches 
was conducted to determine doctrinal training methods and techniques. 
Chapter two contains a brief historical survey of doctrinal 
training. Evidence indicated that learning was first from God, 
secondly, God and man conversed with each other, and then it was not 
long until God taught man through the patriarchs. In the Hebrew 
period the prophets, priests, poets, aud the sages taught the adults 
about God, and the adults taught the cluldren about God and a vocation. 
During the Jewish period the fa.td.J.y played a maj o:t:~ role, although 
there was also the development oi' the synagogue, the elementary school, 
the secondary school, the acaoom;r, and the ins traction for proselytes. 
No ne¥1 method of institution appeared in Jesus• period, but there was 
a change :tn the message.. In the first portion of the early Church 
indoctrlnatim1. lr.lB done by the preachers, teacher, apostles, H;enerate 
charismatics, person to person, and by written materials; learning 
took place in tr~ home, in the worship service, on the street, and 
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at job. the catachu."!ltmate ll.l!EtS the pre-
dominate means of doctrinal training, toTt.l8rd the end of the 
period the catechetical schools had replaced them. little 
training of the laity was accomplished during the Medieval period--
only person to person; cathedral schools, monasteries, and later the 
universities were not for the laity, yet they were the only thing 
that kept Christianity from dying. The Reformation brought about a 
real change. Doctrinal training wJ&s done in the home, in the 
preaching, in the printed materials; in the elementary and secondary 
schools, and in the universities (theological training). r..a techisms 
were one of the most effective tools of this period for training 
people. The Modern period saw rise of the Sunday school movement, 
curriculum, youth movements, and vacation Bible schools as means of 
teaching doctrinal matters. the Tl;rEmtieth-century the school 
and its curricula improved; along v.:ith the church and youth groups 
there l;18S added the radio, television, graded church, lveek-day schools, 
released time, camps and vacation Bible schools, but still there was a 
need for better doctrinal trsiniJ~ because of the impact of secularism, 
professionalism, ecclesiasticism, and theological differences. 
Chapter three was a study of doctrinal training 1.'1 selected 
evangelical Protestant churches. 'Ib.ree general theological camps 
were represented; the Arminians, the Calvinistic, and the Lutheran. 
Assemblies of God integrated doctrine in "-'"'"'""'"' organization of the 
church, but there was no program. or materials available for special 
doctrinal training classes other than 
Tuo indi vldu.als had developed catechetical on theb.~ mm. 
o-at of six pastors interviewed, everyone felt there l."aS need for a 
doctrinal training program and materials; only tvm an;:;rthing 
to meet the need and that 1r.ra5 to the youth """·'"'-···· 
Interru;d;ional Church of the Foursquare Gospel had a '"'"''"'"''"'"'m 
materials available :for the junior age-group, the youth 
The 
the adult age-group, and new converts. indicated that 
doctr:h"lally they were siznilar to the Assemblies of God. Evangelical 
United Dretl~n Church made available doctrinal training 
available for the children, youth, and adult age-groups. their 
churches in the Portland, Oregon area ¥Tare not denominational 
materials but 1r.1ere using Rev. IJ.oyd Ueeher's matsrials for 
adults, and for the young • P..av. Uecker also available 
a of tracts on doctrinal topics. The Churclt of the 
:r.ad doctrinal training materials availablo through tt'1eir 
Service Commission; they also had catechisms for 
children and for the people. 'Ihe Yearly of the 
d no program or materials available for age-group doctrinal 
had traditionally a heart relationship 
rather than head knowledge. Rev. Dillon indicated t had been 
ntore interest in doctrinaltraining and evangelistic-doctrinal preaching. 
The Free t•fethodist Church had available a small catechism, tracts, and 
some pamphlets to help their people understand church its 
belief, yet most of their doctrinal training 1r:as the 
school, in the preaching by person to parson conversations. The 
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Methodist church had so played do'!!.'!l the importance of doctrine that 
Rev. Jenkins indicated that lv1ethodist church members did not kno'VJ ¥1hat 
they believed. There were nurrterous books available for aaalt member-
ship class and membership manuals were available for children and 
youth. Catechisms for small children and adults were also made 
available. local pastor detennines the kind and amount of 
materials his church used. The American Baptist materials were 
infiltrated with liberal theolof~;y so that a pastor in the Portland, 
Oregon area did his doctrinal training in the preaching, in the Sunday 
school, and in special classes y,fllich consisted of a Discipleship Class, 
and an Adult l'Iembership Class. The Conservative Baptists as a 
denomination made available youth training materials, and were working 
on adult training materials, and the local church determined what they 
did in regards to doctrinal tra:i.ning. Besides the Sunday school, 
pullpit ministry, and training union, the Hinson I~ramor:i.alchurch had 
a Discipleship Class for the youth, adult indoctrination class (which 
was optional), and special seminars. The Southern Baptists had the 
tra:l.ning urlion as their main means of indoctrination; it l<lSS run by 
laymen and patterned at the Sunday school--organizationally. They 
attempted to indoctrinate and also give the people a chance to 
practice what they had been taught. The training union was held every 
Sunday evening before church. There vrere numerous inexpensive books 
on various subjects as Hell as doctrinal topics. The United Presbyterian 
Church capitalized upon visual aide and built their doctrinal training 
program and materials around film. strips. 'Ihey also had catach..isms 
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available for those who desired them. The three Lutheran Churches 
0·1issouri Synod, American Lutheran Church, and Lutheran Clmrch of 
America) t>1ere basically the same approach (conf'imation and adult 
nterrtbership classes) and in method of instruction (rigid homevrork and 
class discussion), but the materials varied with the denomination, and 
within the denomination. Some pastors had a pre-confirmation class, 
confirmation class, and adult instruction class. Evidence indicated 
the trend of allovdng communion at twelve, and stretching confirma-
tion out until the student is fifteen or sixteen -v,zas gaining groun.d. 
There 1>rere also various miscellaneous materials available. 
Qlapter four contains th.e results of a questionnaire which t>as 
sent to national evangelical leaders to determine 1<1hether there ll,'aS a 
relationship bet,;,;een doctrinal training of the laity and clergy and 
a denomination 1 s destiny. 1~ inety per cent of' the 1(Uestionnaires were 
returned, and one hundred per cent of those returned agreed that a 
denomination could not perpetuate itself without doctrinal .training 
for the laity. Evidence indicated that if there -vzas little or no 
doctrinal training the denomination would eventual~ amalgamate or 
disintegrate, and if there was a strong emphasis upon doctrinal 
c.."enomination would become a strong force for Christ. The 
Southern Baptists were considered to be the most effective in doctrinal 
training, and seventy-tvto per cent of the respondants indicat,ed that 
a person should be required to go through a membership class before 
becoming a chur·ch member. Concerning theological training, national 
evangelical leaders indicated that t~ro to three years of Bible collage 
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or Bible institute work should be the minimurr• training for the clergy, 
and that the maximum should be specialized training beyond seminar;. 
They indicated that a student should spend as much time as possible 
in his denominational schools, depending upon various circumstances 
and factors involved. 
Cb.apter five dealt with the Assemblies of God and a,ge-group 
doctrinal training. '£he aim lv'aS to determine -v;hether the Assen1blies 
of God had an adequate doctrinal training program and :materials to 
perpetuate itself. Questionnaires -vrera sent to denominational 
leaders, professors of C'nristian education, pastors, ''members n of 
the Assemblies of God; intervie'krs were conducted lcli th leading pastors 
in the Portland, Oregon area. IJenomiP.ational leaders indicated that 
doct;rinal training i1laS necessary for the Assemblies of God to par-
petuate itself, and that it v.Jould not hinder the 
fervor. T•fatf:u·:i.als ""rere available for the integration 
evangelistic 
doctrine in 
the church and i.ts branch organizations; some specific doctrinal 
books 1<rere available, and correspondance school ma. terials but no 
materials designed especially doctrinal classes. Evidence 
indicated that they were aware of the problem and gave var:i.ous pieces 
of evidence to support this; and they were also in the process of 
dealing with it. Statistics were limited from the college professors, 
but available evidence indicated that Asserttblies of God students 
were sl:i.ghtly belov.' the msdian on the A.A.B.C. tests. Eighty cent 
indicated that a membersrJ.p class should be required of prospective 
members and that a doctrinal empr~sis would help, and stabalize the 
the 
l9L 
six past,ors indicated that each one felt there tms a need for a 
doctrinal trainine program and materials in the Assemblies of God. 
Tvro pastors were actively indoctrinating their people, and the 
rest indicated they would too if t.lley had materials available. 'Ihere 
was also some miscellaneous evidence indicating a need for doctrinal 
training: the literature departrnent of the Assemblie<s ~'las ret.rorking 
the L~tegration of doctrine, Executive Presbyters ~rere considering 
$ptist Training idea, other people in Assemblies 
of God ~rare catechetieal m:aterials, other evangelical 
Frotestant denominations provided doctrinal training and 
mater1.als for their melnOEirs. 
six some principles and a 
rtave its O't-'il1 
doctrL~al training. 
doctrinal training 
denom:tnation should 
ma terS.als. It 
should contain denominational diatinctives, statement of :!:'aith, aud 
additional orthodox teachings, if any. The histor:r of the Church, 
denomination, local should, also, incorporated into 
it. Any should based on principles so that it can be used 
flexibly by various pastors. investigator d a program 
which contained tl~ junior, youth, four adult classes. It 
Has recommended that after materials were developed it should be 
placed upon an experimental basis for one year and then if 
necessary, before issuing it to the denomination. 
Chapter seven contains the and conclusions of this 
study. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Through the roseareh techniques used in this study ( docuruantary, 
questionnaire, and int.erview) the follt.ming conclusions trenl reached. 
General Conclusions 
1. 'Ttlhen the laity was indoctrinated the work of God went 
forward; when it was neglected God's people and his work perished. 
2. That a majority of the evangelical Protestant denominations 
provided age-group doctrinal training programs and materials for 
their churches. 
3. That doctrinal training and a denomination•s future were 
closely related; 1:t done properly, it would aid in the perpetuation 
of that denomination. 
4. That the .Assemblies of <..1:~<.3 evidenced a definite need for a 
doctrinal training program and materials. 
5. That a denomination should design its Of"m program and 
materials to meet its own needs. 
Sf!cit~£ Conclusions 
1. That doctrinal training should involve the family, trJS 
church, the pastors, and the denomination. 
2. That when the laity 11.-ere properly taught God's vrork 
advanced, and when the laity are neglected God's work subsided, and 
stagnated. 
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3. That doctrinal training should involve learning the beliefs, 
and practicing or living the doctrines. 
4. That three basic types of doctrinal training were used in 
evangelical Protestant churches: confirmation, training union, and 
membership classes. 
5. That every denomination, "''hich had a doctrinaltraining 
program, developed a program to fit their need and their organizational 
structure. 
6. That the Sunday school and pulpit ministries were not 
enough to adequately teach the people wnat the church believed. 
1. That the majority of the evangelical Protestant churches 
produced their Ol\111 materials, and d a variety from 'l<hich the pastor 
could choose. 
8. That doctrinal training should be done in a special class 
designed for that purpose, and measured for its success or efi'ectiveness. 
9. That doctrinal training rJas done on three age-levels: the 
children, youth, and adults. 
10. That the method of instruction should var.~, but emphasis 
should be placed upon the discussion method vd.th adequate home work. 
11. '!bat a doctrinal training class should be elected by the 
student, not forced upon him. 
12. '!'hat the instructor should be done by the pastor lihenever 
possible. 
13. Tttat materials should be attractive, and as inexpensive as 
possible. 
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lL.. That the basic materials needed were a teacher's manual, 
a pupils textbook, and a workbook or notebook. 
1$. That visual aids should be used as much as possible. 
16. That the contents should contain a denomination 'a belief 
(its distinctives plus additional orthodox doctrines) and history (the 
church, denomination, and local asser4bly). 
17. That a denomination vihich did not indoctrinate would either 
merge id th other groups or disintegrate to the cults, and various 
denominations. 
18. That a denomination l-mich properly indoctrinated its laity 
would become a po-v1erful and lasting force for Christ. 
19. That indoctrination vdthout experiencing the belief loads 
to dead orthodox:y. 
20. experiencing a doctrine without proper doctrinal 
training could lead to error, and eventual doom. 
21. That the clergy need to be properly trained to adequately 
train the laity. 
22. That the Assemblies of God needed a specific program for 
age-group doctrinal training. 
2.3. That the contents o.t· Assemblies of God doctrine were 
available, but needed to be put together for a specific course. 
24. That the International Church of the Foursquare Gospel's 
materials could be adopted by the Assemblies of God. 
25. That the Assemblies of God should continue the integration 
of doctrine but also have a specific course for doctrinal training. 
26. That the lfmembers" felt a need for doctrinal training, 
and there was an openness for such a course. 
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27. That the pastors of' Assemblies of God churches saw a need, 
and were open for a workable program. 
28. That the Assemblies of God had the equipl'llEint necessary to 
produce the needed materials; they had the people to develop such 
· materials, and they had the pastors and people who 'Wanted it and 
would use it. 
Recommendations ~ Further Stugr. 
1. Further research into each period of history determining 
in more detail the extent and methods of' age-group doctrinal training. 
2. The development of' age-group doctrinal training materials 
for the junior, youth, and adult age-groups. 
). A detailed presentation of' age-group doctrinal training 
programs of selected evangelical Protestant churches. 
4. The development of' an exhaustive annotated bibliography 
of available materials for age-group doctrinal training in selected 
evangelical Protestant churches. 
5. Research to determine the relationship of' theological 
training of the clergy and a denomination's destiny. 
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APPENDICES 
A 
1. Please print or t;y11e your r~e 
--------------------------------
2. 
Eighteen our of t~~nty questionnaires were returned and eighteen 
denominations ·were poled. 
is your connection or interest the N. A. E.? 
It varied from active leadez·ship to cooperative in the aims and 
goals the National Association of E..'vangelicals. 
3.. I use your name in connection -wi.th the answers belo,-,:, if needed? 
17 o 1 Comment: If' I am apprised of the way in l>>hich it 
to be used beforehand. 
4. you feel that a denomination can perpetuate itsell· l>'ithout 
doctrinal training for the laity? 
Yes 0 1 No 18 i:Jhy? 
Comments:: Unless one knows lihat one believes it doesn't matter 
~rr1at one believes; therefore it ~dll not matter to what denomin-
ation one belongs. (2) l'4ot effect:i.vely. (3) ot properly. The 
basis of the rn.ristian religion is understanding of its denomina-
tional teachings. (4) It could continue to be a church for 
sentimental or historical reasons, or if the people depend 
greatly on the authority and teaching of the minister, but it 
u~ould not be strong denomination. (5) I.lecause doctrinal clarity 
must constitute one bank of the stream of spiritual life. 
Christian piety is the other bank. doctrinal training, I do 
not mean necessarily formal or class training. (6) It depends 
on what you mean by doctrinal training; if you have strong 
expositional preaching and good Sunday School teachers this 
lfould provic"s sufficient to keep a denomination true. (7) It 
takes more than a fraternal relationship to develop strong 
loyalities. ¥men the tests of life come, a man needs to feel 
the sense of cleep commitment to eternal truth. (CS) At least 
elementary- kn.ovtledge of certain cardinal truths of the church 
are necessary for ono to maintain his spiritual life and con-
cepts of the church. (9) Laity must kno-v: what church believes. 
Clergy comes out of laity. (10) It 1rould be my opinion that 
unless roots are fed the tree can not flour·ish. (11) This 
is necessary in j to withstand the winds of 
liberalism, fanaticism, indepandentism, materialism that sweep 
the minds of ministers and laymen alike :i.n our frustrated world. 
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(12) Doctrinal training is a requirement of Scripture. Matt. 28t 
18-20; I Timothy St,l7 and many other passages. Arr.y denomination 
that ignores this plain teaching of Scripture does not deserve the 
name of church. (13) A body of faith is necessary for denomina-
tional unity. It must be not merely on paper but in the hearts of 
the people. (lh) Because of the general attitude that one faith is 
as good as another. 'lhe social culture and educational system have 
a tendency to unite young people from different denominational 
backgrounds in marriage. This makes it imperative that our youth 
are indoctrir~ted. n1e loyalty of youth demands more timn tradition. 
{1$) 'Yfithout lay training, including indoctrination, a church lacks 
meaning and inspiration. Unless the laity are *'rooted and grounded'* 
in the sound Biblical doctrines, they are easily shifted in their 
loyalties. (16) It lrould be extremely difficult for a denomination 
to perpetuate itself without giving doctrinal training to its 
laity. There would be no basis for loyalty. (17) How could a 
denomination perpetuate itself if its laity did not have basic 
doctrinal training? (18) Biblical denominations can remain true 
only by holding to the doctrinal teaching. 
5. What do ;-ou feel would be the results of a denomination 'With 
little, if any, doctrinal training for its laity? 
Comments:: (1) Unitarianism and Roman Catholicism, are the results 
of no tra.ining for laity. (2) Disintegration. (.3) Experience 
would be emotional, membership unstable. (4) Lack identity, con-
victions, hazy conceptions oi' God and the Bible.. (5) ~ioved by 
emotion, tradition or formality. {6) Invasion by cultic tendencies, 
subversion of spiritual l:i.!e by secular philosophy, ineffective 
evangelism. (7) Instability of members, ~"eakened church. (8) cold-
ness, indifference, lack of zeal, membex~hip of fraternal basis. 
(9) It would limit the effectiveness of the lay witness. (10) Would 
gradually lose its evangelistic fervor and theological stability 
and gravitate to'i!>rards liberalism. (ll) People 1\."'Uld join the 
church as they might a club, for social and ecor1omic reasons, 
rather than conviction about Spiritual truth. Perhaps a church 
may substitute a strong emotional appeal for doctrinal training 
and have a sho~r of strength, but I feelthat this is a 11-Jeak 
foundation on 'V\tl.ich to build. (12) As long as the ministry 
remains true the laity l<rill. 'l'his also depends some on the type 
of church government. a congregational type of government 
where the localmeeting calls the pastor it is more important than 
in an episcopal type. (13) It would not be many years until it 
would vaar to the right or left of its original purpose, and, from 
an evangelical point of view, miss its major task of bringing 
Christ to the nations. (lh) It will become ineffective and '"rl.ll 
either die, or else become lost in a state of nothingness. (15) 
It would be ineffective, in keeping with the trends of today1 
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would probably become amalgamated vdth other dE.mmdnations and 
lose identity. (16) '.Ihe -.dtness of such a denomination would be 
very limited and therefore because laity constitute the major 
~dtness of any denomination. (17) The people l'JOuld necessarily 
be uncertain and unstable. (18) Doctrinal illiteracy, resultant 
instability as Christians, and low ei'fecti.veness as lay 1rrorkers. 
6. In 
it 
opinion, 1rmat '\'.>t>uld the results a denomination if 
a strong doctrinal training program for laity? 
{1) Increase loyalty to the cl1urch and appreciation for it. 
(2) People would knoll what they believed, and l'1hy1 and if training 
included personal evangelism, I feel such a church vmuld grow. 
But. if doctrines are taught for their o-v.n sake, or simply for the 
spiritual satisfaction of the members themselves, the necessary 
evangelistic effort not be made and the church '\\till decline. 
(3) It cotild a means of great strength if combined with 
spiritual power; otherwise it develops Pharisees. (4) Strong 
loyalties, even under tr~ying circumstances. (5) hvangelistic 
zeal would be increased, more positive outreach for souls. (6) 
Membership would be based upon conviction rather than convenience 
and thus the vi tal life of the church l\>t>uld be strengthened and 
its influence and witness made more effective. (7} '~ruth is in 
order to godliness." Faith, piety, and zeal for the truth. (8) It v~uld be similar to a blood transfusion to a sick man. 
{9) There would be a smaller loss to other denominational groups. 
Groups w~th a parochial scl~ol system seem to hold their people 
better than those who do not have such schools. (10) Strengthen 
the laity, confidence and assurance grows, makes a stronger 
witness. (11) It, 'trould grow and be bound toget,her with n1utual 
understanding. (12) It v1ould perpetuate the doctrinal persuasive-
ness and testimony of the church. (13} opposite of number 
(14) rillile one may be correct in doctrine, he may become a lukewarm 
Christian; on the other hand a denomination v,'ith a strong doctrinal 
training program has a much better opportunity to develop strong, 
mature members thereby a more stabilized denomination. (15) A denomination with a doctrinal training program, if 
its doctrines are Biblically sound, builds deep con,~ction into 
its people and makes them more evangelical. (16) A strong doctrinal 
training program on the level of the laity through church school 
classes, Christian Ser.tice units, Bible study classes for 
adl1lts 1 and a solid core of' Biblical preaching, -vi'Ould greatly 
strengthen a denomination and help to project it into future 
on course. (17) Bible-believing Baptists have always had a strong 
doctrinal program through the Bible Schools and Bible 
preacidng. (18) A strong doctrinal training program for a 
denomination t s laity t•'Ould certainly result in loyalty on the 
part of the laity and intelligent cooperation vdth the activi,t:i.es 
of the denomination and the desire to extend the denomination 
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>1ould feel in1pelled 
of the denomination. 
the of conviction 
7. In your acquaintance with other denondnations their doctrinal 
trainit'lg programs for the laity, 111hich one ·l;o your knok'Jledge 
the best? 
Southern Baptist (7); Lutheran (h); Christian (4); 
l!~vangelical F'ree Church (1); Olurch of God, Anderson, Indiana (1); 
don't kno-vr (2}; no remarl< (1). 
8. In the local church, do you feel that a person should be required 
to go through a class t·Ihich teaches what their church believes 
before thEily are able to become members of that church? 
Yes 13 i~o 1 • 
Comments; (1) I think instruction classes are vital. a 
part of a church fellowship that does not have a membership causes 
me to answer with reservation. (2) Not necessarily but they should 
be taught short~v thereafter. (3) Or at least a session or t~ro 
with the pastor or other church officials selected to such 
candidates. (L} ~,Je believe it 'lf<ould be best. (S) Not compelled, 
but encouragedto do so. 
9. Concerning ministers of a denomination~ 
A. much theological training should be required? 
a) Seminary (6). 
b) Three years required, ~~th srnne graduate work recommended. 
c) should be a constant learning process. 
d) I have a Ph.D. in ll!1ilosophy of Heligion. 
e) Two or three years, concentrating on the knowledge o! 
the Bible. 
f) As much as possible. 
g) Four years. 
h) Specialized training for special ministerial work. 
a) Seminary (.3). 
b) Bible institute .. 
c) Two to three years (3). 
d) Thorough knol:rledge of church doctrines. 
e) College degree. 
f) Bible college or Christian college. 
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r:) Ntm t interpretation. 
h) Junior college or equivalent. 
i) Special for those not meeting academic 
standards. 
a) Seminary ($). 
b) 13ible college (~)). 
c) Three years (2). 
d) A sufficient amount to acquaint hin1 with a thorough 
knowledge of the church's doctrine and of the Scriptures 
themselves, related subjects, also, ~~uld be helpful. 
e) No fixed standard. 
f) l~1a t is the normal? 
g) College 
B. How much should a rld.nisterial candidate be required to attend 
denominations school? 
1. 111 one of his schooling. 
a) Allowable in some casf.:;s. 
2. Half of rds schooling. 
a) At least (2). 
b) I)epends upon \vhat other schools he attended. 
c) Helpful if he could attend one-half but not required. 
3. All of his ochoolinc; (12). 
a) Recommended, but not an absolute requirement. 
b) least four years in his denomiMtional college 'Hhere 
v;rould be expected to get a major in religion. 
c) If possible (2). 
d) Preferred (~). 
Comments t (1) If not at least one-r.talf he ""rould have no understand-
ing o? the ------ of thought. or practice. (2) Orthodox: 
Presbyterian Church has no school of its O'ltm. (3) This would 
depend upon circumstances. In our church it ;.10uld not be on 
either/or proposition. (4) while formal training is of vital 
importance, it is difficult for me to fix the amount. Circum-
stances are so varied that I 'ltJOUld be very hesitant to say it 
must al-vrays be in a udenominational 11 school and I r:tOuld be very 
hesitant to say it should be a specified number of years. (5) It 
is best to fin ish one • s own seminar.r 1 if it is evangelical in its 
teaching, and then to go elsewhere for further study. If one's 
mm seminary is not true:: to the v1ord another seminar;~r should be 
attended. (6) As much of his schooling as \'.1.11 satisfy the needs 
of his particular field of labor. (7) The Lutheran Church, 
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Missouri Synod l:'.las a colloquy program.. "tvho have received 
theological ·trainil1.fs in other denominations may give evidence of 
their having the equivalent to the required schooling The 
Lutheran Church, Missouri S;)'nod and that they stand in doctrinal 
agreement completely 'lrd. th the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod. 
(B) As much as possible in his ~m school. Some outside is good 
too. { 9) '!t1here ever God leads. ( 10) If his denominational 
schools are spiritually sottnd and t~1e doctrinally train 
men to be evangelistic, missionary rrdndad, compassionate pastors, 
a nu:m should attend them some in order to get the denominational 
orientation. (11) 'Ide have no strictly denominational schools. 
Therefore, I not feel qualified to write an opinion. I 
believe every young man should strive t.o the best education 
possible. If a parson converted beyond the age of education 
I feel there are exceptions. (12) ovm group does not have an 
educational institution. '!'his has: been a weakness in denominational 
loyalty, uniformity of doctrinal emphases, -v;hich uould not be 
true if all our leaders graduated from the same schools. (13) If 
the f4raduate qualifies for graduate ,;-mrk he certainly should 
take B. D. in a seminary of his Ol<m. communion if available. 
After that, additional graduate stuqy tol~rds doctorates may be 
taken. (lL) One cannot be arbitrart.r here. 
10. vlould you like a compilation of the results oi' the questionnaire? 
Yes 16 ?;to 2 • 
B 
1. Please print or type your name _______________ _ 
Fourteen out of seventeen returned questionnaires s&~t out. 
2. I use your name, if needed, connection -vd.th follo-wing 
answers? Yes 10 r~ o 1 No remark J • 
-- -
(l) I have no special objection. (2) I am not amd.ous. 
, however, I ~uld just as soon that it used. 
3. many years you to of God? 
0...5 5-10 10-15 15-20 ll 20..30 2 30-40 1 l·1ore 4 • 
~ ~ -....- ~ __........ ~ -----...... 
4. How lonrt, have you. in national leadership position? 
5-10 3 10-15 2 15-20 3 20-25 2h-30 1 30-40 1 }tore 4 • 
~~~~~- ---
5. doctrinal are available the 
of the of the list 
back. 
1) Department materials; Christ Ambassador; Sunday School; 
education. 
2) Nelson, P. c. Doctrines of the Bible. Springfield; Gospel 
Publishin~; House. --
3) Undated Sunday School Quarterlies - thirteen lesson series. 
Christ; The Holy Spirit; F'undamentals of The God The 
Father; The Church; Ho"1to Live the Christian 'l'he 
Assemblies ot' Our Faith and li'ellowship; Prophecy; 
Salvation1 and to come in 1964, questions You }iill !<teet; 196$ 
Proofs of Christianity; Old Testament Types. 
h) Correspondence courses the School of the Bible (h). 
5) ~~tension Schools. 
6) Undated quarterlies: Ephesians, • 
7) Books listed sixty-t\ciO catalogues pp. 128-lhO. for 
ministers, Bible stut~nts, and laymen. 
6) 'l'eacbers training class each year materials. 
9) of the basic School literature. 
10) i-·Jilliams, E:r·nest s. s;v;;t.ematic Theola~. 
11) l·?e should not limt ourse1ves only to our ot-.:rn l·Jorks, but use 
other material that is available. If there ,_s lack, it is 
lack use of materials available. 
12) Series of booklets on M;r Chur·ch Believes." 
13) Various School course material, youth camp materials, 
boys and girls pror:;rams, vacation Dible School literature. 
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1.4) vle have graded materials .for every age level, and beginning 
with the Junior age, have doctrinal studies in topical form. 
In some cases the entire quarter's studies are on doctrine; 
in others 1 only a part. 
15) Quarter topics. 
a) Juniors 1963 - The Chu.rch, Christian Service; Our Bible 
l96b - Jesus the Son of God; Salvation and growth 
1965 • vlha.t is God Like?; Teachings of Jesus 
b) Junior High 1963 - l1hat It Means to Be a Christian 
1964 - Things l•le Believe; Pictures of the Cross 
1965 - Challenges of Christian Life; Our Bible; 
vlhat It Teaches 
o) Senior High 1963 - The Risen Christ; Living The Christ Life 
1964 - Pictures Of 'lTUth; Life In The Early 
Church 
1965 - Your Question and God 1 s Answer; Meet 
the Bible; The Bible and Science 
16) Pearlman, Meyer Knowint the D:>ctrines of the Bible, 1, 2, .;. 
17) Riggs, R. M. !!!!, s;eirr m:irseif !@1!.!--rfeffi've, 1, 2, .;, 4. 
6. In your opinion, could the Assemblies of God perpetuate itself 
without doctrinal training for its laity? Yes No ll No re-
mark 3 • 
Comment:. {l) vlhat do you :mean by doctrinal training? (2) A good 
doctrinal foundation is needed to build a strong church. {3) No 
spiritual or other concept can be perpetuated beyond a given 
generation ~dthout the original concept being re-taught again 
and again. {4) The Bible teaches that Christian faith must be 
perpetuated by taking heed to doctrine. Observe the old Testament 
admonition, Deuteronomy 6tl-91 given to adults to take heed to 
principles of faith {doctrine) and to instruct their children 
diligently. It would seem to me that, though not a succinctly 
stated in the New Testament, it is, of course, succinctly stated 
that the minister should take heed unto ••••• doctrine. (5) Doctrine 
is teaching. Unless people are properly taught they are subject 
to every wind of doctrine. Moreover, they do not have a firm 
foundation for .fighti."lg the good .fight of faith. {6) Much needed. 
(7) Our people must be familiar with what we believe. (8) Some 
doctrimtl training would be required. (9) Mot successfully. 
(10) No religious organization could exist pemanently v:ithout 
proper doctrinal training. 
7. 1):) you feel that a stronger emphasis on doctrinal training 'tiould 
kill the evangelistic .fires of the Assemblies of God? Yes 0 
No l4 rfuy? -
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Comments:; (1) doctrine evsngelism are not co!npetitive. 
ft is a matter of each one in their_proper balance. (2) Doctrine 
is profitable. (2 (3) Since the entrance of 's 
Hord light, it result in fervor. (4) Zeal, if it is true zeal, must be based on facts, only the 
conclusions of the facta as taught in the '!rlord of God can undergird 
real evangelistic zeal. (5} have nothing to crther than 
doctrine. , &Jesus flaws' is doctr1.11e. 
doctrine. It is anointed doctrine both instructs and stirs. 
(6) It training and of 
fires seem to historieally hand in hand, 
certainly if the Bible teaches that Christianity be ... ,.,. . .........:~'~'·'''"' 
indoctrination killing of evangelistic fervor 
an inevitable result. it a mistake to 
between 'doctrinal 'evangelistic fires' because a 
doctrine a and, allmmovements in y,yhich this 
-wmuld true, it should ( of good 
nEn\IS) should be a Pentecostal movement beeaw:Hl the Baptism 
of outpoured enable to 
"Jitness. that doctrine vecy 
not in' any effect eva~_gelistic enthusiasm. 
of God's in doctrinal 
on.ly means but a c.Teterrant a ....,.,.,.., ........... .,.,., 
Church. (9) portion of God's 1;brd properly presented should 
enhance our evangelistic • w-ill all the 
ndnister. (10) The of God, is the all 
training, is ver.r strength and fomdation o:f 
evangelism. (11) The stu<.t.r of doctrine on the basis of '!,-Jord 
of should in a passion for the lost the operation of 
(12) ~1ere is no religious movement 
8. Do you any evidence there is Assemblies 
of a need for better doctrinal training for its laity? Yes 12 
No ~Io remark 2 • -
-
Comments: (1) This ia evident in the area of Servicemen and 
college students. (2) some places but not all over by 
any means. (3) as pastor and District 
Superintendant counciling our members reveals inadequate 
(4) lr,"e have material1 but probably ha"ire not stressed 
as lie should need study by laity. lfuis is a lsealmess1 
I believe, almost all denmninations. (S) 1:his is emphasbed 
by great number of men in the service who don't know ~hat 
they believe. ) need for.· such amo11g ow:· people. 
(7) 1cie are constantly addtng to doctrinal 
.,. ........... "'€• nw.terials. position can be validated on:cy- by 
observation the reports from cltaplaincy. To me it seems 
10. 
Coments:: 
;riels ~~ke 
(3) it 
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(2) During any other service it is possible. (3) I believe in a 
correlated program of doctrinal training using all services 
available. (4) Sunday School inadequate since pastor should 
teach such classes and he lrould usually reach only part of 
the people. 
11. Are you acquainted llr.ith doctrinal training materials of other 
denomiP.a tionsl! Yes 7 'No h Mark .3 Comment; ot 
specifically. 1",'ho was the most effective? 
a) Southern Baptists d) Lutheran and Roman catholic 
b) Lutheran e) Baptists, Dutch Reformed, Lutheran 
c) Not qualified to answer. 
Comments:: Among the liturgical groups, the Lutherans and Episcopal-
ians are perhaps doing the most solid v,rork because of their 
insistance on catechism classes prior to confirmation. the 
evangelical groups, the most effective perhaps is the Southern 
Baptist • ~ds is largely because of their Sunday night training 
union, ~;bich is the most thorough-going graded training session 
that I krtoir< of. 
12. How does ours compare lJith theirs? Superior l Equal 1 
Inferior 2 • 
-
Com."ll.ents:. (1) material is not problem. 
probiem is making a place the church calendar and enforcing 
the i.m.portance of this ministry· the pastor. {2) Probably 
inferior. (.3) Assembly of God !l'.atel~ial is excellent. (4) I do 
not knm;. (5) i:Je need additional materials in the 'Way of 
catech:bn11. (6) o direct comparison of our materials and other 
organizations. (7) A strong doctrinal program, in some respects, 
is perhaps our \'Jeakest point. (8) Unknown. (9) Totally 
dependant upon the 'lrJisdom of the local pastor. 
1.3. In your opinion1 clo ,J."'U feel that a person should go through a 
class on -;mat our church beliews before becoming a members? 
Yes 7 ~1o .3 . t~ot necessarily .3 • 
-
Comments: (1) Not necessarily. There is no Bible precedent for 
tl:ds procedure to ll\Y knowledge. (2) This would be the ideal. 
(3) ~~ot necessaril:jr, but shortly thereafter at least, (4) I would 
not feel that 'illiS should make it obligatory for a prospective member 
to attend a certain class of instruction; however, every person 
becoming a member should be thoroughly indoctrinated. (5) ot 
necessarily. (6) This should be woven into the pulpit ministcy~. 
I believe it -.nuld provide excellent teaching. I believe all who 
become members should knoH the church stands for, but not 
necessarily that all must be skilled in doctrine. {7) I conduct 
lh. 
1 .. 
2. 
'· 
h. eoursf1S 
s .. 
15 .. 
1., Please nama 
2 .. 
-------------------------------
out out. 
nama in connection l,;ith the ans¥w-ers balo~r? 
remark 1 • 
Yes 7 
-
have you been in the Assemblies of God? 0-5 5-10 
--- --
10..15 1 1.5-20 __ 20..25_,. ~. 25-)0 ) )o-)5 ) 35-40 
More all of & lit's ( 2 ~ 
As college professor? 
2o-25 1 25-30 1 
4.. school ~tiona to ne"r students to 
5. 
measure their knowledge of the Bible and its' doctrines? 
Yes 4 No 4 ~rone 2 • 
1. school; we basic training here. 
2. Generally our entrance exams do not cover doctrine, only Bible. 
). A.A.B.c. Bible teat. 
4.. There are some questionl3 included in Hatsons Diagnostic I:evice 
l. 
2 .. 
,3 .. 
'iv'e use ~d. th J.U''-'V""""'"'r'> 
students school compare of 
®nominations? I~lc:nv Equal 4 Above l~ one 6 
---- ----
test .. 
compare. 
I r£Ve no basis for 
comparison. 
4. ·t:·ithout tests can not 
6. How do the students D'nT:.,.,.... your school l\>1. th students 
of dif.:ferent of country? Belo"'r Equal 4 Above 
None 6 • _____,_ ._._.... ~ 
1. 1 :e have students from. many states. 
2. Our students come .from all parts of country. I don 1 t knol>r. 
hoV<t they would compare with students in other """"'" .... """'-"'"~ or 
3. enough information to satisfactorily' anemer here. 
!~. '"'ithout tests no evaluation is possible. 
7. Please give any statistics t l:rould support lr:U1S.,rers 
f'lve and six. Please use the back of tl:'as sheet if there is 
not enough room here. 
l. is of t;y-pical .American teen-agers. 
2. .fu.rnish actual statistics. 
3. pible Colles! 
!1!hie Contents 
.-.,.,,.t ... ""u score (r<iin-'J' score) 61 
-- no training 
Fall 1962 
1963 
4.. Sou:!:ihem California Colle~e 
liist si$vera! yearr:;~ especally 
alirove 
;;. Central.Bible Institute or l:~vanijel College 
A.A.B.C. • upper io pe'r-c~lt score 9S and above--our upper 
10 per cent - 98 and above - A.A.B. c. Median 61, our Median 60. 
8. opinion, is doctrinal tra:lning for the laity necessary to 
p$rpetuate the Pentecostal message? Yes 9 'r-io 0 1<4o Mark 1. 
The Assemblies of God!' Yes 8 No r;ro remark . 2... • -
9. ~rJ'hat doctrinal training materials do the .Assemblies of God have 
available at the present time~ Please usa the back of this paper 
to list them. 
1. They have a number of good books and periodicals available. 
2. Ashcroft., J. . Fal~ of Underst,anding GocPs r,rord. 
3. Sprifl€'.t'ield~t Gospel :PUE'Jl'sliing House, i§bo. -
4. Nelson, P. c. Bible lllctrines Springfield:: Uolt:IPEI.l. Publishing 
1948. 
5. Meyer lno'Wi The Ibctrinos of the Bible Springfield:: 
Gospel !937. --
6.. Kendr:tck, Klaude l):romise li'ul!illed Springfield:: Gospel 
Publishing House, 1SSM:. 
7. 
8. 
10 .. 
R. r,1. \'Je Believe .Books l, 2, 31 h. Publish'inl~ !tous e,· 19-'4. 
S. ?f*Stema tic Theolo~ 
House, J.9Sj. 
n. V. Shall \.;1 tnesses Springfield: Gospel 
House, 1~i!i2. 
D. V.. '!'he Church ~~-
1959 .. -
Springfield;; Oospel Publishing 
• 
12. 
1.) .. 
lL. 
1$. 
P• 29} 
Springfieldt 
16,. is at 
are ' 
a student 
• 'l'his indoc-
situation. as a part of his 
kno't,rJ.edge rather as an isolated and 
factor. 'l'his study .has not consuoona ted as 
yet (I 1>~S a consultant to this commi ttae, summer· of 1962) 
the work is it "lill be published and it 
official guide to all. editorial v~ters 
literature. It also provide a means by 
specifics ean be rueasured on the individual, local 
by soma of objective 
test.n 
17. See Gospel catalogue. 
18. are some older books. 
10. AJ:.>e 
denominations'? 
doctrinal training materials of other 
Yes 4 1\l o 4 llo remark 2. 
-- -
Comments~. (1) No, 
knmrledge some 
ll. 
Equal 3 
---- -
Comments~ (l) r~ 
me; • r tva re...~.y much on 
12. can doctrinal 
School 7 
week s(irvfce 6 
... ..1.1.~.~..~,\h hour B other • 
Comments t (l) 1'7€ 
':i'.Siining 
training, 
place in all 
--
• 
(2) I a 
a knowledge. 
of other denominations? 
remark !.) • 
-
) 
our a.z•e superior. 
our people, though in 
quality. 
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Vacation Bible School. {3) It does not seem to me that this is a 
ease of either or, of these areas. (h) Christian day school is 
best far. 
lJ. In your opinion, should adults be required to go through a class 
of lttat our church believes before being received into membership? 
Yes 8 t:Zo 2 
Comments~ (l) At least brief and basic. (2) No, a class should be 
condUcted and attendance encouraged and expected, but not required. 
(3) Yes, although I did not require it in the church I served. 
(h) tlo, but advantageous for those without church background. 
14. Do you know! of anyone in the AsseMblies of God 
improving our doctrinal training program? Yes 5 
remark l • 
is ~lOrking on 
No 4 
Comments;: (l) I believe headquarters, also in our various schools 
in general. (2) CUrriculum committee -vdth representatives from 
Church School Literature Department, and National Sunday School 
Department. (.3) Edueatim1 Department of the Assemblies of God. 
15. do feel doctrinal training "~uld do evangelistic 
fires of our denomination? Help S Hinder Stabilize 7 Put 
- -out No remark l • 
- -
Co~mnent:n (1) Our movement is in a phase mere stabiliz-ation is 
Vita!. The 'hone;y'llloon' period is over and ~re•ve to settle 
dolJn to the business of solid living and back up what i,re have 
been shouting about. (2) Pardon Jne! include 1hinoor• and 
'put out•? sort of ans~r -would you expect .from an 
educator? I am not ans'WE'Iring the others because do not know 
how to stabilize a fire, and that leaves only one ans~r. 
D 
1. Please or print ;yuur name ______________ _ 
One hundred five out 
returned. 
a) I use your if need be1 vdth answers belo"tl 
Yes 91 No 9 
- ..,..;._-
remark S. (Yes, only if used on school work). 
2. Please give the name and city of your church. 
One hundred th1rty-t1>ro sent to forty-four districts; sev~m.ty sent 
to churches listed in the back of the Evangel; and were 
sent to friends in pastorate. 
,3. I am a lleensed minister ll , ordained minister 90 
Christian l.Yorker l Cooperative 1_ • 
4. Hot~ long have yo11 a pastor for Assemblies of 
no mark 2 
-
o-5 19 5·1~ 12 10.15 16 15-20 16 20-2$ 15 25-JO_.B~JD-35_!! 
35-40 More l 
--
S. long have you been a Christian? o-5 l 5-10 ~ _10-15_1..2_ 
15-20 14 20.25 13 25-.30 19 .30-.35 15 ~5-bO 18 
No rem.ar"!.{ 2 • 
6. 1.fuich Bible School did you attend? 
1) Beulah Heights Institute {2) 
2) None (23) 
J) Glad Tidings Bible Institute (b) 
4) Hamastend1 London, England 
5) 1Jieste:m Bible College, 1·iinnipeg, Canada 
6) South'i'1estern Assemblies of God College (9) 
7) Central Bible Institute (16} 
8) Southern California College and Lighthouse of International 
Foursquare ~~ngelism 
9) Zion Bible Institute, Rhode Island 
10) Metropolitan Bible Institute 
11) Southern California College (5) 
12) !~orth Central Bible College 
1)) International Bible Coll<:<ge 1 Eastern Saskatchelran 
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lL.) CollegE:~, Australia 
15) North Central Bible College and Bible 
16) Great 1 ..akes, Liberal arts college 
17) Eastern Bible Institute (.3) 
18) ew Fllgland Institute 
19) orth College (5) 
20) orth Central Bible Institute and Central Bible Institute (3) 
2l.) Eastern Pentecostal Bible College, Ontario, Canada (2) 
22) Budding ton Mamo1"ial School 
2.3) Institute (.5) 
24) Bethany Bible {.3) 
25) Trained • COI''l"St:ID01106t 
26) Rocky }'fountain and Shi.eld of F'aith 
27) By School 
28) Great Lakes Bible Institute (2) 
29) Bible College 
30) Lighthouse of Four-Square Evangelism 
31) Southeastern {2) 
.32) 
33) Southern 
1. In your opinion, do your people a good grasp of 1~~t the 
.,,m..,, ....... ,,... of God beliat.'"E!? Yes .51 No 4 Ji'air h9 1 
---
Commentt Since this is a generalization it is impossible to 
answer it accurately. It depends on h()"Vr long in church and also 
personal interest doctrine. 
8. In what area of your church activities do do most doctrinal 
School 48 l'torning l>rorship 48 Evangelistic 
Service 16 
-
remark l All 1.3. Othert 
--
1) Adult seminars S) Youth group (3) 
2) Special classes (19) 
3) Mid-week family night 
6) Sunday night training program 
1) J.Iens' Fellowship 
4) Radio, newspaper 8) Royal Rangers (2) 
9. Please cheek the doctrines you emphasize 
teaching. 
Inspired Bible 86 Salvation 100 
the b~ther 10 Ordinances ~ 
Jesus Christ -· 91 Baptism of the -
Fall of • Bl:l Holy Spirit _22..... 
l~llenium )3 Sanctification -or-
mark 1 Hell n 
in your preaching and 
Divine Healing ~ 
Church f«:: 
Second Coming *"W 
Final Judgement "'96"" 
Heaven, Earth "V 
l) Stewardship 
2) Repan tance 
3) Judgement Seat of Christ 
h) Believers Confession 
$) Gifts of the Spirit (3) 
6) Good itlorks 
7) ,1'1ater Baptism 
8) Conditional Security 
9) Justification 
10) Prayer (2) 
ll) \~Talking in the Spirit 
Commemtt I am afraid that you 1,1Ul bave problems with the 
question. The annual questionnaire for ministers requires us 
to say that we preach on all of the doctrines each year. i·Ioe 
to the man "mo doesn • t. I have put XX on themes most 
frequently used. 
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10. Are you acquainted -with P..alph Riggs' book 'TrJhat ttr Church Believes? 
Yes 73 No ~2,. Have you ever used it'! Yes 3:f1fo ~3. wliit were 
the resUlts? 
l) Satisfactory $) Fair 
2) Excellent 6) Good (7) 
3) Results very encouraging 
4) Very helpful 
7) Very fine 
8) Very good (6) 
Commentst (1) Those who took the course were satisfied and their 
tests ware good. (2) Quite good as an outline although I l~ve 
felt t}'l.at we need something that will more clearly define our 
D:>ctrinal position. (3) !.fore thorough understanding of our 
doctrine. (4) N·ot sure of results. ($) complete enough. 
11. Have you used any other doctrinal training materials in your 
church? Yes 74 No 22. Please give the name and publisher. 
~l o remark _2.,__. 
Comments;; {1) ,,;e have prepared our own materials. (2) I '~<1ould 
!i~e to make a few general observations concerning this very 
needed study that you are conducting. First, I think our 
Assemblies doctrinal emphasis has been weakened by the fact t:r.a t 
many of our people have come out or churches that were very 
strong in doctrine but dead in Spirit. They are keenly a~~re 
~bat doctrine for doctrines sake did not meet their spiritual 
needs. It is i'or this reason that I seldom emphasize the word 
'doctrine, 1 yet, all the while I am trying to give them as much 
doctrine as possible. Secondly, I do feelthat specific 
program o.f' doctrine (such as a study on Hednesday evening) l>dll 
meet our doctrinal needs. J»ctrine must be presented in every 
service of the church to be eff'ecti ve. For, if' doctrine ian 1 t 
emphasized in all services 'V:te are probably m.issill(; some of' the 
people t-l'ho need this teaching the most. Thirdly, doctrinal 
preaching requires a great deal of preparation and we (llzy"self 
2)1 
incluc.1ed) are prone to become so busy that we feel -r.;re do not have 
time :fior too much of this ty-pe of preaching. (3) An.nual Sunday 
school training. (4) Outline studies in Christian 
I:octrine, Perdington r~o. 2. (5) :Me~-er Pea.rlmans I books on Old 
and Testament. {6) Fundamentals of the Fa:i.th. ('"() Question 
and .A:nswer of Gifts, Carter. ( 8) Systems tic Theology 1 Ernest 1~::tllia:ms. ( 9) Concerning the Faith, Full Gospel publishing 
House, Toronto, O!nada. (10) Knold.ng the Doctrines, }~r Pearlman. 
(ll) Bible Doctrines, P. c. ~~elson. {12) Docltrin.es, 
National Sunday School '!raining Course. (13) ftr Faith, Christal 
Clayton, 1112 Duarte Road., Arcadia, california. (lh) Great 
Doctrines of the Bible, I. FNans. (15) Into AllTruth, 
Stan.ley Horton. (16) Operation Sunday School and He Gave 
Teacbers, D. V. Hurst. {17) Personal 'Horkers Course. {18) 'l'he 
Spirit HimaelfJ Hays o.f Understanding God's liord, Hobert 
Ashcroft. (19) Undated Sunday Schoolqu.arterliee. (20) Dispensa-
tions, Hall. (21) Bible. (22) Meaneth 'lhis, Brumback., 
Gospel Publishing Rouse. (23) Learning Gods' 1ruth, Pentecostal 
Assembly of canada 1 Toronto, Canada.. ( 2!~) Christian 'lheology-, 
B. Fit,;-water, E'.ard.mans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, 
:t-U.chigan. (25) This Is Ste"Jardship~ Brazell. (26) Lectures In 
&'ystematic Theology, Thiessen. (27 J Analysis of Romans, Chester 
T. BIOLA. (28) You Should Gospel Publishing 
House. ) Our Faith and FellOl>Jship, Harris. (.)0) 
Of He Believe, Riggs. (31) General Bible L'ltroduc ... 
tion, The t>Jord • (32) Bible School Notes F. J. 
Lindquist and Ivan l1iller. (33) }/hat the Bible Teaches, Torrey, 
Fleming and Revell. (34) Christ, Undated quarterly. 
12. Do you feel the Assemblies God can psrpetua te itself ltd thout a 
doctrinal traini.11g program? Yes 10 No 8.5 11o remark ll • 
-
Comments: (l) A doctrinal training program is basic to a sound 
Ciirlstian experience and prograrn. { 2) How do you expla:L'l their 
tremendorul up to this time? It certainly hasn • t been due 
doctrinal training for lie haYen 1 t had any. (3) 1'Je must teach 
as well as preach and arm our people vdth the answers to all 
false cults. (4) l~thout it it is impossible to a strong 
church. (!>) It seems to me that very recognition of a need 
for such a program is indicative of the fact ~JS are nolr reaping 
the 'harvest or years of evangelism without an indoctrination 
program. (6) Perpetuity probably would not continua or be 
contin.gent on indoctrination, though very important. Rather 
upon the blessing and v:isi tat ion of God the services. (7) The 
new generation and new converts need to have the scriptural 
background for· ,,1hat they believe. (8) It is a mu.st. (9) I "WOuld 
like to see a training course similar to Luthers, but not vdthout 
Spiritual leading. (10) This is the most needed area of 
2)2 
improvement. Our people have gone onJ.:y irwpiration for years. 
{11) Such a program would greatly help. ) It has. 
(lJ) Historically, ever.y self perpetuatin~~ organization has been 
held indoctrination of its {14) 
must stress these: as doctrines of the Bible, not merely as 
church dogma. (15) I feel an adequate doctrinal 
program is a must for u.s to survive.. (16) 'He lose too many 
young people in college because the,y do a foundation. 
(17) In Tlew oi' fact tt'..at lre are moving ·to socl.al-
cultm-al-edu.cational levelsr. n.o. the kin.d of 
doctrinal training prograr:t could also lead to sterile stag-
we also need a greater annointing of the 
Spirit if ~ expect to our doctrinal program effec-
tive. (19) perpetuation is without motivation. per 
cent of our xrten and lJomen don• t have clear of 
our faith. (20) Only if doctrinal preaching is carried on from 
the pulpit. (21) is wanting to know we beliew 
ld'Iat we do.. { 22) I we are twenty ;r~ars behind 
our • ( 2.3) I am more interested in the Bible t s message 
tlian perpetuation or other earthly organization's 
particular emphasis. (24) Arry shr. year old or Catholic can 
tell believe what they do but teens of the 
of God can not. (25) ot if :~rou 
a catechism class, but we must strengthen doctrinal 
(26) There is such a carried out every a 
~o~t'IMcut,s: or the of God. (27) I believe 
that Pentecost is scmtathing vrhich must be experienced, but ~,re 
need teaching the realm of the Spirit life and also toward 
coosistant Christian living. (28) T11e doctrines the 
are the leaditij:~ of the Bible. the 
life of the church, also, the foundation, and they at>tend church 
without a reason. hithout doctrinal training the people haw no 
foundation. (29) needed. (JO) Is Doctrinal. (31) 
Doctrine should be an part of all preaching. (.32) I 
believe we doctrine strongly balance our teaching 
a atrong personal program. This will 
our church both and Spiritual. (33) I .fee~ we need 
more doctrinal training in our • (34) Too many our 
know little about the church and its' • (35) iiJ:'q 
Sjrstem needs a belief'. ( )6) I am tor such 
a I still believe Holy Ghost :mich 
the gospel be preached, as well as a solid foundation. 
07) There is l."oom. for training. ()8) I this perhaps one our points through-
out our entire (39) !Octrino is the of truth; 
it there buildL~. 
precisely it is .foundation, lN1.thout it can be a 
btlilding. (40) A clear doctrine is ona thing 
"""~ ............ ~'.""'"' an 
is basic, 
stl"!lcture is (42) ha:ve a 
and matter are lovers 
{4.3) I believe ~re \,,'ill need ntore 
doctrine as are too false doctrines. (hh) I believe 
l\16 should have a good doctrinal training 
don 1 t l·Je believ"EE. 
end of it so much l-70 lose 
service,. ()ther vmrda 
to go over board on one 
we do we'll still come out at the same place as 
as ·the needs s souls. t¥e arE~ strong 
doctrinally and lose '!14'e '11 church 
at t t:l.me. If we of 
l>Je see men saved but 't·:d.ll be open both f' or every 
cult around because they· t knolr what they believe. {4$) I 
feel vre all need to know our doctrines thorougl~ in order 
to the,soundness of tt~ to inquirers. (h6) Doctrine, 
basis for our md individual 
developmli':nt. (47) Our needs more sound 
teaching. (48) Ue need a doctrinal emphasis. (h9) 
as an organization but as a w~llcontinue 
to advance. ($0) 1r1e 1re we're gaining 
on the 1-rhole, must ~Tong. I it's because 
people ax·en' t (51) A doctrinal should 
be encouraged thl"'oughout churches our mo'VEmi~Wl.t 
years. 'I'hia could be lrith a empbasis to intGr·est 
older ones in a repeated study. ($2) lie come to the place 
to many other doctrinal believers are w''""'"" ... L~ 
churches our people arE~ confused. (.$3) a vital 
area, especially w1.th of cl'J.ldren and youth. 
(;ih) I anl trondering sonte churches surv.ived thE~ con ... 
tinuoua, •curt•ent preaching. 
(55) 'I'he God could itself 'Without a 
doctri:r£al wJere consistant doctrinal 
majority o! ou.r ........... .. 
notoriously respect. (56) It impossible 
our doctrine it. (57) our 
people. our youth just don't kno-w1 they 
believe. ($8) won 1t be as strong and itual 
it. ($9) Coulc.~Jell substantiated by a 
program. (60) cannot separated 
worship, pi'aye:r', or School program. 
consists indoctrination as does other activities 
church. 
13. In your opinion, would a stronger emphasis on doctrinal training 
put out the evangelistic fires of the Assemblies of God? 
Yes S No 92 No remark 8 • 
---·-u ~ 
Commentst Provided there is balance. {2) Uot if it was taught 
unCler the inspirat:ton of the Spirit. (3) noctrinal training 
lmuld rather strengthen the evangelistic fires of the Assemblies 
of God. (4) Only if such a program became all 'letter' and no 
'spirit.' (5) 1-Jith the proper preparation and anointing a stronger 
emphasis will tend to ignite the fires of evangelism. ( 6) People 
need to have a firm foundation in the Scriptures. (7) Ies, for a 
period of time, until people "'rould be educated to it; the younger 
generation in nw opinion wishes it. (8} armointed word keeps 
the fire burning. (9) I doctrine can be mixed id.th evangel-
istic fire. (10) If' it 'Mere not substituted for evangelistic 
fervor. (ll) The more li;JS kno"Vr about 'lr<hat i"3G believe the more 
ferwntly v.re -vrl.ll defend it, knO'VIledge of Pentecost gives 
appreciation. (12) It "1as the study of doctrine that brought 
abou:t the reformation, so could its study put out evangelistic 
fire. It wrould rekindle it. (13} Just to perpetuate 'I;>Iithout 
evangelism 1>rould defeat the purpose for ltdch 111e are called. vze 
'!<,"'U.ld soon be just another denomination. (14) The T:Jord of God 
\'dll stand forever. We need as our basis, then 
the spirit to make it clear to us and hol:r to stand on the ~'lord 
in the depth of a trial. (15) Finney· becomes an excellent example. 
sermons are good illustrations of the evangelistic pol,rer of 
doctrinal preaching. (16) It depends upon the presentation. 
(17) Let us hope that one can be educated and still;.be spiritual. 
(18) Only if we retain constant reliance upon the work of the 
Holy Spirit. (19) l''ire is based on doctrine; fire is !ed by 
doctrine; fire is perpetuated by doctrine. There is no lasting 
fire ldthout doctrine. (20) It is a ndsconception to equivocate 
doctrine ""1.th spiritual dearth. Properly presented doctrine 
could conceivably enhance th:e ev~mgelistic thrust of our movement. 
(21) This would depend on 1r1hether or not emphasis \:!aS shifted to 
objective educational approach rather than subjective experiential 
approach. A blend of the two ,,;ould be ideal. {22) A fire must 
have something to keep it burning. ( 23) EV.!Ulgelistic arm ol' the 
church \'rould be stronger because this 'ttould give us more workers 
to be used of God. (24) itJit'hout a strong doctrinal training 
program, we "d.ll end just another Hethodist. (25) It most 
certainl;;r liould have a dampening effect on fervor but it l!,'Ould 
tend to make :t'or stronger more responsible church member-
ship. (26) kind of is it that has no doctrinal 
control. {27) It shoulm't. (28) lie need both.. (29) Having a 
knowledge of the doctrines of the Bible causes us to realize that 
evangelization is a rnust. {30) It v:ould cause the fires to burn 
more brightly. 1!1e must be grounded in the 'Word and not just haw 
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emoti~~ alone. ~rould 
•·Tn., • .,....., they in God. (Jl) 
doctrinally '!lie have nothing. too many people 'tJith pet doctrines 
and are not v1illing to the '4-Ihole of the '!:lord of God. These 
tt;"' situations often bring a stigma upon the local church often 
reaches even further. (32) I think it t·muld reduce the nurooer 
of our churches, but it -wrould prod!.u:.:e more 
Christians among the rest; thus providing a stronger foundation 
for further generations, if Lord tarries. (.3.3) Ue will 
alwa..vs need both so training 1\tlll lay a ground -v1ork for 
evangelistic effort. (3u) Not if ~~re done, again, through 
Ghost anointing. (3$) I feelthat a stronger emphasis on 
doctrine would enhance evangelistic fervor rather than diminish 
it. True evangelism doctrine fidelity knowledge. 
(.36) Doctrine can be and must be taught 1-dth the same Holy 
Ghost authority that is necessary for salvation, healing, etc. 
(37) I believe it to be tattght, but teach in our 
regular services. t~ere most of the congregation will there 
to it. ( .38) Tl:.is will al ""ays depend on the local minister. 
is reason for, or the loss of revival. (J9) Evangelistic 
fervor can be carried on the preacl:.ing and soma of our great 
doctrinal training fundamentals. {40 )True doctrinal training 
wdll have to incorporate the evangelistic of Ct.ristianit-.r. 
(41) unless we take a complete about turn in. so doing 
neglect evangelism. Such a program must be in conjunction 
lilith our strong evangelistic emphasis. (42) Indoctrination 1r10uld 
tend to strengthen our position and make for a more ..,.,... ..... , ...... 
movement, and add to the general vrell•being; but it to ma 
that there would be no necwssary connection betllreen catechetieal 
training evangelism, i.e., there are entirely different 
spheres, independent each other. The one o:f training 
tt!Ould be to better present the Gospel in evangelical effort. 
(h.3) It should opposite effect. (44) Rather than put 
out, I believe it l~uld cause fires to spread. (45) It ~rould 
strengthen it. (u6) It increase evangelistic fervor. 
(h7) It wJOuld be up to the student as "1hethar ded:lcated r..is 
knOl-l'ledga in the spirit, or solely relied on bis learning. (48) 
It should sti!!iUl.a te enngelis:m. (49) I feel this would consumate 
in a rejuvanization of our evangelism tt~ust. ($0) I don't know 
about the evangelistic fires, but I do this that our people 
would at least know to answer people a sensible way men 
asked about 1\bat believe. (51} I think it -v;ould. I beliew 
we need :more doctrinal teaching to support our evangelistic fire. 
(52) I see no reason it shoul~. should Bible 
!Iinder our outreach. don't see hol<t the study of the Bible 
....... ,. ..... '"' hinder evangelism. ($.3) I see no reason it should, 
providing '&,Je honor and the Spirit being :mora important 
ttk"An the letter. Pentecost virtually based on doctrinal 
""~'""'·" ue have not the best foundation for 
the understanding our four basic we have emphasized 
them. This has necessary to off-set the emphasis of the 
more modern church m1 Christianity merely a good philosophy 
of life. Evangelism must instill in people not only an experience 
salvation, but love for the which obviates necessity of 
for faith. (54) Such an add to the 
evangelistic fires. fact, maey of our churches 
.footing. have lost people, brought 
fires, due the lack of sound doctrinal • A shout is 
good, I shout, not aufi'icient footing. (55) If is done in Ln its place. 
(56) It should doctrine 
for revival, 
in action. 
certain amount of 
evangelistic fervor (59) I that 
the contrary t10uld on doctrinal 
stuqy would give us a stronger basis for our evangelistic endeavor. 
(60) Evangelism could be more adequately projected if we knew our 
course batter. (61) Except the entire church 
boiled down to a very sehoolish approach. 
Salvation to its .fullest because our doctrine 
our Salvation.. (63) As as a proper is 
(64) liot unless doctrinal would replace other 
as (65) Doctrinal teaching vrould 
make the evangelistic fires burn longer, and brighter. ( 66) As 
soon as one declares 11 he expresses doctrine whether 
it or not. 
14. you. in favor of a doctrinaltraining be 
at a desigr.ated rather than fitting into 
activity time of church? Yes $0 t:Io 41 No remark 13 • 
Comments: (1) I helpful. (2) it 
should be part the church each ~,~ak .. 
(3) cl1u~ch is a to more 
aarrtces. (4) Y.Je must be for this 
to • The to 
preach the (6) Yes, 
I ~ 
Bible time. 
difference, if possible, children and diff'erent 
• (9) r~ot "muld rather incol"PQrate it into church 
..,...,,.,. .. ,,."!!>,., (10} , special • (ll) The of our 
"'""'"""'h"'·"" the individual church can fit it :i.n at a time it 
or (12) rJe so activities 
no•r it 
U!.U6SS '\'Je go 
• (::Ud I 
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<nm.y rn.uch1 (13) \·{e a for 
a local situation and most often 
left the local pastor. (1.5) No, I -would pre.fer 
on :pr~Yt;raL1S more on his 
(16) Yes; if church allo"t-Ied 
ntean if folks d make this 
out. (17) A training once a 
infrequent held, is O.K., ho'tJever, to add to 
activities of the church almost impossible. (18) l:ie build 
,.,.,,.,.,..,_,.., around doctrinal teaching. emphasis given 
service. ) I£ the 
is ~·Tell ordered, doctrine will be 
~uH!lnt~uen through s!war a.xposuz·e. ( 20) There be less people 
out. (21) (yes) ) each ch.ur•ch as its Ol;'n 
of (22) I see no conflict. (23) 
Sunday P.J.ble Stney present excellent 
for doctrinal training. special classes for 
new converts. (25) Yes, but, t.i'lare to find unless mid-
service. (26) I think this would be effective. 
(27) Jt!ot altoget,her1 we needed training. (28) 
"Hork it their 
trained to attend 
alwa:n:~ 
of our churches ha:va such 
to 1:u·1othar asioo 
out to a'V"'ailablo to 
(32) I 
will 
led by the Spirit. (33) I think 
an indoctrination program after th~J 
harder to get into some of our churches 
heave."l. (34) Ideally, yes, in actual 
is not at room f'ot• add:i.tiooal act:i.vities. 
trend noi<t one night the "lhole family. 
seem to for catechetical classes. (35) I 
service vJOuld be beat for us. (.36) 
g,;,..,,.'"'"""'r morning. (37) course, 
churcr.es could certainly benefit more training 
·bime•-crnrch (38) Yes, if program is a complete 
Bible training rather just doctrinal training. (39) )fore 
uniformity. (L.O} our biggest audience through 
the Sunday School eventually 'lc18 viillbe utili!?.ing cornplete 
from Juniors through adult departnu:.m.ts. (41) 
Yes, if :rou mean a doctrine class addition to Bible 
study. (42) Yes, such .as a pastor's catechism class. (43) A 
denomination-l<dde, simultaneous effect might helpi'ul. {44) 
To attend a that doctrine only 'l!.ould be taught 
2)8 
would discourage I feel. (46) Xes, it would insure total 
coverage in all churc:ttes. (47) Yes, such as the Southern 
Baptist training union. (48) Integration would make it less 
obvious. (h9) li1ich church has its own program must fit 
such courses into its ol\m schedule. It is too hard to 
toom attencants that neEld it the most. (50) I would like to 
see a continuous program set up. (51) n1e local should 
plan its olm teachll1g program to fit into ita ovm schedule and 
sche~le of the people. (52) Your p1~blem not whether there 
should be a class but l<iho has the time and requirements to be 
able to teach such a class, ~alified personnel are hard to find 
in small churches such as ours. (53) A special effort could be 
made tolil&rds new converts. (54) 'Ihere is al'ltJays the question of 
availability of time on the part of the 'Willing viorkers and that 
of lack of interest and willingness to take time on the part of 
others. (55) I think not. This lead to a definite trend 
.from evangelism and tov1ard indoctrination. ($6) t'le have 
enough activity, it should be fitted into the present program. 
(57) As a family unit, church. should all partake of the same 
formal diet. (58) If \rEI cut out some of our present activities 
yes, otherw~se, not are cluttered up too much now vdth a 
myriad of programs. (59) I don't feel I could separate doctrine 
from 'lrJhat we but feeladditional training program l'JOuld be 
beneficial. (60) I believe the Lutheran system where there is a 
strong doctrinal teaching program prior to confirmation, is good. 
(61) Yes, for all \ho were interested. 
15. irlhich age do you feel needs doctrinal training the most? 
Children 38 Youth 60 Adult 15 All 28. 
- -
Comments:; (1) Doctrinal training should be quite earl.,v. 
it must'be accompanied by appeals to decisions. It must be 
repeated at ,nrious levels in terms of life, experience and 
educational levels or the old teachings will cause people to 
leave church. ( 2) Children, also 1 must be trained 1>l'Eill 
parents at home as v1all as in the Sun~ School. ()) Presently, 
all ages. Perhaps in the future the greatest 1"d.ll among 
children and ney,r converts. (t!) As soon as they are con'VE}rted. (5) If your question pertains to the present moment, all three 
are important. If you are thinking in terms of' a long range 
program, it is obvious that the children should be completely 
indoctrinated. 
16. Do you feel that people ought to go through a class on -what i-.e 
believe before they are per¢. tted to become members of our church? 
Yes _1!_ ~~ o 16 ~~ o remark 17. 
2.39 
Oo~nts~ (l) I intervie11r nenv- to determine 
their needs, and special problems in this area. {2) It -vrould 
...... ~~ .... at least read ftmdamentals of' faith. (.3) I 
should after they 
It our churches 
(L~) Also, a course. 
it a li UJ.e harder to maybe 
out. {6) Good the youth to have this. 
{7) it vlould be but do not advocate lll.l!i'\l"-.tJJ•r; 
requirement for all prospective members. (8) If' a 
saved, they should immediately be received the and 
mothered and fed the sincere milk or (9) Pastor is 
capable of informing them. (10) Sorne already knO"!rJ 
others do not. (11) I believe they should know thoroughly our 
beliefs, by instruction or training in; call it what you ldll. 
(12) Smaller churches receive one at a time occasionally, 
hence required reacU.1'1g of a book stating we believe ''rould 
be good. (1.3) 1n,'e do not have a class as such, but see that new 
members are fully a~~re of our doctrines. Sometimes new members 
come from other churches are already taught. (14) Good but 
we do not limit it to this group.. Repetition is important. 
(15) tis could be very profitable. (16) !1embership in the body 
of Christ is not conditional upon a full understanding all 
doctrines, but rather an acceptance of Cr...rist as Saviour. The 
Believe" program could veey ~1611 taught to individuals 
after they have been received into membership. {17) It ~~ould be 
fine in some areas, i."l others possibl.y not. In taldng new 
members into the church, I believe, yes. (18) It l>tould be a 
good thing. ( 19) Believe oo the Lord Jesus Christ 1 train 
a:t'tenrards. (20) They need the encouragen~ent ;,ro:rship, after 
a course on we believe may be instituted. (21} I 
not favor this as a compulsory for membership. 
Such vtould beyond Scriptural authority. (22) or 
immediately after becoming • (23) Not a class, but at 
least an introc!'uction to our doctrines, a class or 
reading materi.al, tfith our fundamental doctrines d. 
(21~) I definitely do, v,'QuJ.d like to see such a n'r'<"\UT•ftm 
initiated. (2$) should what we believe~ accept 
it, though they may not as yet, understand the teaching, 
clearly enough to take their Bible and expla:i.n. it. (26) I 
tl:<.ink that upon the individual.. (27) It would be a 
good bi.tt some people 'tvould:l 't submit to it. (28) I feel 
it l>roul d helpful to have this type class. ( 29) I do not 
believe, though, this can be made into an extensive training 
course. It should introduce the subject so that the new 
member ean it. (30) I believe it would be well to have 
some t~ of a catechism class. Also, a ne'i>t converts class in 
Sunday School for at least si:x months. (31) Sometimes especially 
17. 
2h0 
called classes, sometimes tm:ough • (32) Yes, 
but it would be wr.r difficult to establish. (.33) This ltill 
eliminate ignorance of our doctrine. ) tr~s is 
a requirement for Inembership. (.35) the of 
Christ is more membership in a particular church. 
(36) elimina ttl a confusion. 07) At 
least copies accepted. (38) Yes, 
special class to be incorporated Sunday school program. 
{.39) It woul (40) It not our privilege as 
tors to do so. (41) this makes a stronger and more 
stable church. (42) Yes, a member who back-peddles a salient 
doctrine is a pestl drag on the church). 
you give new converts special training in wttat we believe? 
Yes 57 no 47 l~o remark. 12. 
Commentst (l) If they tb not already' understand the Pentecostal 
Doctrine. (2) As they come to the regular services. Tracts, 
etc. (.3) Thinking such a class. (4) Personal. 
(5) four books are to them to read study. 
(6) \,le the home study together. (7) class 
for 1'.1ture l'iOrkars. (8) He a training class the 
Sunday school hour. {9) Just l-lh.at receive in Sunday school. 
(10) try to encourage thezn to attend Bible study night. (ll) 
\cle have required this for a numbez' years. (12) pamphlets 
given (A vtord encouragement to Young Converts and General 
Council of the Assemblies of God1 Its Organization and Beliefs). (13) Anticipate such a Sunda~ School class. (lh) Only if they 
come from othar faiths. (15) Hot as a practice. (16) '!tJe 
have a new converts class. 
18. Do you know of anyone l\'ho is 
doctrinal 
No 91 i;Jho? 
Commentst(t)All of us. (2) Iiav. 1Jilliarn Paris of 
~,1ash:ingtot11 has a weekly for young people. (.3) 
Springfield, undated quarterlies. ! get the impression there 
is tv~ recognition among our leaders for the need of more 
doctrinal trai.ning. {4) }frs. E:lmer Lindendel, wife of a 
Jersey pastor, l~s compiled a catechism type course for youth 
indoctrination. (5) Kenneth Sclwidt, Grand Junction, Colorado. 
(6) Indirectly, both the CVJrist Ambassador and 's Fellowship 
departments. (7) ! have asked a :number bretheran at 
Springfield about doing something, but there seams to be no 
answer. (8) James i'toore Evans in church has a large manual:: 
Doctrine in Question and AnsliiEir form. {9) Rev. Eugene Scott, 
2hl 
to at 
*'1<~"' Faith," etc., 
levels. 
used 
in God Churches. (11) ~rhe eduea tors of our 
denominational schools and coll~Jgas. As these find 
their places in churches country, they l'ri.ll a 
definite denomination. (12) c. Herr111 
• 
QUESTIOl~AIFJ£ RESULTS 
1. Please the name of your church Chu.rch A, Juniors 1n the 
I~h Sc~ool Thlf!rtroont. 
2. Please give the name of ;)tOur pastor.Pastor number one 
3. old are you? Unc;er 20 12 , 20-30 __ ,, 30-bO _ __., 4o-6o, 
Over 60 • -
4. Please give the nu.mber of years you been a Christian. 
5. Approximately how long r.ave you attended an Assembly of God church? 
O-S h .5-lo 2 10-lS 3 15-20 4 2o-25 2$-30 30.35 l 35-40 
OverliO' :-- - - - - - -
-
6. Approximately hOl1 long have you attended an Assembly of God Sunday 
School? 0-.5 2 $-10 h 10-15 5 l$-20 2 20-25 25-30 l 
3D-35 35=40 over Ii'o_. -
7. Are you acquainted w1 th Ralph 
Yes 0 No lb • 
' book ~ !!z. Church Believes? 
8. Have you. ever taken a course on 1-tr.tat Assemblies of God believes? 
Yes 2 No 12 Nhich one? Don 1 t remember which one. 
9. In service do you recei\te most of your doctrinal training? 
Sunday school 10 t.forning l1orship 3 Evangelistic Serive 1 
' service' 3 Designated t!ilie Other Christ Am~dor 
_pamp l • 
10. Do that a person should through a class on what his 
Church believes before he can become a member? Yes 10 No__!__. 
Comz11ents::c (l) Favorable. (2) They also should be tested with a 
questionnaire like this one! (3) Before you can support a church 
and its doctrines you must know what they are. (L.) If not, you 
become a member of 'who knows What.• (5} He not t~nt it. 
Notal Comments 1>1ere from those -v.no said 'yes.' 
11. In your opinion, does the Assemblies of God need a batter 
doctrinal training program? Yes 8 No h mark 2 • 
~~ ~
Comments:: (1) Perrmps more intensll"ied. (2) Too much 
doctrine and not enough of Christ can ruin a testimony. 
(3) training during ages eight to twenty, especially 
younger years. (4) Yes, clef'init.elyl (5) An over all view. 
12. Could :1rou. explain to someme else your church believes? 
Yes 7 No Vaguely 7 • 
-
13. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F'. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
L. 
l-1. 
Thank you very :much for your time and cooperation in ann~Sring these 
questions. 
irJoul d you like to know more about 
vlhich? No remark 2 • 
A 2 B 2 C 2 D 2 E 2 F 
1 3 M 4 
__......_-
abova doctrine? 
12 
Wotlld you enroll in a class it were offered on what the Assemblies 
of believe? Yes 6 i'~o 9 ~To x·emark 1 • ~pends on liDO 
teaches it. ~--- ----..-
Number of questionnaires returned fourteen 
-------
1 - no answer h - Over half of the basic elements 
2 - none of the basic elements 5 - all of basic elements 
3 ... half basic 
1. Please give the name Church A, Colletfe Class. 
2. Please give the name of ~vuur pastor Pastor number one. 
3. old are you? Under 20 5 , 20-30 12 30-40 40-6o 60 • ~ _____,.... 
4. Please give the number of years you have been a Christian. 
1 l 2 3 !~ 5 5 7 8 2 9 10 2 
11 1~13 14 4 -l;·r 1~1 I 18 -1~ ~o-----
21 22-r-23-24 -2;;-2o -27-28--29-30-
.31..._._._. ---- ~ -- ~ _....__.,. ~ ~ ,_....... .,..,.._ 
-
$. Approximately how long have you attended an Assembly of God 
church? 
0-5 1 s-1o 1 1o-15 h 15-20 6 20-25 4 25-30 1 
30-3~ · 35-liri •· OveFl'i{) • 
-
6. Approximatel.v long h.aYe attended an of God 
School? 0-5 2 5-10 l 10-l$ 4 15-20 ~ 20-25..J.L_ 
25-30 1 30·35 35:40 - ' 5Ver 40 • ...........__ 
1. Are you acquainted 
Yes 2 No 15 • 
.. ' . 
8. Have you ever taken a course on •·rhat the Assemblies of God 
bel:i.eves? Yes 6 No 11 one? 
1) Doctrines of Our Faith - Bible College (2) 
2) A fe-v.r teachers training cl>urses. 
3) Iout.h camp and Sunday school classes. 
9. service do you recei vo most of your doctrinal 
school 12 !'iorm.ng \;vorship 2 Evangelistic Service l 
!'iid-~"&ek 1 Designated time . other Bible C~l~ez.e <2f--
!1o~ Stu<ty" and ;youth CB!'!'!Q~ and outin£;; other than 1<1.rst Asse~blz 
10. J)O you feel that a 
church believes 
should through a class on his 
he can become a Yes ll t~ o 5 
111!1 ll'•m•~ 
Commentst (1) There alt¥ays room for improvement. (2) I 
speak From own lack of ability to relate to someone else 
clearly I believe. (3) It could have. (ll) Our training for 
most part PAs been what our parents believe and told us. (5) ll1e 
young people of today don't know tmat they believe, therefore, 
ll. 
class for those 
(6) i':e 
(7 I think a doctrinal 
it is important. 
your opinion, does the Assemblies of need a 
doctrL"lal training Yes 15 r~ o t~ o ~nark 2 _ __,.;; • 
Cow.ments:. {1) people are not ready for a class, 
such as children, or are not mentally capable. (2) ideal 
(.3) upon the background of the individlal. {b) SOO'!B 
should tal<e it, too. (5) Then he 
l".is church believed and he, himself, 1~>anted 
to a meraber. (6) is a vo~r to i]od. (7) llo, but it 
vrould be good. ( 8) If become a member of a church you 
should support it in every t<my; ho-wt can if don 1 t knOl>1 
vbat it believes. 
12. Could you explain to someone else -vrhat your church believes? 
Yes 8 No_!__Vaguely 8 • 
Thank you ver~ much for 
questions. 
about the follot~ne subjects? 
cooperation 
itJould you like to kno"''~ more about the above doctrine? 
w.ark 1 • 
these 
Yes 1$ No 1 
--
A 10 B 10 C 10 n 10 E 10 F 11 0 12 H 10 I 10 J' 10 K 10 
L' Io M Io · ·· - -
--
a class j,rere on 
Yes 1h !lo fc'o ra:m.e.rk 3 • 
-- -
0o.'l1'!lnents~: (1) upon 
• 
(2) 
could maks it financially. 
4) Over half 1) 
2) 
3) 5) basic "'·'"""""""' 
I 
• 
QUESTIONNAIRE TO CHlJRCtl ~!EMBERS 
1. Please give the name of your church Church B 
---------
2. Please give the name of your pastor Pastor number tvlo 
.3. old are you? Under 20 5 20-.30 1 .30-40 .3 40-50 1 
50-60 4 Over 60 • 
4. Please give tho number of ;vears you have been a Christian. 
1 1 2 < 4 __ _ _? 6 1 7 .3 8 1 9 1 10 
11 1~rrr ~- ... 15'1 it> 11 11 ·· lr-
ro 21 22- 2.3 2h 1 25--2·6 27 28-r-
29 .30 .35" ~ ".35-IirJ -1 ~ 45_-_. -·· -
.5. .Approximately ho'll:r long have you attended an Assembly of God 
church? 0-5 4 5-10 3 10-15 4 15-20 1 20-25 1 25-30 
.30-35 1 .35-40 Over rio • -
-
6. Approximately how long have you attended an Assembly of God 
Sunday School? 0-5 5 5-10 3 10-15 4 1.5-20 1 2D-25 
2$-.30 30-35 1 )S-i4o ~er 40 • -----___ _. ••,r• 
7. Are you acquainted ld. th Ralph 1 book 1rlt.!3 t Church Believes? 
Yes 4 No 9 No remark 1 • 
-- -
8. Have you ever taken a course on -what the Assell'.blles of God believe'? 
Yes 4 ~l"o 10 vJhich one? (1) At camp. (2) Bol Scouts Jr. ;erot:;ram. 
(.3)JF"Pe~na Ritms and s~verai otfiers. 
9. In which service do you receive utos t of ,:y-our doctrinal training? 
Sunday school 9 l'forning 1:,brship li.'vangelistic Service 1 
IJJ:id-week ~. Des tina ted time tltiier • P~rsonal Bible Studi12') 
10. Do you feel. t.ha t a person should through a class on 1-vha t his 
chUl~ch beli~ves before he can become a member? Yes 10 No 4 • 
-
Comments~: {1) No, but he should know it. (2) No, it vJould be 
riice, but p&ople shouldn 1 t be kept out because or' not lsoing 
through a class. (.3) t~o, should he if he's saved. (4) Yes, 
if he is old enough to understand. (5) I think a person should 
knmr as much as possible about a church doctrine before taking 
membership a particular church. 
ll. In your opinion, does the .t\ssembli~)S of God need a better 
doctrinal training program? Yes ll No l remark 2 • 
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Comments: (1) I t:hink everyone should kntn·t more "t,ib.at he 
believes. (2) Some training of some sort should be done before 
membership is allo~Jed. (.3) So we wU1 know mat we believe and 
vlhy. (4) Many do not know what V>re st8nd for. 
12. Could you explain to someone else l-ihat your church believes? 
Yes 12 t~o Vaguely 2 • 
13. 11bat '~uld you say about the follo1rdng subjects? 
A. Salvation 1 2 L. 3 9 t~ l S • 
B. ''later Baptisml 21'312 4 l ;__ • 
C. Loi·d's 1 i ·-2. :} .3 8 ~~ 2 5 • 
the Holy Spirit 1 2 1 3 12 h 1 5 • 
E. Jesus Christ 1 2 3 J Ii .... ll · :S 1--:-_.-
n. 
F. Trinity l 1 2- . - 31'<.1 li 3' .. ; . • 
G. Sanctification ~ ~H S - L. ·- 5 • 
Second Coming l 2 3 m [ ! ; ---: 
I. The Church 1 2 2 .3 9 ' li '2 ; i . 
J. Divine Healing !-1--r ... _) 13 li 5 • 
K. Bible l r--~ r;: ~ ~_5 -.--
L. Hea·l/en :f1'ill'l-2 ' --.3-r--1. 16" ;) 3 • 
J·1. Judgment l 2.~.? ."'3 tr""li 2 ~ 2 ... 
Thank you very much for your time and cooperation in answering these 
questions. 
1Flould you like to knolJ more about the above doctrine? Yes 12 
-l~o 1 t4hich? 
Would you enroll in a class if it were offered on lib.at the Assemblies 
of God beliew'~ Yes ll No l No remark 2 • 
-- -
Number of questiontsaires returned _ _..l4 ......... 
1. No answer L.. More than half the basic 
2. None oi' basic elements elements. 
.3. than hall' of the basic S. All of the basic elements 
elements. 
2. Please give the name of your pastor Pastor number three. 
3. How old are you':' Under 20 5 20-30 3 30-hO 4 40-50 1 
$0-60 _Over 60 .. ....;;....._ - · -· -
L.. give the numbez• of you l~ave been a Christian. 1 
2 3 1 4. 1 5 6 7 2 8 9 10 1 11 1 12 1 13 y-
lli'T'"" !5! J:b -rr -rBTl.?r 20"* 'rr'T ~ ~ ~ 
2s-26_27_28-29-30-31-32-33-34-35-
____...._....._ _ ___ ~~--------------
5. Approximately how long have you attended an Assembly of God church? 
0-5_L5-lO-$S 215-20 5 20·2.5 3 25-30 30-3.5 35-4o __ 
Over-IiO- • 
6. Approximately how long have you attended an Assembly of God Sunday 
Sehool? 0..5 3 $-10 1 l0-1.5 4 15-20 2 20-25 2 2.5-30 
30-3.5 35-40 Over - -
7. Are you acqua::tn ted 'With Ralph Riggs 1 book ~ !:!l, Church llelieves? 
Yes 2 l'Io 11 • 
8. 
10. 
f~ve you ever taken a course on what the Assemblies of God believe? 
Yes 4 no 9 }Jhich one? (1) Bible D:>ctrines b, P. C. Nelson. 
(2) l'lentecosta~. 'lruths, Bible ,o lt~ge. 3 Pas o:r's class on M1a,t 
~ Church Believes. 
In l-Jbich service do you receive most of your doctrinal training? 
Sunday School 5 Morning ~~rship 3 Evangelistic Service 1 
!¥lid-week Service 7 Designated time r- Other .F)astor's catelc'hetical, 
(2) SP!cial classes. · · · 
Do you feel that a person should through a class on what his 
church believes before he can become a Yes 8 No 4 
No remark 1 
.......;..._ 
-
Comments:; (1) 'l'o find out his church belief. (2) Absolutely. 
(3) AsseMblies of 'a great shortcomingl O.t) 'He should have 
personal conference 'With pastor and pamphlets. (5) After 
(6) No, person icd.ll no doubt be interested enough to ask and 
consent on beliefs of the church. 
11. In )-our opinion, does the Assetnblies of God need a better 
doctrinal training program? Yes 10 No 2 No remark l 
• 
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Commentst (:J.) Definitely! (2) Yes., ''"e must kno'tt ~elha.t -vJe believe 
'before w-e can believe it. (3) Too fm\T people kno,,r the doctrines. 
12. Could you explain to someone else irlfJa t your church believes? 
Yes 8 1\l'o Vaguely 4 No remark 1 • 
13. M1at would you say about the following subjects? 
A. Salvation 1 l 2 2 3 8 4 2 5 • 
B. 1·later Baptism IJ.:._~ -r 6 Ii 6 ; • 
c. Lord's Supper 1 2-;r--3- ~ 4 h 5 • 
D. Baptism of the hoiy Spirit r- 2 :3'1r- 4 2 
li~. Jesus Chrtst 1 2 3 2 ---r;-6 !) 3 • 
F. T.rini ty 1 1 ~ 3 Ii li 6 - ; ' • 
G. Sanctification 1 1 2 f ~~ b - u 1 5 • 
H. Second Coming 1 '· ~ Io li 5_-_-_:-_-. 
I. The Church 1 l · 2 i ---n li__2__5 • 
J. Divine Healing l 1 2 1 j" a-"T :-1........,5- • 
K. The BiblEf,l~l 2 l 3 B L. :r-5 ·-· 6 --
and Hell 1 ~ 3 2 li 6 53 . 
!-'I. Judgment 1 2 23 ~ r---5' li -; 
- - ....;;:....___; .....;;.;...--: _...;;;~ 
s_ 
1. 
Thank you very much for your time and cooperation in answering these 
questions. 
Hould you like to know more about the above doctrine'! Yes 10 no 
No renu:ark 1 Hhich? 
'Hould you enroll in a class if it lh-rere offered on viha t the Assemblies 
of God believe? Yes _2_ Ho No remark 2 • 
Commentst (1) Depends upon ·che time. 
1 -No answer 
2 - None o.f the basic elements 
3 - Less than half the basic 
elements 
h - More than half the 
basic elements 
5 - of the basic eleffients 
Thirteen questionnaires returned (13 page ones, and 11 page twos.). 
1. Please give the nama of your church Church D • 
2. Please give the name of your pastor Pastor number four. 
Hol-r old are you'i? 
60 
$. Approximately ho"~rl long have you attended an of God church?' 
0-5 1!. 5-10 2 10-15 2 15-20 1 20-25 2 2$-30 l 30-35 ':!5-40 
OvaF1iC5 -;-- - - - - --"' -
-
6. Approximately ho,~r long lo.ave you attended an Assembly of God Sunday 
school? 0-5 3 $-10 2 10-15 3 15-20 1 20-25 2 25-30 1 30-35 
35-uo_4o-~ 0ve-r . - - - - -
7. Are you acquainted 
Yes 0 No 12 • 
Ralph • book~~ Church Believes? 
8. you ever taken a course on 'What the Assemblies o.f God believe? 
Yes 3 No..,..1 1'11lich One? (1). ~ible Doct,rinesz Pearlman. (2) Bible 
Q?_!lej'e. 
9. In lJhich service do you receive most of your doctrinal traini~r,? 
school 2 l'!:orning \rlorship 5 Evangelistic Service 3 
Mid-week 3 nesrgnated time Other -
- -
10. J}) you feel that a ptlrson should go through a class on 
church believes before he can become a member? Yes 6 No-2__ 
N o remark l • ____.._ 
Comments~ (1) If nev1 to the ch.u.rch. ( 
tne crm.rch. ( 3) No, but ¥muld be good 
To properly represent 
do so~ 
11. opinion, does the Assemblies of C~d need a better doctrinal 
program.'? Yes 7 No 4 remark 1 • 
--
12. Could you explain to someone else what your church balieves'c Yes 6 
tJo Vaguely---2_ Comment: . Yes, but not before attending Bible -
Colle~e. 
13. i,Jhat l10uld you about the follo;,Jine subjects? 
A. Salvation 1 l 2 2 3 7 4 2 5 
B. Baptism l 1.. 2) _:J 4' li 4_'_,5,__,. 
c. Lord 1s 1--.r-2-r-3-r-!, 2 ,----
D. Baptism of the Holy "spirit r-:f" "2 r '3_][_4 _ __. __ 
J asus Christ 1 l 2 .3 1 4 9>1 
F. Trinity 1 5 r-- J ,; J:t ~(' ;----
G. Sanctification t 5··- n-~ 14 1 5 
H. Second Coming 1 323'"'3"'4 42 r- -
I. The Church 1 1 23 TO 42 -;- -
J. Divine Healing 1 ~ ';3 ~ --;" 
Bible 1 1 2-3"1T1~-,- -K. 
Re!f r-2 r-Jr 4T , 1 
11. Judgment 1.1.._2 1' .... j::¥. _,t 2 5""2-- -
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Thank you very much for your time and cooperation in answering these 
questions. 
1~!ould you like to kno1-1 more about the above doctrine? Yes 12 No 
"ihich? 
Would you enroll in a class if it were offered on what the Assemblies 
of God believe? Yes 9 No 2 No remark 1 • 
-- -
C~estionnaires returned 12 
l ... No answer 
2 - r~ one of the basic elements 
3 - t.i:'.an half the basic elements 
4 - Over half of the 
elements 
5 ... All of the basic elements 
1. nama of your church Church lt" .. 
2. 
old ar-e you't 20 20-.30 30-ho 4o-so 1 
- -
60 1 
5). Approximately hov; long have you attended an Asse:rrll:>ly of God church? 
o-5 5-lo l0-15 15-20 1 20-25 1 25-30 30-.35_ 
35-lio .... _. __ Over 45_. - ·· -·· 
6. .Appro:idma tely ho-v,r long have you attended an Assembly of: God Sunday 
school? 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 1 20-25 1 25-.30 30...35 
.35-40 40-h-;- Over1i5 • - - - -
- - -
1. Are you acquainted vdth ~-·,_v .. 
1 No 1 • 
• book _ & Church !!!,lieves? 
8. Have you ever taken a course on what the Assemblies of God believe? 
Yes...!_ No ..1:_ t'hich one? Kmndn!i the Doctrines of the :Sible-
Pearlman • 
9. In l·mich service do you receive most of your doctrinal training? 
Sunday school 2 ~,1orning l!;"vangelistic Service 
Mid-week servi'Ci D.esignated time Other pible re-a""!l'd::t.'li'"n_g_a_p,? 
study. 
10. Do you feel that a person should go th:t·our:;h a class on v1hat his 
church believes before he can become a r11ember? Yes& 1 
No 1 Com.mfmt ____ _ 
11. your opinion, does the Assemblies of God need a better doctrinal 
training program.? Yes__!_ No___J~o remark l • 
12. Could :v'Ou explain to someone else: your church believes? 
Yes 2 o Vaguely • 
............ ..,_..._.,.. ~-
13. t,ihat ~:ould you about the following subjects? 
A. Salvation 1 2 l 3 1 4 5 • 
B. ~,later l3antism l- r J'J. 4 1 5 . 
C. !Jorcl' s Supper 1 2 3 ~ 4 5:=. 
D. Baptism of' the Holy Spirit 1 2 1 .3 1 4 S 
Jesus Christ 1 2 1 .3 1 n--- r- -;-- - -
F. Trinity 1 2-r-".3~-r-s--
G. Sanctif'icati'On-r- 21 Tl-r- S • 
Second Coming 1 --"2 r--3 I4 ~ -
I. Church 1 21 -:r-11i-~ -
J. Divine Healing i ~ 13 r1i ~ 
K. The Bible 1 2-:r-.3-r--1. -s--
L. Heaven and Hell r- 21 3'1 T;-- S 
1'1. Judgment 1 2 1-r1~ ~--
~ - _,....._  __..._. 
\\'auld you like to knol.r more about the above doctrine? 
N o mark 1 l1'hich? 
-
1 ~1o 
A_B_C_IL.,_E:_F'_G_H __ I_J_K_L _ _r1_ other Bible onl;l 
'lriould you enroll in a class if it were offered on l'lhat the .Assemblies 
of God believe? Yes 2 No • 
Thank you very tnu.ch for your time and cooperation in ans-vJering ·these 
questions. 
1 - No answer 4 - Over half' of the 
2 - one of the basic elements basic elements 
3 - Less than l~lf of the basic elements 5 - All of the basic 
elements 
1. Please give the name of your church .... All ch~ches total (.a.,n,c,D,F). 
2. Please give the name of your pastor !a~.tors 11 213,4i6. 
3. How old are you? Under 20 31 20-30 20 30-hO 10 40-50 6 
50-60 4 Over 60 1 - -
5. Approximately hov:r long rave you attended an Assemblies of God 
church? 0-$ 16 5-10 8 10-15 15 1$-20 18 20..25 11 2$-30 2 
30-36 35-iio · l:lVer 4o • -
6. Appro:rlm.ate1y how long have you attended an Assemblies of God 
Stmday school? 0-5 15 _5...10 11 10-15 20 15-20 13 2D-25 9 25-30 3 
30-35.1:.._)5-L.o ~4o-. - - - -
7. Are you acquainted -vd.th Ralph Riggs 1 book Hh.at !£ Church Believes? 
Yes 9 No 62 remark 1 • -
8. Have you ever taken a course 
9. In which service do you receive most of your doctrinal training? 
Sunday School 40 Morning mrship 1 Evangelistic service 7 
Mid-week 17 ""'Diiignated Othe stors' class 2• chl"" 
class l; ~son.al Bible stu.?¥ 2; Bib e college 2i outh outine;s 1; 
Chris~ Ambassador ca!E 1 • 
10. Do you feel that a person should go tlurough a class on what his 
:hurch believes before he can become a member? Yes~ No~ 
N o remark 2 For comm.ents see the individual churches. 
-
ll. In your opinion, does the Assemblies of God need a better 
doctrinal training program'? Yes 52 No 11 :No remark 9. 
For comments see the individual 'C'ilUTches:-- -
12. Could you explain to someone else vrhat your church believes? 
Yes 43 No 1 Vaguely 27 No remark l • 
--
13. L'hat lJtmld you say about the follatd.ng subjects? 
A. Salvation 1 3 2 19 3 45 4 $ 5 • 
B. 1clater Baptism 1 3 2 lJU~ · f-19 5 • 
c. Lord's Supper l- 7··· '21tr-3_JJL....: ~5 ·• 
IJ. Baptism of B'O!YSpirii r;- 2rr"' 3 }~5""· 4 5 5 • 
E. Jesus Christ 1 :5 2 4 3 14 .. ~~B 5' 9---: -· --
F. Trinity 1 14 21 3 ,32 4 23 s 
G. Sanctifies tion f 31 . ~ !~ ,3 1 r li 3 ow _? • 
H. Second Coming 1 "1i2 ~ .3 $0 Ii 7 S • 
I. The Church 1 7 2 i6 · .3 'jo 4 ~ · :; · 2-.--
J. Divine Healing l 82'1.4 '1'"'47 b r- 5 ·• 
K. The Bible 1 .3 2~3""'W4 -c;-,---: -
L. Heaven and 1reli' ~ 21> 3r 41'i'2 5 ll • 
~r. Judgement 1 4 214" :f19 ~9-;-~. 
_..._ -- - ----- _..._ 
2$6 
i'Jould you like to lmmq more about the above doctrines? 
remark 6 vJhich? 
Yes 62 No 2 
-
-
A 21 B 21 C 21 D 2h E 22 F 27 G .31 H 26 I 22 J 25 K 21 
L26'M26 - - -
\<Jould you like to enroll in a class if it ;.;ere offered on Hhat the 
Assemblies of God believe? Yes 51 No 4 No remark 15 Other It depends 
upon tL~e and financial involvement. 
Thank you var,r much for 
questions. 
time and cooperation in answerL~g these 
Number of questionnaires answered 70 and 2 first pages. 
--
1 .. No ansv:ter 
2 • None of the basic elements 
3 - Less than rAlf of the basic 
elements 
4 - Over half of tl~ basic 
elements 
$ • All of the basic elements 
APPENDIX F 
ti.ESTERN EVANGELICAL SE!'WURr 
A Graduate School of Theology 
4200 S. E. Jennings AvenUE~ 
Portland 22, Oregon 
I am -writing you concerning one of our students who has been at the 
seminary fox• two years, Mr. Roy Schmidt. Mr. Schmidt is one of our 
fine students who this year must begin his work on bis thesis program 
looking forward to the completion of his work for the BD degree. 
He is sending out a questionnaire which is very short in form and will 
take a minimum amount of time to answer. 
I am sure the compilation of the answers will be a real credit to Mr. 
Schxnidt, \,'estern Evangelical Seminary, and to all those who assist him 
in compiling these facts for the ~~iting of his thesis. 
Appreciating any courtesy you can extend to him, I am 
Yours very sincerely, 
Paul P. Petticord 
1328 S .. I~ .. 20th 
Portland 3 Oregon 
.August 13, 1963 
Does doctrinal training of the laity have any influence 
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upon the destiny of a denomination~ If so, how much? 'lhasa are the 
questions that keep harmnering a~ray at me, and have driven me to ln'ite 
~ B. D. thesis on this subject. I v~nt to find the ans~~r to these 
questions! 
You, as an evangelical leader, no doubt have seen denominations 
coma and go; som.e have rapidly, others stagnated. Does 
doctrinal training of the laity help a denomination's grot~h, or does 
it put out the evangelistic fires of a denomination? These are some 
of the questions I must find the answer to for the sake of my own 
denomination. 
You ~dll find enclosed a questionaire, and a self-
addressed envelope. l'Yould you take time out of your busy schedule 
to answer these questions and return them right away before they get 
buried in the stack of 'lf:Ork that needs your attention? 
Any additional material that you may have, or that you 
think '\'Jill be of help to this project, would lika~lise appreciated. 
Thank ;y'l>u for your time and cooperation. It means a great 
deal to the success or failure of tlds project. 
Gratefully yours, 
Roy Schmidt 
RS:nb 
Enclosure 
2.59 
1.. Please print or type your nama 
-------------------------------
2. \'lhat is your connection or L'1terest with the N.A.:m.? 
). 
4. 
.5. 
------
May I use your name in connection with the answers belov~ if 
needed? 
Yes No • 
--- ----
Do you feel that a denomination can perpetuate itself "Iithout 
doctrinal training for its laity? Yes No _1~Jh;y-? ____ _ 
"t\lhat do you feel vJould be the results of a denomination with 
little., if any, doctrinal training for its laity? 
v --------------
.L 
6. In your opinion, ~ihat. i,tould be the results of a denomination if 
it had a strong doctrinal trainL~e program for its laity? 
----
7. In your acquaintance v:ith other denominations and their doctrinal 
training· programs for the laity, tmich one to your knm;rledge is 
the best? 
----------------------------------------------------
B. In the local church, do you feel that a person should be required 
to go through a class which teaches flt-Jhat their church believes" 
before they are able to become members of that church? Yes NO 
--
9. Concerning ministers of a denomination: 
a. Ho'!tr much theological training should be required? 
1. Maximum 
2. l-1in:lmum -
3. Normal ------------------------------------------
b. Ho~r much should a" ministerial candidate be required ·to 
attend his denomination's school? 
1. one of his schooling 
2. All of his schooling ----
3. Comment 
-------------------------------------------10. i 1Jould you like a compilation of the results of this questionnaire? 
Yes No 
---Thank you very much for your time and much needed help in this 
project. 
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PORT:I.Ac~D1 S FIRST .ASSE!"lBLY OF GOD 
P.O. Box 201.5 
Portland lit, Oregon 
August 281 1963 
Ctwistian Graetingsl 
I am writir~ concerning a young man who needs your cooperation. 
Roy Sctmddt is a member of my staff, and also a third year student 
at ;,;restern h'vangelical Seminary. Roy begins work on his thesis 
program this year, and is looking f'OI'l•rard to tr...e corapletion of his 
1-~rk for the B. D. degree. 
He is sending out a short questionnaire which designed to 
take a minimum of your time to answ~r--your cooperation vdll be 
greatly appreciated. 
! am certain that the compilation of these answers, and his 
thesis, vdll be a real credit to the Assemblies of God and to those 
v~ho assist him in compiling these facts for the 'Writing of his thesis. 
'Thank you very much for your· cooperation and the courtesy 
you have extended to him. 
Yours in Christ, 
Kenneth M. Haystead 
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PORTLA.i"l D •s FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD 
P.o. Box 2015 
Portland llt, Oregon 
August 28, 1963 
The inescapable question that haunts me, and has driven me to 
write my B. D. thesis on the subject of doctrinal training, is whether 
our doctrinal training program for the laity is adequate to perpetuate 
this blessed pentecostal movement or not. If it is not, then, I 
"Want to do evei"".rthing I can to improve vlh.at we have. 
You, as a leader of the Assemblies, are in a far better 
position to know vJhether there is a need for better doctrinal 
training than I am. You have access to denominational statistics; 
you meet people in every part of the United States; and, needless 
to say, you also receive the complaints of the Assemblies of God 
constituancy. 
Enclosed are a questionPAire and a self-addressed envelope. 
I would appreciate it if you 1dll take time to fill it out right 
now rather than putting it on the stack of work you have to do. 
I know that this catches you at an extremely busy time of 
the year, so let me thank you very much for your time and cooper-
ation. It means a great deal to the success or failure of this 
project. 
Gratefully yours, 
Roy Schmidt 
QUES'l'IONNAIRE 
1. Please print or type your name 
-------------------------------
2. May I use your name, ii' needed, in connection with the following 
answers? Yes No 
--
3. How long have you belonged to the Assemblies of God? 
------
4. How long have you been in a national leadership position? 
----
s. ir:ihat doctrinal training :materials are available for the training 
of the laity of the Assemblies of God? Please list them on the 
back. 
6. In your opinion, could the Assemblies of God perpetuate itself 
without doctrinal training for it's laity? Yes No 
Comment --
7. Do you feel that a stronger emphasis on doctrinal training 1-rould 
kill the evangelistic fires of the Assemblies of God? Yes No 
Why? --
8. Do you have any evidence that there is presently in the Assemblies 
of God a need for batter doctrinal training for it's laity? 
Yes !i o \mat? 
-------------------------------------
9. \mere does most of the doctrinal training take place in our 
churches? In the: Sunday school Morning vlOrship 
Evangelistic Service Mid-vieek SerVice Training_B'_o_ur 
VBS Camps Other -----
10. Do you feel that doctrinal training should take place in the 
Sunday school Special time set aside Both 
Mid-'h--eek bifier --
11. Are you acquainted with doctrinal training materials of other 
denominations? Yes No 'Who has the most effective? 
----
12. How does ours compare with theirs? Superior-Equal ___ _ 
Inferior Comment 
-----------------------------------------
13. In your opinion, do you feel that a person ought to go through a 
class on "tiba t our Church Believes" before becoming a member? 
Yes No 
--
14. Do you know of anyone who is presently working on improving 
doctrinal training courses in the Assemblies of God? 
------
Thank you again for your time and cooperation with this project. 
To w'hom it may concern t 
BEI'HANI BIBLE COLLEGE 
800 Bethany Drive 
Santa cruz, Calitornia 
September, 1963 
Choice Christian greetings! 
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I am very happy to introduce to 
you Mr. Roy Schmidt, currently a student at \¥estern mngelical Semin-
ary in Portland, Oregon. Roy graduated from Bethany Bible College in 
1961 with high honors, having been at the top of his class. 
During the last two years he has 
been a student at v.restern Evangelical Seminary and currently is work-
ing on a thesis, looking forvmrd to the completion of his work for the 
B. D. degree. In connection with this he has prepared a questionnaire 
which is very short in form and should take a minimum amount of time 
to answer. I 't'<Ould count it as a personal favor if you irould be kind 
enough to answer the questions on this form for Mr. Schmidt and return 
it to him at the very earliest possible moment. He is a i.rorthy young 
man and I am sure 1v'ill make a contribution to the overall cause of our 
Lord J esu.s Christ. 
can extend to him, I am, 
CCBtak 
Encl. 
Thanking you £or any courtesy you 
Sincerely yours in Christ, 
BETHANY BIBLE COLLEGE 
Cordas c. Burnett, D.D. 
President 
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POftTLAND1 S FIRS'I' ASSAMBLY OF GOD 
P.O. Box 2015 
Portland 14, Oregon 
August 28, 1963 
The question that has been bothering me for some time is 
whether the .Assemblies of God's doctrinal training for its laity is 
adequate or not. If it is not, I want to try to improve it. 
You, as a leader in a denominational college, meet nell stu-
dents in person each year. You no doubt give them entrance tests to 
determine their knowledge of the Bible and it's doctrines. For these 
reasons 1 I feel you. are the best qualified person to help me determine 
if the need for better doctrinal training exists among tbe young 
people of our denomination. 
Enclosed are a questionnaire and a self-addressed envelope. 
I would appreciate it if you will take time to fill it out right now 
rather than putting it on the stack of work you have to do. 
I kno-vr that this catches you at an extremely busy tilue of 
the year, so I want to thank you very much for your time and 
cooperation. It means a great deal to the success or failure of 
this proj act. 
Gratefully yours, 
Roy Schmidt 
26$ 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Please print or type your name _______________ _ 
2. May I use your name in connection 'With the answers below? Yes 
No 
3. How long have you been in the Assemblies of God? _______ _, as 
a college professor? ________________________________________ _ 
4. Does your college give entrance examinations to new students to 
measure their knowledge of the Bible and it's doctrines? Yes __ 
No Coment 
-----------------------------------------------$. How do the students entering your college compare with students ot 
different denominations? Below Equal Above Co~nent 
-
6. How do the students entering yoTJ.r college compare 'dth the 
students of different parts of the country? Below E~1al 
--Above Compare 
----------------------·--------------------
7. Please give any statistics that would support the answers in 5 and 
6.. Please use the back of this sheet if the1•e is not enough room 
here. 
-------------------------------------------------------
8. In your opim.on, is doctrinal training for the laity necessary to 
perpetuate the Pentecostal message? Yes No The Assemblies 
of God? Yes No ' -
9. ~~t doctrinal training materials do the Assemblies of God have 
available at the present time? Please use the back of this 
paper to list them. 
10. Are you acquainted vdth doctrinal training materials of other 
denominations'? Yes No Comment 
-------------------------
11. How do our materials compare with that of other denominations? 
Superior Equal Inferior Other __________ _ 
12. \'.'here can doctrinal training be best conducted? In the Sunday 
school Morning 1-nrship Evangelistic service Mid-
Week SerVIce Special Training Hour Sunday school and 
Training Hour ....... __ Other __________________ _ 
1.3. In your opinion, should adults be required to go through a 
class of "ir4hat Our Church Believes" before being received 
into membership? Yes No Comment 
---- ---- -----------------------
l4. Do you kno"r of anyone in the Assemblies of Ood who is "t>rorking 
on improving our doctrinal training program? Yes No 
-'\'Jho 
-------------------------------------------------------
15. vlhat do you feel doctrinal training would do to the 
evangelistic fires of our denomination? Help Hinder 
Stabilize Put Out Other - --
I am Sl.'I.I'a you understand that in a pr-oject such as tlrl.s 
accuracy is of utmost importance, so let me thank you again for 
your time and cooperation. It means a lot to me and to this project. 
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PORrUND'S FIRST ASSEMBLY Q!i' GOD 
P.o. Box 201$ 
Portland 14, Oregon 
August 28, 1963 
Christian Greetings! 
I am writing you concerning a young man 'Wf10 needs your 
cooperation. Roy Schmidt is a meznber of 1ny Staff, and also a third 
year student at \•}estern Evangelical Seminary. Roy Schmidt begins 
work on his thesis program this year an.d is looking t orward to the 
completion of his 1«>rk for ·the B.D. degree .. 
He is sending out a short questionnaire which is designed to 
take a mininrwn ot your time to answer. Your cooperation vd.ll be 
greatly appreciated. 
I am sure that the com,oilation of the answers, and his thesis, 
will be a real credit to the Assemblies of God, Western Evangelical 
Seminar;)r, and all of those 'Hho assist him in compiling these facts. 
Tl~nk you very much for your cooperation and the courtesy 
you have extended to him. 
Yours in Christ, 
Kenneth l''L, Haystead 
26!3 
;o•s GOD 
:r.o. 2015 
Portland lh 1 D:N'ik'on 
!ugust 28, 1963 
The thing tbat h&s weighed upon my heart for some time, and 
has inspired me to -write 1'l'(lr B.D. thesis on the subjact11 l!!i whether 
we-the Assemblies of IJod-.. hQve an adequate doctr.t.mal trahling program 
to train our new converts and followrs what we believe .. 
You as a l:lliiltor can be a r*"l help to me in compiling facts 
!or my the•is.. You know too peopli!$ of t.he Assemblies of God better 
than anyone else. It our people are weak in this area I v:ant to try 
to eo~ up ld th sometrJ..ng that td.ll strengthtm them in their 
pentecostal faith. 
Enclosed are a and a sell-addressed envelope. 
a busy schedule, I have designed this qu.eation-
naire to take a miniltim ot your tiw&. I would appreeia te 1 t if 
would ~ right now tu'lswer it rather putting it on the 
pile of y-ou have to do. 
you very much .for your time and cooperation. 
Roy Schmidt 
QOESTIONtU.IRE 
1. Please type or print your name 
May I use your nrune, i.f need b-e-, -"..,a.,.t~h"""''"!th:-e-a_n...,sw_r_s.....,.6-e!l!l":row"""""~~""'I,...e-s--
}lo 
--
2. Please give the name and city of your church ________ _ 
I am a licensed minister , ordained minister 
-·--- -----
4. How long have you been a pastor for the Assemblies of God? __ _ 
5. How long have you been a Christian? ____________ _ 
6. l-Jhich Bible School did you attend? 
--------------------------
7. In your opinion, do your people have a good grasp of t:ihat the 
Assemblies of God believe? Yes No Fair Other 
---
8. In <trhat area of your church activities do you do the most doc-
trinal training? Sunday School , Morning \'lorship , 
Evangelistic Service 1 Mid-week .. . , Other _______ _ 
9. Please check the doctrines you emphasize in your preaching and 
teaching. 
Inspired Bible __ 
Qoq the Father __ 
Jesus Olrist 
Fall of }Jlan 
Millenium 
Other· 
Salvation 
Ordinances 
Baptism of H.s. __ 
Sanctification 
Hell 
Divine Heali:ng 
The Church 
Second Coming 
Final Judgement 
New Heaven & Earth 
-
---------------------------------------------------------
10. Are you acquainted 1-dth Ralph Riggs' book itihat ~Church Believes? 
Yes No • Have you ever used it? tei"" No • 'lrllit 
were the resUlts? 
-------------------------------------------
11. Have you used any other doctrinal training materials in your church? 
Yes No • Please give the nam.e and publisher _____ _ 
12. Do you feel that the Assemblies of God can perpetuate itself l>dth-
out a doctrinal training program? Yes _____ No _____ Comment _______ _ 
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13.. In your opinion, would a stronger emphasis on doctrinal training 
put out the evangelistic fires of the Assemblies of God? 
Yes No Comment 
---- ----- ---------------------------------------
14. i'JOuld you be in favor of a doctrinal training program that ~rould 
be at a designated time rather than fitting into the present 
activity time of the church? Yes _r1 o Comment _____ _ 
15. llh.ich age do you feel needs doctrinal training the most? Children 
__ __., Youth 
1 
Adult __ _ 
16. Do you feel that people ought to go through a class on ~-ihat we 
Believen before they are permitted to become members of our 
church? Yes N. o Comment 
---- ---- --------------------------------
17. Do you give new converts any special training in -vrhat 'We believe? 
Yes No Comment 
---------------------------------------
18. Do you know of anyone who is presently wrking on improving our 
doctrir~l training program in the Assemblies of God? Yes 
No lr!ho 
-------------------------------------------------
I am suz·e that you understand that accuracy is very important 
in a project such as this~ so let me thank you for your time and eo-
operation. It means a lot tto the success or failure o:f this project. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Please give the name of your church ____________ _ 
2. Please give the name of your pastor ____________ _ 
3. How old are you? Under 20 __ 20-30 _ __...30,-40 __ 40-50 __ 
50...60 over 60 • 
4. Please circle the number of years you have been a Christian. 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 l4 15 16 17 18 19 
20 21 22 23 21 2~ 26 27 28 29 30 30-35 3~40 40 or over. 
5. .Awrortmately how long have you at~nded an Asse.mbly of God Church? 
------· 
6. Approximately ho"r many years have you. attended an Assembly of God 
Sunday School? o-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 
35-40 More 
--
7. Are you acquainted with Halph Riggs 1 book vJh.at !:!l. Church Believes? 
Yes No • -
8. Have you ever taken a. course on what the Assemblies of God believe? 
Yes No • 'fihich one? 
---------------------------------
In which activity do you receive most of your doctrinal training? 
Sunday School , Morning lrlorship , Evangelistic Service_--', 
lf.dd-¥·1eek Se~ 1 Designated t:une 9 other ____ _ 
10. lb you feel that a person should go through a class on t-hlat his 
church believes before he can become a member? Yes No 
--
Comn~nt ___________________________________________________ • 
ll. In your opinion, does the Assemblies of God need a better 
doctrinal training progra."!l'? Yas No Coil'tiD!!'int 
------
12. Could you explain to someone else ~hat your church believes? 
Yes No Vaguely • 
1.3. 1,fhat t~uld you say about the follovdng subjects? 
A. Salvation 
----------------------------------------------
B. Water Baptism 
-------------------------------------------
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c. Lord's Supper ___________________ _ 
D. Baptism of the Holy Spirit ____________ _ 
E. Jesus Christ 
--------------------·---------------------
F. Trinity----------------------------------------------
G. Sanctification 
---------------------------------------
H. Second Col'ldng 
I. The Church 
a. Divine Healing 
l. The Bible 
L. Heaven and Hell 
M. Judgement __________________________________________ __ 
Thank you very m.uc:b .for your time and cooperation in answering 
these question.s. 
~Zould you like to know more about the above doc-trines? Yes 
No vl.hich? 
-----
1tTould you enroll in a class if it were offered on vlhat the 
Assemblies of God believes? Yes No • 
--
Dear Pastort 
Christian Greetings! 
1328 s. E. 20th Avenue 
Po:rtla nd 121 Oregon 
November 11 1963 
Just a note to t:b.ank you, pastors, ~1ho l':t.ave responded so 
promptly to the questionnaire I recently sent out, and a brief 
reminder for who have not IllS yet r~?sponded--i t, ts at:Ul not 
too late to return the questionnaire, l-dthout apology; it does mean 
a great deal to sl:~.ccefls or fs,tlure of my thesis project., 
Tha!'ks again to you '!<mo have so grac1.ously gi.ven xne your 
cooperation 1.n this project. 
Sincerely in Christ, 
Roy Schmidt 
